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Earlier this month, Dunkin’ Donuts opened shop
on our main drag, and if you haven’t noticed, it’s
kind of a big deal.
For more than a week now, there has been a
massive queue outside. People are lining up out
the door and down the block. We are, to say the
least, really excited about this new addition to our
budding culinary scene.
It’s amusing, then, to note that many of our
readers from abroad are actively grieving on our
behalf. On the day Dunkin’ Donuts opened, we
posted a photo gallery full of delighted Icelanders,
only to be bombarded with condolence messages

from around the world.
But they’ve got us all wrong, we thought, we’re
not this pure country free of big corporations. We
have loads of them! And we love them! In fact,
when McDonalds opened in Reykjavík, our Prime
Minister showed up to eat the very first burger
(see that glorious photo below!).
So, we thought, let’s set the record straight this
issue and attempt to explain why Icelanders tend
to consider the arrival of multinational junk food
franchises a really big deal.
Turn to page 21.
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Tonik Ensemble
Imprints

Download the FREE tracks at www.grapevine.is
Our track of the issue features all the best
of what Tonik Ensemble (Anton Kaldal
Ágústsson, and a host of contributing collaborators) can do in the studio. The beat
is steady, a driving force of welcome techno
staples, overlaid with deftly placed instrumental, ear-candy flourishes. Atop it all is
the solemn, chilled-out vocal track supplied
by Jóhann Kristinsson: it's synthesized
enough to sound mystical, but left alone
enough to retain humanity. “Imprints” is
a mood maker: the kind of track that adds
profundity to passing landscapes on a long
car ride, or gets things a bit weird and wavy
on a Friday night. In short: good stuff.
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The Reykjavík Grapevine is published 18 times a year by Fröken
ltd. Monthly from November through April, and fortnightly
from May til October. Nothing in this magazine may be reproduced in whole or in part without the written permission of
the publishers. The Reykjavík Grapevine is distributed around
Reykjavík, Akureyri, Egilsstaðir, Seyðisfjörður, Borgarnes,
Keflavík, Ísafjörður and at key locations along road #1, and all
major tourist attractions and tourist information centres in the
country.
You may not like it, but at least it's not sponsored (no articles
in the Reykjavík Grapevine are pay-for articles. The opinions
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This Issue's Most
Awesome Letter!

On Aug 12, 2015, at 8:58 PM,
Ana Maria wrote:
Hi! I'm a freelance journalist
and I would like to do a story for
the british press about the baby
seal fed to the foxes situation. I
know your magazine has done
some articles on this subject.
Hey Ana,
thanks for writing.
Answers inline.
- I understood that the Zoo
staff has(or had) an autumn
barbeque where they sacrifice
and eat animals from the zoo. Is
this true?
Yes, every year at Mabon—the mid-harvest festival
of the autumn equinox—the
zoo staff dons its ceremonial
robes and engages in ritual
killings of animals that have
proven worthy (during the
Zoo's extensive Summer Trials) or especially annoying
(or come from a tasty lineage). Once the slaughter has
peaked, they bathe themselves
in blood as the animal flesh
cooks to a tasty, succulent
texture in the Zoo's fire pitaltar.
- Why do they choose to eat
them instead of releasing them
into the wild?
It's not so much a matter of choice, as it is one of
common sense. First of all,
The Zookeepers would not

dare evoke the wrath of Veles,
the autumn god (we all know
what happened to Perun)
by negging on their secret,
sacred, sacrificial vows.
Furthermore, the chosen animals are particularly vicious
and tasty, and would wreak
great havoc over the people of
Iceland should they be freed
from their restraints and let
run amok. Lastly, being sacrificed to Veles is traditionally
considered a great honour
among the animals, one The
Zookepers would not dare
deprive them of.
Also, they are very tasty
animals.
- Do you know what types of
animals they eat at the barbeque?
Here is a brief list, provided by the Zookeepers' Union:

Things we do not eat at the
barbeque:
-Abominable things.
-Animals that chew the cud,
or them that divide the cloven
hoof; as the camel, and the
hare, and the coney.
-The swine, because it divideth the hoof, yet cheweth not
the cud.
-Whatsoever from the waters
that hath not fins and scales.
-The eagle, the ossifrage, the
ospray.
-The glede, the kite, the vulture.
-Every raven.
-The owl, the night hawk, the
cuckow.
-The little owl, and the great
owl, and the swan.
-The pelican, and the gier
eagle, and the cormorant.
-And the stork, and the heron,
and the lapwing, and the bat.
-Every creeping thing that
flieth.
- What are the activists plans
related to this issue?
Resistance is futile.

Things we eat at the barbeque:
-The hart, the roebuck, the
fallow deer, the wild goat, the
pygarg, the wild ox, and the
chamois.
-Generally every beast that
parteth the hoof, and cleaveth
the cleft into two claws, and
cheweth the cud among the
beasts.
-All that are in the waters, all
that have fins and scales.
-All clean birds

Thank you for bringing a bit of
light upon this story.
Ana
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Varma is dedicated to maintaining
Icelandic tradition in developing,
designing and manufacturing
quality garments and accessories
from the best Icelandic wool and
sheepskin shearling.

Check it out! Whoever sent in this issue's
LOVELIEST LETTER gets a free Grapevine
T-shirt, featuring the regal G that adorns
our cover. DON’T PANIC if your letter
wasn’t found to be this issue's loveliest.
You can still get a tee for a low, low price
over our website, www.grapevine.is.

Júlíana Sveinsdóttir, Selfportrait, 1925.

And guess what: we always give out
SICK prizes for each issue's LOVELIEST
LETTER, so be sure to send in some fun
and/or interesting missives.
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Ruth Smith, Selfportrait, 1941.

Visit Iceland’s
largest
art museum

Varma is available in various
tourist shops around Iceland

artmuseum.is

Open daily
One admission
to three museums
Guided tour in English every Friday
at Kjarvalsstaðir at 1 p.m.
Guided tour in English about Richard Serra
and Áfangar every Saturday at Hafnarhús
at 11 a.m. and in Viðey Island at 12:30

Reykjavík
Art Museum

HafnarHús

kjarvalssTaðir

Ásmundarsafn

TryggvagaTa 17
101 rvk

flókagaTa
105 rvk

sigTún
105 rvk

ICEWEAR offers an extensive
collection of clothing for the
outdoor

enthusiast,

ranging

from high-tech down jackets to
unique wool products made in
Iceland. We strive to offer colors
and cuts in line with the latest
trends, quality materials and
competitive prices.

icelandic design
since 1972
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Extremely
Unchill

By Nanna Árnadóttir

How Police Went Too Far
At A Music Festival

Words by Paul Fontaine
Photos by Pan Thorarensen
The Extreme Chill Music Festival is not exactly the rowdiest scene, as the name might attest. It’s more known for
being a small gathering of people listening to electronic
music played live. But last weekend, it became the focus
of a police operation that would make headlines and draw
criticism for overzealous and possibly illegal tactics that
are virtually unheard of at larger events.
According to several eyewitness and
firsthand accounts, police searched the
bags and pockets of multiple attendees.
Some guests were reportedly made to
disrobe. Police also went so far as to go
into the unoccupied tents of guests. Police activities weren’t confined to the
festival grounds, either. They reportedly
stopped a bus en route to the event, ordering all the foreigners off of the bus. The
police then went onto the bus, where the
Icelanders left on board were questioned
and searched. None of this, incidentally,
is legal.
The headlines after the event more or
less parroted what West Iceland Police
said in a statement: that there were 29
drug arrests at a festival of 200 people.
(West Iceland Police did not respond to
requests for a comment.)
Festival organisers immediately sent
out a statement on the events of the past
weekend.
“This year, the police held our festival
guests in a death grip from the moment
they arrived, and went way over the line
as far as we are concerned,” the organisers wrote. “We greeted numerous guests
in the festival entrance who were in utter shock, and did not trust themselves
to go back to the camping area after the
encroachment and abuse of power of
the police.” Soon thereafter, they called
upon all festivalgoers who were subject
to police scrutiny to come to a closed
meeting, with a lawyer, who would review testimony and video footage taken
by the guests. The results of that meeting

have yet to be announced at the time of
this writing.

Why this festival?
“I find it kind of strange that a very small
music festival, that is held in a tiny fishing
village where the community celebrates
the event—which has never had any trouble with any form of violence or property
damage whatsoever—was the target of
such massive search and seizure tactics
by the police,” Morgunblaðið journalist
Davið Már Stefánsson, who was at the
event, told us. “Just to be clear, I appreciate the presence of the police and hate the
kind of discourse that paints all police activity as some kind of brute coercion. But
I think entering tents without permission
with detection dogs, while guests are far
away enjoying music, putting up roadblocks and searching attendees over and
over again while refusing to provide any
sort of probable cause is just a tad bit dramatic—if not illegal. ”
Davíð isn’t alone in his reservations
about making a small music festival the
focus of such an intense police effort.
Stefán Magnússon—who runs the east
Iceland metal festival Eistnaflug, which
saw some 3,000 guests last year—told us
that they never had any problems with
the police.
“I have to admit, I don’t understand
how things work in this country,” he told
us. “I don’t understand why the police
don’t show up with drug dogs at Indepen-

dence Party conventions or the Frostró- on what probable cause really entails
sir Christmas concert and sniff around and what rights people have when being
there. Is it because if you’re in a suit and searched.”
have a political party logo on your lapel,
The legal point is an important one.
you get a chance, but if you’re wearing As Pétur Þorsteinsson, director of civil
a woollen sweater, then you’re clearly rights group Snarrótin, told us, the law
questionable?”
can be murky when it comes to situations
Grímur Atlason—who
like this, but our civil
runs Iceland Airwaves, "The obvious use
rights remain clear.
a multi-venue festival of musical profiling
“The big problem
that sees thousands of atis that almost every
is a special case, al- paragraph in the chaptendees each year—was
similarly baffled by the lowing the police to ter on human rights in
overzealous police.
harass people that our constitution ends
“It’s very strange how
some exceptions
like techno music, with
the police force works,” he
from the protection
wrote on Facebook. “In the but leave us, the
given in the paraWestman Islands, you may classical rock and
graph,” he told us. “But
not talk about one type of
police also break
opera freaks, alone.” the
crime, but only while the
the law, for example, by
[annual Merchant’s Weekforcing people to accept
end] festival is going on. In Snæfellsnes, searches by threats and by their worldon the other hand, [police] go way over famous ability to smell illicit smoke, even
the line, and then send out this dramatic where it does not exist. The obvious use
description of the ‘horror’ that greeted of musical profiling is a special case, althe four drug dogs and the police squad lowing the police to harass people that
at this 200-person festival under a gla- like techno music, but leave us, the clascier. Trying to disparage the festival and sical rock and opera freaks, alone.”
its guests in order to justify the means.”
Pétur advises that festivalgoers adopt
a “just say no” policy to being searched,
as is well within your rights if the police
The law is (probably)
officer asking to search you or your beon your side
longings has no warrant. He does recognise, however, the human component in
Davíð believes last weekend’s police op- that advice.
“That's easier said than done, when
erations can be chalked up to one simple
factor: the genre of music performed and you are confronted by rude and rogue
policemen,” he said. “But that's the only
celebrated at Extreme Chill.
“It‘s clear that the Icelandic police way, and we have several documented
authorities link the electronic music incidents where the police gave in when
scene with substance abuse,” he told us. the suspects knew their rights to be left
“In 2014, the police showed up at Harpa alone and dared to stand up against opwith detection dogs while Sónar Reykja- pression. Knowing your rights and devík was in full swing, something that was fending them, wherever needed, is the
unheard of at that time. I’ve been work- way to go.”
ing as a cultural journalist for four years
now, and never have I witnessed such an
extreme approach. We need clarification

Don’t believe the hype. Despite
plenty of news coverage detailing dangerous stunts by tourists
in the past few months, Icelanders still love you guys! According
to a new poll from Market and
Media Research, 80% of Icelanders feel good about tourists in
Iceland.

Another thing Icelanders
agree on this month is that
it’s great to be gay in Iceland.
In the wake of another successful Pride weekend, a Gallup poll
shows 86% of Icelanders believe
their country is a great place to
be gay, though respondents were
not asked how well Iceland treats
trans folk (get with the programme Gallup, there’s a “T” in
LGBTQIA!).

While being gay in Iceland is
great, being a seal is less cool.
Earlier this month an adorable
chubby baby seal made a brave
escape from Reykjavík Family
Park And Zoo. The youngster
was eventually tracked down and
despite resisting a police officer
(by biting him) he was dragged
back to the zoo, and promptly
EUTHANISED AND FED TO
OTHER ZOO ANIMALS. Note to
readers, don’t piss off the zoo.

Continues Over...

Exciting Day Tours
– Beautiful Places –
“Excellent tour of Golden Circle, Reykjavik.”
Collected and returned to cruise ship. Excellent trip
and would definitely recommend. The price was approx.
one-third of the cruise excursion.No problems with
booking over the internet. Fantastic.
Visited May 2015

Compare Prices and Read Reviews on Tripadvisor
www.bustravel.is

Tel: +354 511 2600 · info@bustravel.is · bustravel.is

Insidethe
Volcano
Take part in a great adventure. Descend 120 metres
into a volcano and explore an underground world.

I have never been anywhere
underground that matches
the grandeur and impact of
this place.
- The Sunday Times

Standing inside a volcano
is a strangely emotional
experience.
- The Guardian

One of twenty places in the
world you must see before
you die.
- CNN

Book now
at: InsideTheVolcano.com

Price: ISK 39,000 per person
More info at InsideTheVolcano.com

For the first time in history, travelers have the
opportunity to see what a volcano looks like on the
inside. Descend into a 4.000 year old magma chamber
and experience a new underground world.
•
•
•
•
•

Several departures a day
Maximum 15 people in each tour
Duration: 5-6 hours
Minimum age: 12 years
Fitness level needed: Moderate.
No knowledge of hiking or climbing is required.
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Continued

DUMMIES

So What's This I Keep Hearing About
Rising Inequality in Iceland?
Words by Kári Tulinius
@Kattullus
Illustration by Lóa Hjálmstýsdóttir

T

ers lived with was the most right-wing
of wealthy countries in OECD." Stundin
points out that in 2007, if you compared
the wealthiest one percent of the population in the United States and Iceland, the
former paid 30 percent of their income in
taxes, while the latter paid 13 percent.

here are many reasons
for rising inequality in
the world, but in Iceland
the main cause is simple.
The current right-wing
government has lowered taxes affecting the rich. To illustrate this, let us pick
an example at random: the wealthy Mr.
Sigmundur Davíð Gunnlaugsson. His
tax payments went down from roughly
122,000 Euros last year to 54,000 Euros
this year, a reduction of about 55 percent.

And now the Icelandic government is trying to give rich Icelanders more money again. That
worked well last time.
It would perhaps be a little harsh to
suggest that the richest one percent of
Icelanders are idiots who should not be
trusted with anyone's money, including
their own. However, the Icelandic public is none too fond of the idea that rich
people should pay less in taxes, especially
as basic services, like healthcare, are underfunded. According to opinion polls,
the Independence Party's support is back
down to the level it was immediately after the financial crash, for which it was
widely blamed. The Progressive Party
has lost half of the support it had in the
last election.

Don't try to fool me, that's not a
random example, that's the Prime
Minister of Iceland.
The case of the Prime Minister is not
brought up to suggest that he is using his
power to enrich himself. The 68,000 Euros or so have no affect on his finances.
Business paper Viðskiptablaðið estimated in 2013 that he and his wife were
worth about 7.5 million Euros. Now, that
is not the kind of money where you can
buy an island and build a skull-shaped
secret lair, but it is enough to get you in
the top 0.05% of the richest people in
the world.
Bah, what good is money if I can't
hold the world hostage with my
giant skull laser?
No political party has ever had a majority of seats in the Icelandic parliament.
Therefore coalition governments are
the norm. In theory, having two or more
political parties in power should cover
possible blind spots and limit excesses,
but sometimes politicians of different striphes share blind spots. The two
parties currently in power—the Prime
Minister's Progressive Party, and the Independence Party—are both headed by
men from wealthy families. Government
rhetoric and policies make it clear that
the two parties have little or no idea what
life is like when you do not benefit handsomely from the abolition of a wealth tax.

But are they wealthy enough to
understand the struggles of those
making down payments on a giant
skull laser?
Most of the Prime Minister's lower tax
payment can be explained by the abolition of the wealth tax, though his income
tax payment also went down by roughly
35 percent. As pointed out by journalist Gunnar Gunnarsson, who broke the
story for the news site Austurfrétt, this
is the result of changes made to the Icelandic tax code last year. Jóhann Páll
Jóhannsson analysed the new tax system in the newspaper Stundin, writing
that the "changes made by the current
government to the tax code have been
most beneficial for the wealthiest in Ice
landic society."

Wealth does not bring happiness,
as the ancient wise men say. Happiness is a warm giant skull laser.
These changes are in opposition to what
the government formed by the Social
Democratic Alliance and the Left-Greens
did after coming into power following
the 2008 financial crash. That government increased taxes on large businesses
and the wealthy and decreased the tax
burden on those with low-to-middle
income. So things have taken a drastic
swing in the opposite direction.

Have any populist parties risen up,
as has happened in Europe?
The beneficiary of public discontent, at
least in terms of polling, is the Pirate Party. Since spring, it has consistently polled
as the most supported party in Iceland.
The two left-wing parties, as well as the
centrist party Bright Future, have also
declined in polls. The parties in government have not reacted so far, possibly
thinking that the Pirate Party will lose
followers as elections draw nearer. But
if it does not happen, or another opposition party draws the populist following,
then they might have to pool their extra
money together for a giant skull laser.

Like when I push my kid on
a swing and don't pay attention,
it hits me right in the face.
Speaking to Stundin, Columbia University economist Jón Steinson says that
before the crash "the tax code Iceland-

Speaking of adorable baby animals, the town of Reykjanesbær
has finally found a solution for
their out-of-control vegetation
by setting goats loose on patches
of thick and fast-growing plant
life that has been the bane of
lawn mowers and weeders. The
goats were so efficient that city
officials have confirmed they
will be rehired next summer.

In other news: an archaeologist reportedly made “the
find of the century” in a newly
discovered Icelandic cave. In the
recently discovered and appropriately named Leynir (“Conceals”) cave, Adolf Friðriksson,
the director of the Institute of
Archaeology, has found signs
that a person cooked horse meat
at some point in the 12th century,
despite there being no record of
any people living in the area at
the time.
So, there’s good news and
there’s bad news. Good news:
Following a combination of
strong public support and government willingness, it looks like
we could soon be saying “bless
bless” to Iceland’s naming laws.
In a recent radio interview, Minister of the Interior Ólöf Nordal
told reporters that she believes
the laws need to be abolished.
To this end, her ministry is
currently drafting a bill to do
just that.

Now for the bad news:
Björk has cancelled a series
of shows, including Iceland
Airwaves. The reason given for
the cancellation was a scheduling conflict and unfortunately
the cancellations aren’t without
precedent: several Björk shows
were also cancelled in 2008, 2011
and 2012, due to medical problems and staging issues.

Licensing and
registration of travelrelated services
The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents,
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.
Tour operators and travel agents are required to use a special logo approved
by the Icelandic Tourist Board on all their advertisements and on their Internet
website.
Booking services and information centres are entitled to use a Tourist
Board logo on all their material. The logos below are recognised by the
Icelandic Tourist Board.

BREAKFAST,
LUNCH & DINNER
O P E N 7-21

List of licenced Tour
Operators and Travel
Agencies on:

visiticeland.com
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“Excellent Service”

“The need for
speed”

Reviewed 9 August 2015

“Whale watching”
Reviewed 3 August 2015

Reviewed 7 August 2015
Our tour with Gentle Giants was
great. I am terrified of the sea
but I felt safe as the guide went
through all the safety tips before
we go on board the RIB boat.
They drove carefully and kept
their distance from the whale so
as not to disturb it. Such respect
shown for the whale. I admired
that. We got to see 2 whales in
action, it was an experience of a
life time, just incredible. After the
whale watching we went to the
Puffin birds at Puffin island and
had a drink. Cheers and Thank
you Gentle Giants, keep up the
great work.

After my lesson in Svalbard, i
went with the speed boat offering and it was the right choice.
Gentle Giants did it well, and
most importantly we saw whales,
the humpback variety and apparently minke, but they were too
quick and on the wrong side for
me to catch. The speedboat repositions much quicker so when a
whale is spotted u get in the right
spots. Position in the speedboat
makes a big difference to what
you can see. Wish tour companies
would auction off the front rows!

Fantastic experience! Staff were
efficient and very helpful. We
saw minke whale and a school of
white-beaked dolphins.

“Great Time in
Husavik”
Reviewed 29 July 2015
Husavik with Gentle Giants is absolutely fabulous
Very very good Staff and and a
superb Service :-)
We come again !!!

“Humpbacks, and
Puffins, and Blues,
OH MY!”
Reviewed 30 July 2015
….
Thanks, GG, for an amazing day!
My advice for anyone considering a whale watching tour would
be to take the RIB boat tour. Our
RIB boat was so much faster than
the wooden boats, so we were
able to spend more time out near
where the whales were feeding
and we got nearer to the whales
when they surfaced faster than
the wooden boats.

150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY
HÚSAVÍK
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The Crisis
In Greece
Seen Through
Icelandic Eyes

Words by Sigrún Davíðsdóttir
Photo by Jói Kjartans
In October 2008, Iceland was hit by a ton of bricks in the
form of three collapsing banks. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) agreed to help Iceland out with a loan
of $2.1bn, then approximately 20% of the country’s GDP.
Greece, too, was hurting at that time, though it was not
until March 2010 that it had to seek assistance and the
IMF—in addition to European institutions and EU member states—came to its rescue with a loan of €110bn. But
this did not solve the debt problem and it received another loan package in March 2012, this one worth €164.5bn.
Now, as Greece’s public debt reaches 180% of its GDP,
a third rescue package worth approximately €90bn is
being negotiated.
It just so happens that the same man, a
Dane named Poul Thompsen, was the International Monetary Fund’s head of mission in both Iceland and Greece. His task
was to coach the two countries through a
country-specific financial assistance programme, to ensure that their loan would
be used to restore the economy. However,
the outcome of the assistance in the two
countries could hardly have been more
different.
The Icelandic programme, which
ended in summer 2011, has been deemed
a total success, much to Thomsen’s credit.
Meanwhile, Greece has staggered from
crisis to crisis and Thomsen has been
much maligned for the unsuccessful attempts to revive the nation’s economy.
The differing outcomes clearly have a lot
less to do with the stoic Dane than they
do with the circumstances in Iceland and
Greece. Unlike in Iceland, the political
class in Greece is unwilling to acknowledge past failures. Instead, there is stubborn refusal to embrace changes to the
nation’s “clientelismo” economy, wherein
public funds have for decades been used
to buy political favours and support special interests.
To stabilise the Greek economy, creditors will either need to accept a writedown of a substantial part of the nation’s
debt or agree to a debt holiday for up to 40
years, during which time Greece would
not pay off its debt. Yet, doing so is tricky,
as it absolves clientelismo politicians of
all their mistakes.

The fallacy of “happy
times are here to stay”
Iceland was literally flush with success in
the years following the privatisation of its
banks in 2003. For a period of five years,
Icelanders seemed able to both walk on
water and fly. This boom was fundamentally different from past booms: It did
not stem from something as fickle as fish
stocks, but from a financial sector where
all curves pointed firmly skywards. The
nation’s politicians blissfully neglected
lessons from the world’s economic history, where bust follows boom as night
follows day.
Icelanders’ savings were clearly not
enough to fund a financial system growing from one GDP in 2002 to nine times
the GDP by 2008. International credit
was cheap and easy to acquire, and everything was going swimmingly. With inter-

national investors seeking to profit from
Iceland’s high-interest environment, the
króna became particularly strong. This
eventually became a millstone on the Icelandic economy, as the króna depreciated
through 2008, culminating in a banking
collapse in October.
Despite an unfortunate expansionary policy of lower tax and public investments during the boom years, there was a
budget surplus and public debt was only
around 30% of GDP when the crisis hit.
Greece, too, was doing well in the
years after joining the Eurozone in 2001.
As in Iceland, the expansion was driven
by a strong domestic demand in an environment of unprecedentedly low interest
rates. However, in Greece, the government used the boom years to instigate
more deficit and debt, which stemmed
from an unsustainable pension system.
In fact, Greece had been suffering
from a chronically high level of debt and
deficit since the mid 1990s. Miraculously,
these numbers dived down to the Maastricht criteria (public debt below 60% and
budget deficit of no more than 3%) in time
for adopting the Euro. Upon closer scrutiny, this upheaval was no miracle, but
simply a case of falsified statistics.

Foreseeable, not
just in hindsight
Differences aside, the Greek crisis is still
worth considering from an Icelandic perspective. In Iceland, an over-extended
banking system caused the collapse, even
though public finances had been sound.
In Greece, however, unsound public finances eventually crippled the nation’s
banking system.
The IMF did not foresee the Icelandic
collapse. Yet, an IMF statement on Iceland in June 2007 brought both praise—
“the medium-term prospects for the
Icelandic economy remain enviable”—
and stark warnings: fast-growing banks
might undermine stability. Consequently,
the government should prepare for imminent risks stemming from maintaining
such a large financial sector.
Greece got a much stronger warning
in an IMF report in December of 2007.
After the sweet reminder that the Greek
economy had grown fast for several years
there came serious warnings, that had by
then been repeated for a few years: competitiveness was steadily eroding and the
labour market rigid; public debt was high

and rising because of an unsustainable
pension system. As in earlier years, the
government recognised the weaknesses
and claimed to be working on improvement, according to the IMF report, and
yet little had been done so far.
Interestingly, the 2007 IMF message
to Greece was: do not be complacent during the good times, instead use them to
accomplish necessary reforms and avoid
later pain. As the IMF foresaw already in
2007, the consequences of inaction have
been severe.

Ignored warnings
Iceland’s government did not pay particular attention to the words of warning
in 2007. All through 2008, the Icelandic
Central Bank (CBI) was trying to convince other central banks to make currency swaps with Iceland, which was
growing dangerously short on foreign
currency. Time and again, central bankers in the other Nordic countries, in Great
Britain and the United States, warned the
CBI in no uncertain terms that its gigantic banking sector could be problematic.
The CBI resolutely ignored the warnings.
Meanwhile, the same situation was
unfolding in Greece. The IMF and others kept warning the Greek government,
which—like Iceland’s—resolutely ignored
their advice. Iceland effectively lost market access in the summer of 2008 as no
one wanted to lend money to Iceland. Not
until late October, some weeks after the
banking collapse, did the Icelandic government turn to the IMF for a loan.
Greece lost market access in March of
2010. On May 2, 2010, the Greek government signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), receiving a bailout packet from the IMF, the European Central
Bank (ECB) and the Eurozone countries,
worth €110bn, to be paid out over three
years. In return, Greece agreed to follow
the IMF’s adjustment programme. In
2012, the programme was adjusted along
with a new loan package of €164.5bn.

Iceland: from crisis
to a steady recovery
During the first weeks and months of disbelief and shock following the banking
collapse of October 2008, Iceland’s parliament, Alþingi, took action in several
matters that have later proved to be steps
in the right direction. Alþingi established
an independent Special Investigation
Committee (SIC) to look into the causes
of the banking collapse, which published
its report in April 2010.
Also, the Office of a Special Prosecutor was established to investigate
and eventually prosecute alleged crimes
connected to the overgrown banks’ operations. Strictly speaking these were not
measures to improve the economy but it
can be argued that this aided the economy by freeing political energy from the
blame game; instead it could concentrate
on more constructive work to rebuild the
economy.
Later on, the Social Democrat-led
coalition with the Left Green party,
in power from early 2009 until spring

2013, instigated measures to write down
mortgages. This helped alleviate nonperforming loans in the banks and set
things in motion again. Another helpful
measure was a change in bankruptcy law,
which shortened the time limitation of
bankruptcy to two years from the earlier
four, ten or twenty years, depending on
the kind of claim.
By mid summer 2011, Iceland had
entered a steady growth phase. Yet, the
mood in Iceland changed slowly, and it
took the country some years to get out of
crisis mode. Icelandic households have
always been good at spending on credit,
but since 2009 households have actually
been paying down their debt.

Greece: from ignored
warnings to ignored
measures
Greece has followed a more unfortunate
path. Changes that the IMF had been advising for years before Greece lost market
access in March of 2010 were part of the
prescriptions in the bailout programme.
However, the Greek authorities did not
embrace the changes suggested by their
lenders, nor did the Greek governments
find other means to reach the goals of a
sounder economy.
Greek politicians behaved much like
Icelandic politicians did in 2008: they
made empty promises in order to secure
much-needed assistance. Understandably, lenders today worry that Greek
politicians will behave as they have in
the past: promising all they could and
then delivering on only a fraction of
the promises.
Greece also has a history of cheating
on statistics and giving erroneous information on certain financial transactions—swaps—made with the US investment bank Goldman Sachs in 2001, in
order to hide loans and make it look as if
the state finances fit the Eurozone. These
deceptions surfaced in early 2010, just before the bailout.
Since a new president, Andreas Georgiou, took over at the Hellenic Statistical
Authority, ELSTAT, in August of 2010,
the statistics have been in accordance
with international standards. However,
Greek politicians have continuously
threatened Georgiou and two ELSTAT
managers with charges of treason—for
correcting upwards the deficit number
for earlier years. Being sentenced for
treason could have resulted in a prison
sentence for life. These charges have
been dropped but Georgiou still faces
minor charges. Yet, those guilty of wilfully reporting false statistics have never
been touched.

Embracing change,
or resisting it
After some initial resistance to seeking
help from the IMF, politicians in Iceland
have came to value the expertise that
the IMF had to offer in dealing with the
crisis. Iceland’s governments, first on
the right and then on the left, cooperated with the IMF. As planned, the programme ended in summer 2011.

Meanwhile, politicians in Greece
have fought and resisted changes, accepting IMF prescribed programmes to
access funds but failing to fulfil them.
Two committees set up by the Greek
parliament are less occupied with investigating the causes of the Greek collapse
than proving that the crisis was caused
by foreigners and their Greek emissaries, and that Greece’s public debt should
therefore not be repaid.
All of this, in addition to the falsified
statistics, has caused huge irritation and
eventually a breakdown of trust among
lenders to Greece. It was no coincidence
that there was great emphasis on the
need for renewed “trust” in the July 12
Euro Summit statement, which formed
the basis for a new programme.

Write-down
and securing change
for good
Much of the debate about Greece will
seem familiar to any Icelander. There
are foreign pundits who feel tremendously sorry for the Greeks, and want
their debt written down for humanitarian reasons. This, however, seems based
on the assumption that things were done
to Greece—that the nation’s governments were somehow blameless—which
is a misconception. As mentioned earlier,
there was no lack of warning signs, which
Greek governments chose to ignore for
more than a decade.
Mistakes have certainly been made
by creditors, from Greece’s first bailout
in 2010 and onwards. As the IMF has
already admitted, demands for cuts in
public spending were too great, causing a needlessly harsh contraction in
the economy. A write-down of approximately 50% of Greek debt in 2012 helped,
but only briefly, partly because the Greek
government again did not do what was
advised, nor did it come up with solutions
of its own.
Still, it’s evident that Greece needs
some form of a write-down of its public debt or an extension of its loans. The
German government, as well as the Finns
and many other stakeholders, oppose
this, but there are some indications that
it will eventually happen.
Until some compromise is reached,
Greece is stuck. But then again, not much
will happen if Greek politicians continue
to dig in their heels to protect the status
quo, which caters to special interests.
Greece is yet to come up with sustainable
solutions, and the lenders have failed to
come up with the right incentives to push
the nation into the right direction.
However, absolving Greece of all its
debt, as if nothing had happened, will
only bolster the political forces that
caused this mess in the first place—and
in the long run, this will not help Greece.
This is not about crime and punishment,
but about a country that needs to learn
good governance and sensible lessons
from a crisis long in the making.
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Media | Hello?

Binders,
Not Papers,
Full Of Women
Words by Gabríel Benjamin
Photo by Hörður Sveinsson
Back in the first quarter of 2001, Iceland’s Ministry
of Education released an extensive report on women
in media. Through wide-ranging surveys that examined a whole week of TV broadcasts and printed media,
the report detailed how women were seen and heard
much less than men, only appearing in 30% of primetime broadcasts, and only speaking in 15% of them.
Fourteen years later, little has changed, according to
an upcoming international report.
Watching the watchmen
Preliminary results from said report,
due this autumn, show that little to no
progress has been made in Iceland or
worldwide. The Global Media Monitoring Project—the international watchdog
organisation behind it—released a press
release detailing “an increase of just 1%
from five years ago when only 24% of the
people heard or read about in print, radio
and television news were female.”
GMMP was established two decades
ago, and conducts a one-day survey every five years. It examines women’s role
in news in numerous countries, using a
strict set of tools to interpret their representation as reporters, hosts, interviewees, subjects and more. Their 2010 report
included Iceland as one of the surveyed
countries, and the results revealed the
dearth of improvement in the years since
the Ministry of Education’s report.
We met up with Valgerður Anna
Jóhannsdóttir, the person responsible
for Iceland’s contribution to the GMMP.
Her small office smelled like old papers,
its shelves were stuffed with books and
journals, and her desk was similarly cluttered with newspapers, magazines, and
student essays.
Valgerður has twenty years of experience as a reporter for print, radio and

television. She quickly rose through the
ranks to become a supervisor, but said she
struggled to balance shift work with family life, and contemplated dropping out,
but somehow couldn’t imagine herself
not working in media. In 2008, she found
a happy medium, becoming an adjunct
lecturer at the University of Iceland,
where she leads the master’s programme
in journalism.
She showed me her initial results
for Iceland, which show that the total
number of women writing, being interviewed or otherwise the subject of news
is down to 24% from 27% in 2010. Additionally, 28% of news was reported by
women compared to 33% in 2010, and
women were the subject of news in only
20% of the cases, compared to 28% five
years earlier. Valgerður said that the final
numbers might come out a little differently, but the fact of the matter couldn’t
be clearer: women’s presence in media is
diminishing.

No clear answers in sight
Valgerður noted that there were many
theories behind why the number was so
low this year both for Iceland and other
countries. The survey was conducted
on the same day in March that the Ger-

manwings pilot Andreas Lubitz crashed
a plane into the Alps, so news outlets all
Navel-gazing
over the world were busy interviewing
airline CEOs, air-traffic controllers, and
pilots, most of whom are male. And lo- Statistics Iceland stated at the end of 2014
cally, labour and wage disputes made a that 45% of the media profession was
lot of headlines in March, which meant made up of women, and yet these women
union leaders, most of whom are male, don’t seem to be getting their bylines atwere heavily represented.
tached to articles in equal measure, being
Having said
stuck behind the same glass ceilthat, Valgerður
ing as fourteen years ago.
“The attitudes fueldidn’t
believe
Valgerður doesn’t have a simthose were valid ling the present sta- ple solution, other than hiring
excuses for this tus quo are deeply
more women into newsrooms,
stagnation over
and interviewing more women.
rooted, and tackling She didn’t lay the onus on rethe past five
years. “It’s ob- them will involve
porters to make that change
viously not the facing a lot of our
happen; instead she believes
case that wommanagement and owners of
own preconceived
en aren’t doing
media companies need to take
n e w s w o r t h y notions.”
responsibility. At present, both
things,” she said.
state-owned RÚV and private
“Instead, there’s something about how media corporation 365 have stated in
reporters work that makes them reach their official policies that they wish to be
out to men rather than women.”
more egalitarian, and Valgerður believes
Valgerður pointed out how stud- that’s where improvements need to be
ies have shown that the general public made.
more readily trusts men and their nar“Journalists face tremendous presrative, while women face much more sure and stress in their day-to-day jobs
scrutiny when they step into the spot- in delivering God knows how many news
light. That’s not to say that men are stories a day, and they routinely get very
more reliable, however, as Valgerður little support,” Valgerður said. “When
said they’re often simply less hesitant to there is demand for greater productivity
speak when they possess an incomplete but fewer people to meet it, the quality
picture, while women prefer to prepare invariably suffers. Upper management
themselves and have the right answers. needs to follow through with their lofty
In an environment where an increas- promises.”
ing amount of news happens online—
Valgerður said that although she feels
where speed is of the essence—it’s easy like women aren’t coming any closer to
to see why many would justify just going breaking through the glass ceiling, she
straight to a confident man for answers. would still like to believe that change
“One could debate whether it’s really to is possible. “The attitudes fuelling the
the article’s benefit to reach someone present status quo are deeply rooted, and
willing to speak before they think,” Val- tackling them will involve facing a lot of
gerður said. “If women take longer com- our own preconceived notions.”
ing up with a more accurate answer, then
that might actually benefit the article.”

rauða húsið
yrarbakka
yrarbak
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Well Documented
Inequality
Women’s role, visibility, and inequality in media in Iceland has been examined in numerous academic papers. Here is a short list of some of the
highlights from the past few years.
• Nanna Árnadóttir’s 2011 thesis
“Strength in Numbers?” showed
how the newsroom hierarchy greatly
favoured men over women, that all
news outlets employed more men
than women, and that state-run RÚV
had a more egalitarian structure than
privately owned Morgunblaðið.
• Sunna Stefánsdóttir’s 2013 thesis
“Bág staða íslenskra blaðakvenna”
(“Poor Situation of Female Icelandic Journalists”) found women to be
writing significantly fewer articles
than men were, and that they had less
opportunity to write stories about
certain topics, such as sports, business and politics.
• Arnhildur Hálfdánardóttir’s 2014
thesis “Aðgengi eða áhugi?” (“Accessibility or Interest?”) showed how
women’s work was given less weight
than that made by their male counterparts. It also revealed men’s pervasive blindness to their own privilege
through qualitative research.
• Kristín Ósk Elíasdóttir and
Ragnheiður Hera Gísladóttir’s 2015
thesis “Eru karlar sýnilegri en konur í
fjölmiðlum?” (“Are Men More Visible
than Women in Media?”) revealed
that women made up 30% or less of
those reporting or being reported on
in print media over a period of seven
weekdays.
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Do You Read Me?

Inequality in the intellectual world
Words by Valgerður Þóroddsdóttir
Translated by Larissa Kyzer
Summer 2013. The cover of the British magazine Port
declares that a new golden age in print media is underway. The magazine’s cover is minimalist—black letters
spelling out the names of six editors at the largest cultural publications in the Western world. Dead centre is
a crisp, black and white photo of six white men.
The cover generated some attention at the time, especially from
certain online media outlets in the
United States well versed in critical
feminist thought.
For me and many others, the image
was the embodiment of a certain problem, an uncomfortably matter-of-fact
picture of the current situation: men
holding the keys to the entire publishing industry as it stands. The image was
unpleasantly reminiscent of some realities in my immediate environment.
It brought to mind another photograph: of the board of the Reykjavík International Literary Festival taken that
same year. There sat nine people at a
table—seven men and two women, one
of the latter not actually a member of
the board but serving, and still serving,
as the festival’s artistic director. Since
then, another man has actually been
added to the administration, putting
the proportion of women on the board
at roughly eleven percent.
I looked at this photo for a long time
and tried to imagine the rationale for
such a ratio. Are people deliberately
looking the other way? Do they have no
interest in seeing this? Or is this unconscious, learned behaviour?
I was 23 when the middle-aged editor of a cultural magazine that I wrote
for pushed up against me and, with hot
whiskey breath, whispered in my ear
that women had no business in the editor’s chair. They were simply not as capable writers as men.
A year later, I ran into a young, male
author at a literary festival who asked
me, rhetorically, what kind of books I
was publishing [with Partus Press]—
and smirked as if he were telling a joke
when he answered for me: only young
female poets.
That same year, I heard Steinunn
Stefánsdóttir, the chairman of the Ice-

landic Women’s Rights Association, say
in an interview on a morning radio program that “In many respects, it’s somehow more manageable to advocate for
the law to reflect equality. […] But when
it comes to the intangible, things get
more difficult.”
How does one highlight inequality in the intellectual world? How is it
possible to isolate and measure when
women’s voices are not being heard,
not being taken seriously, or are even
being ignored?
What does it say about the state
of affairs when nationally renowned
authors sit at a table and seem not to
notice that there are eight times more
men’s voices than there are women’s?
Isn’t that a perfect metaphor for the
problem? Haven’t we become a bit deaf
when we no longer hear that men’s
voices are dominating the conversation?
No one seems to bat an eye. We just
sit at the table and smile for the camera.
We need more women’s voices, not
fewer. But the problem is even more
complicated than that. As much as we
need to increase the number of voices,
we also need to be more responsive to
them. For even when the voices of women do make it through—when they’re
heard on the radio, when they’ve
fought their way into male-dominated
organizations despite discouraging
messages from their immediate environments—how much attention do we
give them then? How well, in fact, are
we listening?
A little over a month ago, an article was published in GQ magazine
under the title “The New Canon: The
21 Books from the 21st Century Every
Man Should Read.” It’s unlikely to surprise you that of the books listed, only
four were books by women, or just under twenty percent.

Many studies have revealed similar was created by a man.
But back to that subtle question—
trends, that is to say, that men are less
what can we do in order to be more
likely to read books by women. Some
responsive to women’s stories and to
studies indicate that on average, only
one out of every ten books read by a women’s voices? The outlook is bleak.
It’s not exactly desirable to put your
man is by a woman.
perspective or work of art out there
This year, the publisher Forlagið
if no one pays any attention to it. And
released an anthology of Icelandic poetry in which former president [and how does one get people to listen if
they’ve already decided not to? How
the world’s first democratically electdo we become receptive to those voices
ed female head of state] Vigdís Finnthat reflect something other than just
bogadóttir selected Icelandic poems
our present points of view? That these
and verses that have been dear to her
throughout her life. There are thirty- viewpoints are forever celebrated by
literary organizations is a matter of
seven poets featured in this book, three
fact. Wouldn’t it be better to celebrate
of whom are women.
But the question of how well we are diversity?
The problem is complex and tanlistening begs a still subtler and comgled, but some of this
plicated one about
is clear. Role models
how much interest I was 23 when the
make a difference. It
and respect we af- middle-aged editor
is simply not permisford women’s stosible to pretend not
ries—how receptive of a cultural magato see, to pretend not
we are to the female zine that I wrote for
perspective.
pushed up against me to hear. It is not possible to hide behind
Many
factors
are certainly at play and, with hot whiskey excuses any longer.
The country’s literhere. This touches breath, whispered in
ary
organizations
on how we define my ear that women
fail the younger genthe canon. What we
erations when they
choose to teach in had no business in
don’t think about
schools; which books the editor’s chair.
equality in publicawe choose to buy;
tions, in festivals, in grant conferrals.
how we arrange those books in bookstores; who we choose to include in our The media fails when equality is abpoetry anthologies; and who we invite sent from their literary coverage. You
may be stuck in old habits, but let’s
to sit on the boards of our literary organizations. All of these decisions have not forget that fresh eyes are watchconsequences and reveal which voices ing and fresh ears are listening. Everything we do sends them a meswe value, safeguard, encourage, or
sage about what business they have in
simply dismiss.
Do we think it’s reasonable, for ex- this world.
ample, that female writers who write
Valgerður Þóroddsdóttir is a poet and
from a woman’s perspective should
writer living in Reykjavík. She is a foundneed to contend with devaluation of
ing member and current director of the potheir art by way of terms and marketetry collective and publisher Meðgönguljóð
ing tags like “chick-lit”? The term
(Partus Press) and was nominated for the
shouldn’t, perhaps, be insulting, but it PEN International New Voices Award in
undeniably is. (What would be most 2014. Valgerður originally read this editoreasonable, of course, would be that rial on an episode of ‘Skáldatími’ (Authors’
books told from a female perspective Hour) on The Icelandic National Broadcasting Service radio station, Rás 1. It has
be read by everyone.)
been translated and republished in The
With that in mind, it should seem
no coincidence that the most famous Grapevine with her permission.
female protagonist in Icelandic literary history [Salvör Valgerður, from the
Halldór Laxness novel 'Salka Valka']

By Nanna Árnadóttir
Dear Nanna,
What's the coolest souvenir
I can buy in Iceland?
Best,
Future Shopper
Dear Future Shopper,
Anything in the shape of Iceland,
that has the shape of Iceland
painted on it or has the word
“Iceland” written on it so you
definitely don’t forget that you
were in Iceland that one time and
no one who looks at your souvenir
thinks you may have gone to
Denmark instead.
Nanna
Dear Nanna,
My sister is breaking up with
her boyfriend of a few years.
The family has always really
loved him and he's a really nice
guy. But now my sister is saying
that he was abusive. I'll be honest I've never seen any evidence
of abuse, none of us have. We
were all really surprised actually and she does exaggerate
things sometimes. Anyway,
I'm wondering if I have to stop
hanging out with him because
they broke up? Just because she
dumped him doesn't mean the
whole family should right?
Best,
Sister Sister
Dear Sister Sister,
Whatever you do don't buy a word
your sister tells you. I don't know
what you've heard about believing
abuse survivors when they speak
up but it can really hurt the alleged abuser's feelings.
In my experience people always
act the same when they are in
public as they do when they are
in private but even if they didn't
do that I'm sure your sister’s ex
would beat up or verbally abuse
your sister in front of you, just so
you could both be sure your sister
wouldn't exaggerate it later.
My advice to you is to cut your
ties with your sister.
Best,
Nanna
Because this needs to be said. On
an all-jokes-aside note, if you or
someone you know needs help escaping domestic abuse in Iceland,
contact Iceland’s Women’s Shelter
(Kvennaathvarfið). They have a
hotline and offer counselling.
Tel: 561 1205.

TVEIR HRAFNAR
listhús, Art Gallery

offers a range of artwork by
contemporary Icelandic artists
represented by the gallery, selected works by acclaimed artists
and past Icelandic masters.

PLEASED TO MEAT YOU!

Represented artists:
GUÐBJÖRG LIND JÓNSDÓTTIR
HALLGRÍMUR HELGASON
HÚBERT NÓI JÓHANNESSON
JÓN ÓSKAR
ÓLI G. JÓHANNSSON
STEINUNN THÓRARINSDÓTTIR
Also works by:
HADDA FJÓLA REYKDAL
HULDA HÁKON
NÍNA TRYGGVADÓTTIR
KRISTJÁN DAVÍÐSSON
– among others

TVEIR HRAFNAR listhús, Art Gallery

Baldursgata 12 101 Reykjavík (at the corner of Baldursgata and Nönnugata, facing Þrír Frakkar Restaurant)
Phone: +354 552 8822 +354 863 6860 +354 863 6885 art@tveirhrafnar.is www.tveirhrafnar.is
Opening hours: Thu-Fri 12pm - 5pm, Sat 1pm - 4pm and by appointment +354 863 6860

NORDIC.HERITAGE.FASHION

FLAGSHIP STORE: FARMERS & FRIENDS, HÓLMASLÓÐ 2, OLD HARBOR AREA / FISH PACKING DISTRICT
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF RETAILERS IN ICELAND

WWW.FARMERSMARKET.IS

Can´t catch the Northern Lights?
Don´t worry, we have already done it for you

ver

Maritime
museum
CCP

Hotel
Marina

The
Northern
Light Center

Visit us and experience our multimedia exhibition
It's only a ten-minute walk from the city center

The old
harbour
Harpan
Music hall
Reykjavík
Art museum
Kolaportið
fleemarket

www.aurorareykjavik.is

Grandagarður 2 - 101 Reykjavík
Open every day from 09:00 - 21:00
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In The Eye
Of The Swarm:
Beekeepers Of Iceland

Words by Sam Wright Fairbanks
Photo by Anna Domnick
The paved road transitions to dirt just south of Mosfellsbær, but Torbjørn's new electric car handles the change
smoothly. “I have two hives out here at Hafravatn,” he says,
“and six more in the south. The southwest is the best region
in Iceland for beekeeping.” I trust he knows his stuff: Torbjørn Andersen took up beekeeping as a hobby when he was
just fourteen years old in Bergen, Norway, and has been at
it full time since 1997.
“The main job of a beekeeper in summer,”
he says, “is to check the hives every seven
to ten days to see how they're developing.” From this basic principle, the beekeeper's task is to facilitate said development in every way possible—to augment
the hives with additional compartments,
or to split them in the summer to prevent
swarming.
“The hive becomes too congested,
with too many larvae,” he says. “Bees can
sense when the hive will become overpopulated, and they'll begin to make new
queens.” Queen bees have the same genetics as the female workers, but are fed a
different diet in the larval stage. “The old
queen will leave with the swarm—10,000
bees in a number of minutes.” A mass
migration of bees, whose goal is to create a new hive from scratch. “You have to
control swarming, or you could lose them
all,” Torbjørn says. “Most every swarm,
if left to its own devices in Iceland,
would fail.”

Enter the hive
It's actually hard to believe that a new
hive could be successful anywhere in
nature, given how specific their requirements are. When scouting for a home,
bees look for a hollowed tree with a
south-facing opening of 10 cm2 that sits
three to four metres above the ground,
which then leads to a cavity with a volume of around 40 litres. “In the wild, under the best conditions,” Torbjørn says,
“30-40% of swarms will succeed.”
We pull up to a modern cabin that
couldn't be more than two rooms, set behind a patch of thin pines and tea-leafed

willow. From there, it is a short walk to
the hive. It can be heard well before it's
seen—the distinct hum that would, under
most other circumstances, have sent me
in the opposite direction.
The hive structure itself is rather innocuous: little more than wooden boxes
set at ground level and stacked to around
the height of a bedside table. Called a
Langsroth hive, it's meant to replicate
the bees' ideal natural habitat. At the
bottom there is a minute slit where a
haze of worker bees zip in and out, each
moving with that kind of randomness
that belies an underlying order. I try
not to stand too close (while also trying
to look like I'm not trying to not stand
too close).
“The hive behaves like a single organism controlled by pheromones,” Torbjørn
says. “The temperature is 35ºC in the
brood [the beeswax structure where the
queen bee lays eggs].” When you open the
hive, you disturb this complex system—
so it's best to do so quickly.
Torbjørn removes the lid from the
top of the hive, and peels back a burlap
cloth draped over the opening to the
combs inside to reveal a complex hexagonal wax network teeming with activity and plugged with honey. He offers
me a sample, which I take, while eyeing
workers cautiously. Its taste is incredible—deliciously sweet and powerfully
floral. I've never had anything like it; I
realize firsthand the appeal of keeping
beekeeping local.

The fight for
self-sufficiency

This current experiment is not Iceland's fect.” So while elsewhere the looming
first foray into beekeeping. There were threat of climate change spells doom for
attempts in the 1940s and 1960s to in- agriculture and apiculture alike, a slight
troduce self-sustaining hives to Iceland, rise in summer averages would do wonboth of which were ultimately unsuc- ders here in Iceland—at least for the bees.
cessful. The newest beekeeping venture
was started by Egill Rafn Sigurgeirsson,
Iceland's potential
who brought the first five hives from
Sweden back in
Though the climate
1998. Since then,
presents a challenge to
So while elsewhere
the total number of
bees and beekeepers
hives in Iceland has the looming threat
alike, Iceland has got a
grown to 250, each climate change spells
lot going for it as well.
with up to 50,000
doom for agriculture First, the bees in Iceland
worker bees, 100
are free of disease—both
drones (males), and and apiculture alike,
due to their non-native
one Queen.
species statues, as well
a slight rise in sumThe goal now,
their progenitors origimer averages would
as it has been in
nating from areas withthe past, is for the do wonders here in
out mites, foulbrood,
Icelandic hives to Iceland—at least for
viruses, etc. Self-suffibecome self-sufficiency would help assure
the bees.
cient—to not rely
that the bees continue
upon yearly imports
to be free of disease (for
from the Åland
which the only remedy
Islands, from Swewould be to destroy the
den, or elsewhere.
infected hive).
“Self-sufficienTorbjørn
points
cy would mean
out that Iceland's diverse
a maximum loss
flora serve the bees as
of 20-30% [of the
well. “If you take a closer
hive's population] in winter,” Torbjørn look down into a square meter of vegetasays. “Long winters are the main problem tion you will discover such a richness in
in Iceland. Last winter was rough.” Long plants, trees, moss and flowers.” Each
Icelandic winters, along with low median type of plant provides different kinds of
temperatures in the summer, disrupt the nectars and pollens. “There are many
seasonal cycles of hive growth, develop- important pollen plants found in Iceland:
ment, and reproduction.
wild heather, willow, dandelion, arctic
“The hive is pretty good at keeping its angelica, white clover, and millefolium,”
temperature up in winter, but the queen he says, to name a few.
only mates once,” Torbjørn says. “She
Further, these plants bloom at varimates in the air at an optimal tempera- ous periods throughout the summer,
ture of 18-20ºC.” This summer the tem- providing bees with a seamless, longperature was in the low end of this range lasting source of nourishment. “We don't
during only two days, and briefly at that. have the vast monoculture crops that are
Further, summer came late this year, af- found in so many places,” Torbjørn says.
ter a particularly rough winter. Swarm “Diseases and modern farming, monoseason in more temperate climates comes culture and pesticides, are the two main
in May or June—but in Iceland it's more reasons for bee death.”
like August.
It's a game of numbers—can sumPropolis tasting
mer gains counterbalance winter losses?
“We just need one or two degrees more,” After checking the status of his second
chuckles Torbjørn. “That would be per- hive, Torbjørn takes me to visit the farm

of another Icelandic beekeeper, Tomás
Ponzi, who shares Torbjørn's sentiments
about hive-as-organism (or what entomologists call a “superorganism”). “The
honeycomb is like the skeleton,” he says,
“the brood is a womb, the honey is energy
stores...”
Tomás is having a successful summer
with his bees. He made a split two weeks
prior, and the second hive has since tripled in size. One of the hives is well over
a metre in height, and is rampant with
worker activity.
Tomás removes the top to check the
hive, and Torbjørn offers me a sample
of propolis stuck to the underside of the
cover. It's a reddish-brown resin collected by the bees from budding plants. “It
has strong antibacterial effects,” he says.
“Bees line their hives with it as protection
from microbes.” It's extremely sticky, and
tastes strongly of herbs.
It's just one of the many products one
can collect from this superorganism.
Honey and beeswax in all their uses, this
propolis stuff, out of which you can make
a tincture (“With something strong, like
vodka,” Torbjørn says). And those are just
some of the many uses for bees.
As we stand there, attempting to clear
excess propolis from our teeth, Tomás
tells me that beekeeping has the potential to become big business in Iceland.
“We had a man from New York City come
here,” says Tomás. “He had a great business plan. There are many corporations
that improve their image by putting
beehives on the roof.” Rooftop beekeeping has developed into a sort of trend for
celebrities who wish to appear environmentally conscious.
“I may do it,” says Tomás, with a
sardonic smile. “All of my hives will
read 'Alcoa'.”

Who needs oil
when you have rain?
Landsvirkjun is one of Europe’s
leading renewable energy companies.
Visit our interactive exhibitions at Búrfell
and Krafla Power Stations this summer.

Free admission from 10 am – 5 pm every day.
Route information at landsvirkjun.com/visitors

Don’t miss the opportunity to stand on
and explore Vatnajökull Glacier. This is
one of the most unique and memorable
experiences Iceland has to offer!

JOIN US FOR YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE
GLACIERGUIDES.IS | +354 659-7000
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Iceland’s Most
Pöpulår Reståurånt!
IKEA may not have Michelin stars, but it
probably has everything else you need

make it an attractive place for a quick and
tasty meal.

Words Hannah Jane Cohen
Photo Anna Domnick

REGÜLÅRS

The IKEA restaurant in Hafnarfjörður has only 18 reviews
on TripAdvisor. Mainly, these focus on the economic value of the meals—especially compared to how notoriously
expensive food in Reykjavík is. One calls it a “great value”
while another chirpily describes it as “cheap, cheerful,
and quick.” The last is somewhat sardonic: “It’s just IKEA
food! What were you expecting?” Accumulated TripAdvisor reviews rank it at #295 out of 379 possible places
to eat in the greater Reykjavík area—indeed, it’s not an
obvious epicurean destination.
It might come as a surprise, then, to
learn that this Swedish-themed eatery
is Iceland’s most popular restaurant by
far, attracting a staggering average of
25,000 visitors per week—equivalent to
12% of Iceland’s population. In 2013, the
restaurant served up a stunning 440,000
hot meals, 140,000 helpings of ice cream,
230,000 drinks, 100,000 cakes and other
desserts and 150,000 hot dogs. And
that was two years ago—it’s only gotten
busier since.
With plans to expand the capacity of
the restaurant by 100%—from 250 to 500
seats—one cannot help but wonder: what
is it about the IKEA restaurant? Is it the
allure of ready-made furniture? The delightful convenience of munching while
you browse? The infamous Swedish
meatballs? Why on earth is IKEA Iceland’s
most popular restaurant?

ÅFFÖRDÅBLE
There are restaurants in every IKEA store,
but even when compared to other locations, including ones in populous areas like

New York City or London, IKEA’s Garðarbær location is still unusually popular. The
proportional share of Iceland’s IKEA restaurant’s sales to the overall store’s sales
is 13%, while most IKEA restaurants hover
around 5%. IKEA restaurant and food department manager Friðdóra Kristinsdóttir
tells us that 7% is the max percentage any
IKEA restaurant has reached. Iceland’s
anomalous 13% is not only unheard-of—it
is actually the global leader.
Friðdóra is friendly, but very professional. Choosing her words carefully, she
pauses when asked the reasons behind
the restaurant’s popularity. “We have
high-quality ingredients,” she says, “and
it’s cheap, much cheaper than other restaurants in Iceland, so people can afford
to come here often.” Iceland’s small population also helps, she believes. “Iceland is
small, so if something is going well, the news
spreads quickly.”
She is also quick to point out that the
restaurant—catering to Iceland’s notorious love of toppings—provides free sauces: cocktail sauce, barbecue sauce, cold
sauces, and many more, which serve to

The restaurant’s popularity goes beyond
quick meals, however. Though it might
seem unexpected, according to Friðdóra,
the IKEA restaurant has regulars, just like
any bar or restaurant. “It’s become a kind
of tradition for some people,” she says,
“people from the countryside, industrial
workers, older men from Garðabær—they
come regularly for breakfast.” The restaurant’s devoted fans know the menu
well, even the limited-time-only seasonal
meals. “I had hardly started working here,”
she recalls, “when I began hearing, ‘When
are the lamb shanks going to be back?’”
The restaurant has even, bizarrely,
hosted stag parties. Though a furniture
store might seem like an unlikely destination to raucously celebrate a bachelor’s
last night, Friðdóra concludes that these
groups come to IKEA “probably for good
food and cheap beer.” With large beers at
495 ISK, the only place that beats them is
Bar 7 during happy hour—and they don’t
offer meatballs and cream puffs. She assures us that the men behave. “It’s just
fun!” she adds with a smile.

CHÅÖS
Menus vary from IKEA to IKEA. There
are some standard items that must be
featured—such as the iconic Swedish
meatballs—but each franchise has some
freedom to develop unique courses. “We
listen to the market,” Friðdóra explains.
Currently, they are bringing in healthier
options. The newest on the menu? “Veggie balls,” says Friðdóra. “Now everyone’s
thinking about their health, and we want
everyone to find something to their taste.”
IKEA restaurants are also encouraged
to develop special meals for holidays, a

MADE IN ICELAND www.jswatch.com
With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman,
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.

go to IKEA seven or eight times a year.
policy with which Reykjavík’s IKEA has
run full-force. Sprengidagur is an Icelan- Tourists do stop by, obviously, but the busiest time of the year for the restaurant is,
dic holiday on which it is traditional to eat
surprisingly enough, December—far outcopious amounts of salt-cured mutton
and pea soup. It translates to “Bursting side of the tourist season—when close to
35,000 customers come through the store
Day,” so it can perhaps best be compared
every week.
to America’s gluttonous Thanksgiving
Perhaps Icelanders are just really pasor IHOP’s notorious “Free Pancake Day.”
sionate about Swedish design, or perhaps
Charging 2 ISK for a meal, IKEA used to
it’s the special holiday menu. IKEA hosts
offer essentially free meat and soup on
this day. The price references a popu- gingerbread house-making lessons over
the Advent, with special cookies and deslar sing-song phrase: ‘saltkjöt og baunir,
sert displays. “Often it’s the local CEO
túkall’—un-eloquently translating to “salt
himself teaching the
meat and pea
classes every weeksoup, two bits!”
Is it the allure of readyend before Christmas,”
(it’s the Icelandic
made furniture? The
Friðdóra tells us. It’s
take on “Shave and
delightful convenience
fair to assume that
a haircut”). But as
IKEA Sweden CEO
these things go,
of munching while you
Peter Agnefjäll doesn’t
the deal began to
browse? The infamous
do this at the flagship
prove far too good
Swedish meatballs?
store in Älmhult, Sweto be true.
den.
“There were
Why on earth is IKEA
With the restaurant
individuals
who
Iceland’s most popular
currently
undergohoarded soup into
restaurant?
ing renovations, what
buckets,” Friðdóra
are the future plans?
relays, “and some
who ate far too much and then threw up “We’re going to have a sort of café in our
new area, with a bit fancier products, fanin unlikely places.” She’s quick to note that
cier salads and sandwiches, and fancier
it was only a small minority of guests who
cakes.” Friðdóra hopes the design will
acted so repugnantly. In response to the
have “more of a coffeehouse feel.”
pandemonium, though, the restaurant
So looking for a venue to host your
raised the price of the holiday meal from
stag night? A place to take your vegan
2 ISK to 995 ISK.
friend for a meal and some cheap beer?
Free sauces? IKEA’s Hafnarfjörður locaGÖING FÅNCY
tion might just be your place.
IKEA might be last place one would expect
to see a revival of ancient Rome’s apocryphal vomitoria, but that just goes to show
how beloved and culturally ingrained the
restaurant has become within Iceland.
Guests feel comfortable enough there to
have some fun and lose control. Average
the amount of visitors IKEA receives annually with the population of Iceland, and
one finds that the average Icelander must
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Reality Bites
Words Haukur Már Helgason
Illustration Baldur Helgason

What do multi-level highway interchanges, cheeseburgers and donuts have in common? No, this is not about the
police.
Discordant harmonies
Discordant intersections. That’s the verbatim translation of an Icelandic term
curiously popular among the country’s
city planners and in news reports around
the turn of the century. If my internet
doesn’t fail me, in English the thing is
better known as an interchange: when
intersecting roads lie, one over a bridge
across the other, with all the slip lanes
and grade separations needed to make
as smooth as possible whatever left and
right turns a driver might fancy. Smooth
in the sense that going through the ideal
interchange one driver never has to halt
for another—never has to acknowledge
other drivers’ existence, noticing them
only as this vague abstraction surrounding him or her: traffic.
Variants include, I now learn, the
roundabout interchange—a well-known
favourite in Iceland's suburban municipalities—the cloverleaf interchange, the
stack interchange, the cloverstack interchange, and the turbine interchange, not
to mention the diverging windmill, the
divided volleyball and the full diamond
varieties. From above they all look like
intricate mandalas or swastikas. (Europe’s first interchange opened for traffic
in Schkeuditz, Germany, in 1936, which
seems worth mentioning just to slander
these engineering marvels, yet unfair
and irrelevant enough to keep within
parentheses.)
In any case, Icelandic reporters referred to all the variants by one term:
“mislæg gatnamót.” The question posed
by planners was always: how about we
add one? The eventual answer was in-

variably: let’s.
The term’s history up until now
is short but, let’s say, fascinating?
Bear with me.

The rise and fall
of the interchange
Through the print media archives of
timarit.is, we learn that the term “mislæg gatnamót” made its first modest
appearance in print—thereby entering
the Icelandic vocabulary—in 1983. It appears one time the following year, never
in 1985, once in 1986, two times in 1987,
and a vigorous nine times in 1988—only
to drop below half of that while the Berlin Wall was coming down and the Soviet
Union disintegrating: five, six, five. In
1992, then, the term seems determined to
succeed, making twelve appearances, ascending to seventeen in 1993 and a staggering forty-two in 1994.
Throughout the latter half of the 90s,
the term's appearances remain rather
steady, until the year 2000, when "mislæg
gatnamót” makes a huge leap, from 34 to
95 instances in a single year. The word
stays at around 100 appearances per
year throughout most of this century’s
first decade—until, that is, 2009. Following the example of the króna, "mislæg
gatnamót" falls from grace even more
drastically than it rose: from 2008’s 105
instances in print, the term crashes to a
negligible 19 appearances the year after.
It hasn’t recovered since.
In other words, post-2008, such construction projects have not been in vogue.
Interchanges are a boom thing, commu-

nal conspicuous consumption. Luxury
goods. City planners and engineers may
disagree and point to some marginal utility value these mandalas have. Nonetheless, I would contend that this is not why
they were built.

Conspicuous
construction
The difference between a Hermès handbag and any ordinary backpack is not that
you can stuff more things in the former,
or that it lasts longer. You buy the Hermès to signal your participation in a certain storyline. That goes for secondhand
clothing, too, although, if you do buy
secondhand by choice rather than necessity, you’d probably call it “vintage”—and
you wouldn’t be engaging in “recycling”
as much as “upcycling,” a term coined to
imprint the same classist differentiation
on used used consumer items as the term
“expat” (you roaming, free spirits of the
West) did on migrants (poor bastards).
In any case, the story you tell yourself
and others may be one of an environmentally conscious aesthete, who appreciates
“life’s true joys” over and above wellmarketed luxury. It may even be a true
story, so to speak—it’s a story nonetheless.
Back to the point: which narrative
does a small society, a country populated
by just over 300,000 people, enter by
cramming its inner city and suburban areas full of, practically speaking, superfluous, intricate multi-level interchanges?
The same, I reckon, as when its people
stand in line overnight for those colorful,
edible circular objects assumed to be pastry: the world of every story on TV, ever.

The mirage of The Real
As a child, I lived in various places around
Iceland. Súðavík was one—a village of
250 inhabitants at the time. Núpur by
Dýrafjörður was another —a boarding
school back then, two mountain cross-

ings away from the nearest supermarket.
Wherever my parents roamed for work,
dragging me with them, one thing remained stable: TV. And whatever series
or film was on TV, certain things were
shared by most of them: tall buildings,
busy people, fast-food franchises and
heavy traffic passing through multi-level
interchanges. Whereas life felt mostly
like waiting, TV provided the answer to
what we were all waiting for: city life.
The cities these shows were filmed in
probably varied: Seattle, NYC and Washington all exist on TV. Even Munich was
there. Oh, and Dallas made a significant contribution. Most often, though,
it was probably LA, home of the eternal
traffic jam.
Sitting in a car and cursing the insane
traffic while taking the wrong turn because you have to read the signs to realise
which right turn will take you to the left
became a token, in our collective televisioned mind, of having arrived. There. In
the actual world, the one on TV. As opposed to its waiting room, our homes.

The relief
The same goes for fast food franchises.
Whether it’s McDonald’s, inaugurated
in 1993, as Prime Minister Davíð Oddsson took a bite of the first joint’s first
burger served in the country, in front
of—appropriately—several TV cameras,
or this month’s opening of Iceland’s first
of a planned 16 Dunkin’ Donuts outlets:
we know reality when it hits us, because
we’ve seen it on TV. In that sense, every
bite taken of the less-than-nutritious
foodstuffs these places serve is a bite
of reality, announcing our always longawaited arrival.
McDonald’s left in 2009, explaining
that doing business in Iceland didn’t really pay off. Reality is a fleeting thing—
you must keep biting and chewing if you
don’t want to find yourself back in the
waiting room. Which is why those of us
brought up by TV feel some sense of relief
at the arrival of Dunkin’ Donuts (which
people born and raised in stabler households with a firmer grasp on reality may
not). Sure, other franchises operate in the

country. Neither KFC nor Taco Bell are
as trustworthy and stable signals of being-in-the-world, i.e. TV-land, as Dunkin’
Donalds and McDonut’s.

Put your money where
your mouth is and vote
with your feet
Things have changed, however, since
McDonald’s came and went. Most importantly in this context, a notable number
of city-dwellers in other countries have
come to the conclusion that their Los
Angeles or Munich is itself nothing but
a waiting room—that The Real awaits
them in a place like Iceland.
The perceived mix of the rugged
and the cute, i.e. the culture of no manners and the relative moral purity of the
powerless and irrelevant, has become a
highly marketable asset in its own right.
I’m guessing here, but this might have to
do with the ongoing change in the way
we use media: an arctic fox swimming
in a handmade pool next to a lone mountain’s waterfall, surrounded by a lava field
under a dramatic cloudy sky, has a higher
Instagram value than TV’s beloved highways and intersections, or anything involving the NYPD.
Whatever the underlying reasons
might be, the consequence is confusion:
during the late 20th century we all subscribed to the American dream, which to
our best knowledge was all about getting
stuck in traffic, waiting to sink your teeth
into a donut or a burger. And now you’re
all over here, in order to immerse yourselves in what? That other deaf, dumb
and blind thing, what’s the word... nature?
“Wait a minute,” our collective subconscious goes, “you mean reality isn't an
imported good?”
If it is not, if reality was over here all
along, do you think imports might hurt
it? Exterminate it? That bland taste of
baked, sugar-coated dust, is it the taste
of nothing? And if we keep consuming it,
will it eventually take over?
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I c e lan d I n C hain s
Compiled by Haukur S. Magnússon, with additional reporting by Anna Andersen,
Gabríel Benjamin and Samuel Wright Fairbanks
Illustration Baldur Helgason

Iceland loves its international megacorporations and chain restaurants.
Honestly, just look at all the logos here! To give some context to the
current Dunkin' Donuts frenzy, we tried our best to compile a thorough
list of every international franchise that has ever operated in Iceland.
We read so many newspaper reports relaying the hopes and dreams
of optimistic entrepreneurs that we've started speaking like start-up
douchepeople. And then we got depressed learning exactly when many
of those entrepreneur's hopes and dreams crumbled, as the franchises
shut down. Anyway. This oughta tell you something.

Dair y Q ue e n
195 4 – 20 01
G l o b a l l y : 6 , 4 0 0 l o c a t i o n s (4 , 5 0 0 i n U S , 0 . 0 0 0 014 p e r c a p i t a )
In Iceland : 0 franchises (0 per capita)
A man called Þorvarður Árnason opened Dairy Queen in Reykjavík in 1954, after growing fascinated
with their take on ice cream while travelling in the US, effectively negotiating Iceland’s first franchise
agreement with an American company. A few years later, in 1961, when asked by Morgunblaðið if there
was anything that they disliked about Iceland, a couple of American tourists expressed their displeasure
at seeing Coke and Dairy Queen signs (that and fermented shark and skyr). Tourists’ reaction to Dunkin’
Donuts can thus be thought of as “traditional” by now.
After a 47-year run, the last Dairy Queen closed in January 2001. “I’m going to change the ice cream
store here at Ingólfstorg and start selling hotdogs in addition to ice cream,” then owner Sigurður Garðarsson told the newspaper DV. “I’ve closed the ice cream store at Hjarðarhagi and I don’t know what will
take its place.”
Fun Facts !
• Dairy Queen is the first American franchise to open in Iceland.
• Iceland was Europe’s first country to get a Dairy Queen.
• In September 2001, Dairy Queen advertised in the papers that it was looking for space to buy or rent
for its return to Iceland. There are no records of how that went, and we don’t remember ever hearing
about it.
• Read more about Dairy Queen Iceland and THE ICE CREAM WARS (an actual, dramatic turn of
events) in an upcoming issue.

Sbar r o

K FC

20 0 6 – P r e s e n t

1980 – P r e s e n t

Globally : 808 locations (358 US
l o c a t i o n s , 0 , 0 0 0 0 01 p e r c a p i t a )
In Iceland : 3 locations (0,000009
per capita)

G l o b a l l y : 14 , 3 4 8 ( 5 ,16 2 U S L o c a tions, 0.000024 per capita)
In Iceland : 8 Iceland locations,
per capita 0.000026)

Sbarro entered the market in 2006 to seemingly little fanfare, and absolutely no media
coverage (we looked really hard). At that point,
Icelanders were perhaps too busy conquering
the world of global finance and regularly bathing in champagne to properly celebrate the arrival of yet another chain restaurant. Perhaps
the lack of enthusiasm was a sign that Iceland
had arrived. Or, perhaps, Sbarro’s dependably
bland take on Italian-American food was never
that exciting to begin with—although it has
proven popular enough to keep its three locations in business to this day.

KFC is Iceland’s first and arguably most successful international fast food franchise. Actually, successful doesn’t go anywhere near describing KFC’s reign over Iceland—the chain is
truly, fanatically beloved, its popularity among
locals often confounding visitors.
It really was “love at first bite,” too. The
nation collectively heaved with excitement
when Iceland’s first Kentucky Fried Chicken
(as it was then known) opened for business in
Hafnarfjörður in late 1980. The chain was perfectly charming during the courting period,
too, presenting its first customers with gifts of
champagne and flowers. Local media ecstatically reported on the arrival of this first indicator of international glamour and Western
ideals to arrive in Iceland for decades, often
getting poetic in its write-ups.
Wrote newspaper Vísir on October 13,
1980: “The sun never sets on The Empire Of
Kentucky Chicken. That Empire is a union of
55 countries spread all over the world; its ministries number well over 1,000. The newest
one is by Reykjavíkurvegur in Hafnarfjörður.
“Kentucky Fried Chicken” could well conquer
Reykjavík before long. Likely sooner than later.
Because the chicken, it’s good.”
Newspapers wrote long adoring screeds,
proclaiming a new standard for restaurants
in Iceland. The kitchen was clean as a whistle,
with signs forbidding smoking and reminding employees to wash their hands. The food
was served a single minute after the order was
placed. These were new, exciting times for little Iceland. And the chicken, it was good.
Now, thirty-five years later, the nation of
Iceland remains faithfully bonded to The Empire of Kentucky Chicken, which currently
runs eight ministries in the country. And the
chicken, it is good.

Fun Fact !
• Sbarro is by far the least written-up chain
restaurant in Iceland’s history.

L i t t le C ae s ar s
19 9 9 – 20 08
G l o b a l l y : 3 7 0 0 l o c a t i o n s (4 , 3 7 2
U S l o c a t i o n s , 0 . 0 0 0 014
per capita )
In Iceland : 0 locations
(0 per capita)
Little Caesars franchise holders heralded the
Detroit-based company’s arrival in Iceland as a
momentous event that would bring the nation
of Iceland into the modern age of pizza making.
In interviews, announcements and advertisements, the group of local entrepreneurs made
much of Little Caesars' products—lauding the
chain for utilizing only highest-quality ingredients, and the latest techniques in specialized
food science (and a pinch of good ol' pizza magic). Lots of sciencey book-learnin' buzzwords
were thrown around—'pH', 'microbial', 'raw
materials', 'cooking' —to show that, while Iceland had pretty much been making dirt-pizzas
in caves for the past thousand years, the future
was now—and boy was it bright! This newfangled future-pizza proved pretty palatable, and
was successful for a while—but fizzled out just
before the crash.
Fun Fact !
• Little Caesars’ really did fizzle out. Its
final appearance in Iceland’s media is a
simple and sad real estate listing, offering
the chain’s sole remaining location for sale,
along with franchise rights (“Very willing
to consider trade-ins”).

Fun Facts !
• KFC’s Mosfellsbær location is reportedly
Europe’s largest. At least it was at one point.
At least, that’s what folks kept saying.
• KFC is still being run by some of the folks
that started Kentucky Fried Chicken back
in 1980.
• KFC is still being run by some of the folks
that started Kentucky Fried Chicken back
in 1980
.
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O U T TA R O O M , O U T TA S I G H T !
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P iz z a Hu t

P OP E Y E S

DOMINO'S

RUBY T UE SDAY

198 8 – p r e s e n t

20 0 0 – 20 0 2

19 9 3 – p r e s e n t

19 9 9 – P r e s e n t

G l o b a l l y : 13 , 4 47 l o c a t i o n s ( 7, 5 6 6 U S L o c a tions, 0.000024 per
capita)
In Iceland : 1 franchise
(0.00000303859 per
capita)

G l o b a l l y : 1, 9 0 8 l o c a t i o n s
(1, 5 3 3 U S l o c a t i o n s ,
0.000005 per capita) In
Iceland : 0 franchises
(0 per capita)

Globally 9,927 locations
(4 , 9 2 7 U S L o c a t i o n s ,
0 . 0 0 0 015 p e r c a p i t a )
In Iceland : 9 locations
(0.000027 per capita)

Globally : 792 (692 US Locations,
0.000002 per capita)
In Iceland : 2 locations
(0.0000063 per capita)

Popeyes International HQ (“the
world’s second-largest chicken
chain in terms of sales, a division
of AFC Enterprises”) had big plans
for Iceland, proclaiming in July
of 2000 that they would be opening their first franchise there later
that year—eventually bringing the
chain’s unique brand of Louisianastyle fried chicken (imagine a very
slightly spicier KFC) to four locations in the country by the end of
2003. Their Iceland Excursion
was part of Popeyes’ “strategy of
creating a global presence for the
Popeyes brand” (this strategy entailed funding the godawful Adam
Sandler vehicle ‘Little Nicky’
(2000) in exchange for some blatantly obnoxious product placement). The announcement also
detailed similar plans for Panama.
Despite being backed by two of
Iceland’s most prominent businessmen, brothers Sigurður Gísli
and Jón Pálmason (heirs to the
Hagkaup department store empire), Popeyes Iceland proved an
abject failure, shutting down after
less than two years in operation.

Iceland's second most successful
chain restaurant—Domino’s Pizza,
but of course—was established in
the summer of 1993. Reflecting on
Domino’s hectic first week, which
saw Icelanders succumb to PIZZA
FRENZY, Domino’s International
Director of Development Gregory
Ralko told Morgunblaðið that he
was very impressed by the local
franchise holders and the quality of
Icelandic produce. He furthermore
verified that, yes, Icelanders had set
a DOMINO’S WORLD RECORD,
with the Reykjavík outpost’s first
week sales surpassing that of any
other location in the world. We sure
love pizza. Indeed, when Domino’s
Iceland celebrated its third birthday by offering a set price on all
large pizzas, regardless of the
number of toppings, sales soared
from 7-8,000 pizzas per week to 1112,000. Some customers reportedly
ordered pizzas with over ten different toppings, including anchovies
and olives, according to then-CEO
Þórarinn Ævarsson.

Upon scoring a Pizza Hut franchise licence in 1988, former hotel
manager Steindór Ólafsson proclaimed that he was so confident
in the venture that he would move
his family from London, back to
Iceland. Explaining Pizza Hut’s
superiority in the field of pizza
to obviously excited reporters,
Steindór noted that the magic really happened in Pizza Hut’s special ovens, which were electric
conveyor ones, rather than traditional brick ovens. "This method
should deliver a thicker pie," he
said, "soft and light on the inside—
crunchy and hazel-coloured on the
outside."
At the height of its arguably
successful run, the family-friendly
pizza restaurant operated three
Iceland locations. Today, however,
after some turning tides and that
infamous economic collapse, only
one remains.
Fun Facts !
• Pizza Hut coming to Iceland
was part of the brand’s Nordic
expansion, which also reached
Stockholm and Helsinki. Both
cities still harbour Pizza Hut
franchises.
• When introducing Iceland’s
first global pizza franchise,
Steindór assured locals that
Pizza Hut would place emphasis on locally sourcing as many
ingredients as possible.
• For some strange reason,
Pizza Hut became known as
a sort of “luxury pizza” in Iceland, which was firmly reflected in the restaurant’s pricing
policy. They did operate a killer
all-you-can-eat lunch buffet,
however, which was far more
affordable.
• There are no records to indicate that Steindór did not attempt to enlist "Pizza the Hutt"
from 'Spaceballs' as his restaurant’s mascot.

Fun Facts !
• Unlike most fast food chains
that make it to Iceland, Popeyes received very little attention
from the local media. Whoever
handled their PR should be retroactively fired.
• Popeyes Iceland only managed to open two of their
planned four locations before
throwing in the towel in 2002
(at Peak Popeyes, Iceland had
more Popeyes Per Capita (PPC)
than the US).
• Local Popeyes fans were befuddled by the chain’s sudden
departure, but noted that Popeyes Iceland never seemed to
get the taste quite right.
• Popeyes Panama is still going
strong.

Fun Facts !
• Film producer and frequent
David Lynch collaborator Sigurjón Sighvatsson was one of
the original shareholders of
Iceland's Domino's, and he had
big dreams of expanding to the
other Nordic countries.
• For its first few years in Iceland, Domino’s had an infamous
policy of giving orders for free
if they didn't arrive within 30
minutes. The practice was later
discontinued due to road safety
concerns.
• For some strange reason (?!?)
the Icelandic State owned and
operated Domino’s Pizza Iceland for a while following the
collapse.

2013 2014

21 %				

719 0 7 3

10 0 512 2

Twenty seven years after the first Ruby Tuesday opened in Knoxville, TN, the popular casual dining chain FINALLY saw fit to bring its
take on Cuisine Américaine to Iceland. Local
media enthusiastically reported on Ruby Tuesday’s arrival, noting that the “family friendly”
restaurant’s fare was of a higher quality than
most fast food, and that they would operate a
huge salad bar (along with a regular bar, for alcohol). The franchise’s casual American menu
(burgers, ribs, “Mexican,” “Chinese,” etc.—
think “slightly different TGI Friday’s”) proved
a big enough hit with Icelanders to keep Ruby
Tuesday’s Skipholt location in business, with
an additional location opening in Höfðabakki
in 2003.
Fun Facts !
• Ruby Tuesday Iceland marked the chain’s
first foray into the European market.
• Many Icelandic buffalo wing enthusiasts
consider RT to be Iceland’s premier purveyor of buffalo flavoured chicken wings.

D unk in’ Donu t s
2015 – P r e s e n t
Globally : 8,000 locations (3,200
US locations, 0.000025
per capita)
In Iceland : 1 location
(0.000003 per capita)
Hi, Dunkin’ Donuts!
Fun Facts !
• Perhaps due the timing of Dunkin’ Donuts
grand opening (high cucumber season), the
chain’s arrival quickly became a bonafide
media event of gargantuan proportions.
This was accompanied by an equally intense social media discourse, with some
camps attempting to ascribe deep meaning to the pastry shop’s 101 takeover, while
others expressed intense disappointment
and/or joy at the prospect—and yet others
just wanting to look at some fuckin’... pictures of folks wearing donut costumes on
Laugavegur for a moment, thank you very
much.
• Dunkin’ Donuts is the second-ever international chain to inspire a cover image for
The Reykjavík Grapevine.
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P apa
John’s
20 0 0 – 20 0 3
G l o b a l l y 3 715 l o cations (3,006 US
Locations .000009
per capita)
In Iceland : 0
locations (0 per
capita)
Papa John's burst onto Iceland’s pizza scene in 2000,
boasting superior ingredients and quality service,
all under the benevolent,
charismatic leadership of
internationally revered
pizza mogul “Papa ‘Big
Papa’ John” Schnatter. As
records show, the franchise’s first customers
were quite happy with Mr.
Papa, taking the time to
write letters to Morgunblaðið’s editor extolling
the fine and customizable
delivery services of the
franchise (“They will put
pepperoni on your cheese
sticks if you ask them, and
they are really nice about
it”).
Unfortunately
for
John, his venture into
Iceland’s restaurant scene
ultimately proved fruitless (though one can only
imagine things would
have been different had
the man himself been
present in Iceland to oversee his creation), the local
market (and presumably
the air and water supply)
oversaturated with pizza.
All the pizza. The streets
of Reykjavík were paved
with pizza.
Fun Facts !
• Papa John is a real
person, and Morgunblaðið got to interview
him. He appears quite
handsome in the accompanying photo, as
was to be expected.
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An A ging
M cD onald’s
Hamburger
At The E dge
O f The Arc tic
K r i s t í n Lof t s d ót t i r d i s c u s s e s t h e r e s t a u r a nt M c D o n a l d ’s a s o n g o i n g s y m b o l
fo r I c e l a n d ’s s t at u s a s a
p o s tc o l o n i a l s p a c e . K r i s t í n
h a s fo c u s e d o n I c e l a n d i c
n at i o n a l i d e nt i t y i n p a s t
a n d p r e s e nt a s s h a p e d
b y I c e l a n d ’s p o s i t i o n a s a
D a n i s h c o l o n y u nt i l 194 4 ,
a n d t h e h i s to r i c a l d e s i r e s
a n d a n x i et i e s of b e l o n g i n g
w i t h i n t h e s p a c e of E u r o p e .
Words Kristín Loftsdóttir
Photo Anna Domnick

Earlier this year, local media feasted on a story about
Iceland’s last surviving McDonald’s hamburger, reportedly purchased the day before the fast food chain closed
shop in 2009—and still looking good as new. The burger’s
owner claimed that he had tried to gift it to the National
Museum of Iceland, which he said showed little interest in
the prospect of displaying an ageing fast food meal.
However, a keen businessman with an
eye for PR stunts seized the opportunity
and offered to host the infamous burger.
Those interested in Iceland’s culinary
history can thus observe the specimen
over at Reykjavík’s Bus Hostel, or view
a real-time feed of the burger’s daily life
at the hostel’s website. Reportedly, a few
visitors have even succumbed to temptation and pocketed some of the accompanying french fries, which are said to
remain in excellent condition.
For now, Iceland’s last Mickey D’s
rests in peace, showing no sign of defeat
or decay. It has secured its place in the
limelight, successfully contributing to
the rhetoric so vigorously advocated by
local travel, business and governmental
agencies that wish to depict Iceland as
an “out of this world” destination—most
peculiar, strange and exotic.

Welcome!
The story of Iceland’s McDonalds burger
is interesting for various reasons. The
omniscient fast food chain was present
for the nation’s staggering ascension to
economic prosperity, as well as its subsequent fall from grace. Along with accompanying Icelanders through some
tumultuous times, the fast food chain’s
history in Iceland furthermore strangely
embodies their aspirations for belonging
in a rapidly modernizing world.
The opening of Iceland’s first McDonald’s franchise can be taken as a symbol

of the concurrent dawn of neoliberalism
in the nation’s political sphere. McDonald’s opened for business in Iceland on
September 9, 1993, a major event that featured prominently in every newspaper.
Most outlets opted to run a photo of Iceland’s then-Prime Minister Davíð Oddsson symbolically welcoming McDonald’s by heartily gorging on the chain’s
first Iceland-made burger. Perhaps he
thought the publicity stunt especially appropriate because he was following into
the footsteps of neoliberal icon Margaret
Thatcher, who had similarly opened an
enlarged McDonald’s in Britain in 1989.
Photographs from the opening event depict the smiling faces of the era’s prominent businessmen—almost no women are
visible—besuited in their dark armour,
toasting their triumph.

Hi, modernity!
While McDonald’s has been harshly criticized on various fronts internationally,
the chain was, for the most part, greeted
with open arms in Iceland. Icelanders’
warm welcome marked the beginning
of an affectionate relationship that continued somewhat smoothly right up until
McDonald’s left the country in 2009, one
year after the nation’s economy collapsed.
As a mother of young children in the
early 2000s, I had to regularly defend,
or at least explain, my lack of interest in
providing them an opportunity to enjoy McDonald’s’ culinary offerings. The

Icelandic public’s generally positive attitude towards the brand and its products,
I learned, stood in complete contrast to
those shared by many of my friends in
other countries at the time.
To better comprehend Icelanders’
somewhat unusually positive reception
of the infamous multinational fast food
chain, it is useful to consider McDonald’s as a controversial symbol of modernity, rationality and globalization. In the
Global South, marketing professor Elif
Izerk-Bilgin argues, McDonald’s is often
celebrated due to the prestige that multinational brands carry, even though its
arrival has often been contested as well.
When McDonald’s opened shop in the
Moscow in 1990, for example, its founder
and senior chair George Cohon, later
described it as a ‘statement’ that Russia
was willing to “embrace” the West and
that McDonald’s symbolized a step in the
right direction.
Icelanders’ positive reception of McDonald’s can be contextualized within
Iceland’s former status as a Danish colony, and their efforts in the early 20th
century to prove that Iceland belonged
as a sovereign, modernizing nation
within “civilized” white Europe. In their
newfound independence, for instance,
Icelanders tended to react strongly to
European discussion concerning them,
wherein travellers and scientists would
regularly publish writing that described
the country as exotic and primitive. As
argued by anthropologist Anne Brydon,
Icelanders continued to find foreigners
incognizant of Iceland’s modernity as on
pair with the United States and Europe,
indicating the long-standing affectivity
to the idea of modernization as well as
anxieties of not being recognized by the
outside world as a fully modernized nation.
Thus, the celebration of the opening of
McDonald’s in Iceland can be ascribed to
its symbolic display of the country’s full
entry into this thing called “modernity.”
The Prime Minister’s big bite becomes a
triumphant exclamation of a society that
has overcome poverty and subjugation,

and finally gained the ultimate sign of
modernization—a McDonald’s franchise.

Bye, modernity!
If McDonald’s was a sign of Iceland finally entering the world of modernity, it
is also symbolic of Iceland’s monumental
abjection from it.
In 2009, a year after Icelanders suffered a massive economic crash, the local
franchise holder announced with but a
week’s notice that the chain was leaving
Iceland, and that this was a result of the
collapse. He then announced the opening
of Metro where McDonalds’s had previously been, offering a similar menu with
similar prices. This event simultaneously
symbolized and intensified Icelanders’
sense that all was lost. Even those who
would probably have celebrated the event
under different circumstances saw it as
a reflection of the general state of affairs
in Iceland. Long queues formed at McDonald’s locations, with locals savouring
their final opportunity to enjoy a McDonald’s hamburger.
The media estimated that between
10-15,000 flocked to McDonald’s for each
day of its last week of operation—the total
attendance representing almost a third
of Iceland’s population. As one person
told me in an interview at the time: “The
closing was symbolic; we are not a nation
among nations. We don’t even have a McDonald’s here anymore. That is how it is.”
Another person, blogging about the closing, asked ironically if it shows “that we
are a little corner of the world that is not
worthy of hosting this famous chain?”
These concerns were mixed with familiar anxieties of belonging within Europe,
harking back to the early 20th century,
when Iceland struggled to establish its
status as a “civilized,” “modern” country.
To add to the anxieties and sense of
humiliation, McDonald’s closing also became a major international media event,
dutifully reported by large players such
as Bloomberg, the Financial Times, the
Wall Street Journal and Fox. The editor
of the Wall Street Journal pointed out

that aside from Iceland, only extremely
poor and war-torn countries do not harbour a McDonald’s franchise. The interest in McDonald’s’ abandonment of
Iceland was reported on so extensively
that one local newspaper claimed that it
received almost as much coverage as the
collapse of the Icelandic government at
the beginning of that same year, and the
ICESAVE dispute that followed.
Regardless, the ageing hamburger
at Bus Hostel Reykjavík signifies that
McDonald’s is (almost) forever, and that
by its different associations it continues
to articulate dimensions of Iceland as a
postcolonial space. In the present, McDonald’s has come to serve a new role,
where Iceland is redefined as an exotic
space for the fast-growing tourism sector.
Within
contemporary
geopolitics,
strongly shaped by neoliberal ideas of
nation branding, exoticism has become
a valuable commercial resource for the
tourist industry. Iceland’s exoticism is
thus no longer contested by the Icelanders themselves—rather it is celebrated in
various acts of self-parody and attempts
to brand Iceland as space of unique adventures.
The character of the Icelandic people
is one of the key products for sale, and
in that context, the last surviving McDonald’s resting under a dome in a McDonald’s-free (or deprived) country fits
perfectly.
Kristín Loftsdóttir is Professor of anthropology at the University of Iceland. She
focuses on Iceland’s national identity, as it
has been shaped by its status as a Danish
colony until 1944, and the historical desires
and anxieties of belonging within the space
of Europe.
For further reading:
Kristín Loftsdóttir (2014). Iceland, Rejected by McDonald's: Desire and Anxieties
in a Global Crisis”. Social Anthropology,
22(3):340-352.
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“Why Exactly
Was It Funny?”

Talking about political correctness,
self-doubt and kiwis with comic, actress
and playwright Saga Garðarsdóttir

Words Mark Asch
Photo Anna Domnick

Last seen in these pages in our group portrait of Iceland's stand-up comedy scene (Issue 4, April 2015), Saga
Garðarsdóttir is one of the country's rising stars—even if,
as she said when we caught up with her again earlier this
summer, “stand-up is just me, alone, writing things and
then standing on a stage, and every time I’m sure people
will hate me and I’m really happy when they don’t.”
Saga recently made her feature-film debut
in 'Bakk' (“Reverse”), as the hitchhiker
who joins two friends attempting to drive
Iceland's Ring Road in reverse gear—but,
she says, “I want to participate in every
decision” on creative projects. Though she
got her start at Iceland's National Theatre,
she elaborates, “I like it more when I’m
able to say things I want to say, not what
somebody decided in the 18th century
I was supposed to say.” So, with fellow
comic Dóri DNA, she's writing a play in
which the two will play stand-up comics,
who are also in a relationship. The play is
tentatively titled 'Je Suis...', as in “Je Suis
Charlie,” with a new name to be selected
regularly, in tribute(?) to someone in the
news for controversial statements.
When I began recording our conversation, Saga had just finished describing an
idea for a character who lives his everyday
life according to the dramatic conventions
of opera: in the middle of a conversation
with his wife, he might turn ninety degrees
and begin singing an aside to the audience, while his wife is like, “Um, honey, I'm
standing right here.”
Do you ever workshop material
in conversation?
After I’ve talked to someone I’ll sometimes
think, “Hmm, that could maybe work…”
But I never go into a conversation thinking, “I’m going to try this joke,” and use the
person I’m talking to like a laboratory rat.
I notice other comedians do that, and I
get so frustrated. I don’t want to participate
in that conversation because I know that
they’re not really talking to me. We were
having this discussion, me and Dóri, about
how it’s so difficult when you’re asking a
comedian if he thinks something's funny—
we never laugh, we’re being so focused:
[in robot voice] “YES. THIS IS REALLY

FUNNY. IT’S REALLY FUNNY AND YOU
SHOULD WORKSHOP IT FORWARD.”
“Yes, but you’re not laughing.” “NO, BUT I
UNDERSTAND IT AND I THINK IT’S FUNNY.” It’s weird, I almost never laugh when I
go to stand-up. And I hate that.
Do you know when something’s going
to be funny?
The best jokes usually happen when
you’re not sure and then they work. It’s
also the worst moment, when you’re not
sure and they don’t work. My mother’s my
greatest critic, she thinks only a few things
I do are funny. She’s always asking me,
“Oh, what are you going to say?” “Uh, I’m
quickly going to talk about lesbians, then
I’m going to talk about my youth, and…”
And she stops for a second and is just… “I
don’t think it’s funny.” And it’s like, Mom! I
have to go on in like ten minutes, just clap
for me, or tell me that you love me and I’m
your baby girl or something. And she’s like,
“I would rather you just made jokes about
climate change,” and she walks away, and
I’m just like, “Fuuuck.”
And then I have had conversations
where she says, “This joke is not funny,”
and I tell her, “Yes, I know it’s not funny
when I tell it to you alone, but [striking
hand firmly on table] I know. it will. be
funny.”
But this thing where you really believe
in a joke—I’ve also had difficult jokes.

Difficult jokes
In another interview, you discussed
a favorite routine from your last
stand-up set, where you tried to get
inside the absurd mindset of a rapist
at the Westman Islands festival, as he
debates between committing a rape,
and partaking in other festival ac-

tivities—like a guy going through the
Airwaves schedule with a highlighter.
It’s really a difficult subject—also to make
jokes about. Often people don’t laugh, just
in case a joke is going to be brutal. Even
though it’s funny and not brutal. They
choose not to laugh because they want to
be safe; and I totally understand.
In the end, because I knew people
would feel uncomfortable, I decided to say,
“Now, in my performance, I will tell you a
rape joke. Which is extremely funny, but
it’s really difficult, but the underlying text
is, Do Not Rape, so I’m just going to tell
the joke like that instead: Do Not Rape.” I
didn’t tell the joke, I just told the underlying
text, which I thought was funny.

every year, and every year someone at my
birthday party was raped, then I would not
want to have my birthday party. “Uh, we’re
just going to skip it this year, you know, it’s
not worth it?” Or talk about it and really try
to prevent it.
And of course, when people do this,
try to prevent jokes from being racist or
male-chauvinist or whatever, they’re trying
to make society better. But it’s just such a
dangerous thing to be making decisions
about: This is funny, this is not funny.

Of kiwis and authorship

In 'Bakk', you play a character written
for you by Gunnar Hansson, the film's
writer/codirector/star.
Do stand-up routines have trigger
Often, I was asking Gunnar, “I don’t think
warnings now?
I’m acting enough, shouldn’t I talk like
Today you have this Twitter thing where [lisps], or walk like [stands and walks
people try to be first to point out mistakes around table with a hunch, like Marty Feldothers make, what can be
man in 'Young
interpreted as bad jokes.
Frankenstein'],
I really wanted to be
And that is difficult, beso I have someeating a kiwi. That was
cause you can’t ignore
thing to play?”
my idea for every scene: I didn’t think I
it, but still you have to be
I would be eating a kiwi, was doing my
free to tell whatever you
want. Most jokes are supwith the skin on it, which job enough, beposed to be on the edge.
cause I was beI think is a bit like eating
You’re supposed to end
ing so normal.
a hamster. It would be
up asking, “Why exactly
But he always
was it funny?” It’s funny
said, “No no no
weird, but still subtle. It
because it’s telling someSaga, you’re dowas always like, “Ok,
thing uncomfortable, or
ing it just like I
what if I eat a kiwi?” “No, visualized her.”
putting you in a bad spot.
Camera work is
I don’t think you should
When you’re onstage
so much about
be doing anything.”
presenting a perspecrelaxing and dotive on sensitive subing nothing. I
jects, are you playing a
had a hard time
character?
doing that—I really wanted to be eating a
I take my worst things, and I ultimate them.
kiwi. That was my idea for every scene: I
I think that’s necessary—I don’t believe I’m
would be eating a kiwi, with the skin on it,
such a bad person that I’m the only one which I think is a bit like eating a hamster.
who has these bad opinions. So if I talk It would be weird, but still subtle. It was alabout them, it can be a release, for me and ways like, “Ok, what if I eat a kiwi?” “No, I
others: “Somebody is as stupid as I am,” or, don’t think you should be doing anything.”
“Somebody else is also such a small soul
that he gets irritated in traffic”—not that Did they ever placate you, like, “Let’s
I'm doing traffic jokes a lot.
do one take with the kiwi and see
Am I talking too much? I’m thinking how it looks”?
about it a lot these days because we're
Yeah, they said, “If you bring the kiwi
writing this thing, me and Dóri. If I think tomorrow, we'll do it.” So I brought like
something is funny, like for instance my twelve kiwis, but they rotted before they
rape joke, which is absolutely not mak- left me do it. I felt really bad, playing being fun of victims... And if the festival's not
hind them. I was supposed to be listening;
going to address it, or work on it, then it’s I always felt like I was doing nothing, so I
really stupid to have it. Like if I was going was also really afraid that I was doing too
to have my birthday party, for instance, much, over-active listening like [strokes

chin] “A-ha!”
We stopped shooting, and I called my
best friend: “I have ruined the film. I, on
my own, managed to ruin a whole film. I
took these millions and threw them in the
garbage.” She was like, “No no no,” but I
was so sure I had over-acted or under-acted everything. And then I called Gunnar
like a month after that because I thought
about it constantly. Like, I have to say sorry
to him, I have to ask for forgiveness that
I did not do enough, or did too much—I
was sure he was mad at me but couldn’t
say. Because it’s a really rough thing to
say—“You ruined my movie, you killed my
baby.” And then I called him: “I know what
you’ve been thinking, and I agree with you:
I ruined your film.” And he just laughed
in my face. But I was really convinced I
had sucked.
This play you’re writing now…
Writing is so difficult, because you have a
thousand options, and you decide to say
one of them. So you have to be really sure
of yourself. I’m always doubting, which
is maybe something I should be talking
about to my psychiatrist instead of in this
interview.
But this play is going to be awesome,
I think. Mostly just because working with
Dóri has been so energizing. It’s so important, when you’re working this closely with
someone, that you’re able to say, “I don’t
think this is funny.” And it’s a really honest show. We’re supposed to be criticizing
each other in it, so we’ve been, “I think my
character will hate this about you,” and
he’s just like, “Ok, I think I hate this about
YOU.”
The play is about: What is funny? What
are we allowed to joke about? When is
it freedom of speech and when is it just
being rude and violent against others?
Where’s the line?

For a special evening
with a view like no other

Kolabrautin is on
4th floor Harpa

A dinner at the elevated fourth floor of Harpa concert hall
is a destination in itself. Relax and enjoy the best Icelandic
produce complemented with a spectacular panoramic
view of Reykjavík and the surrounding horizon.

info@kolabrautin.is
www.kolabrautin.is

Reservations

+354 519 9700
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Straumur’s favourite electronic album of 2015 (so far), ‘Snapshots’ by Tonik Ensemble, was celebrated with
a long-overdue release concert on August 6. Openers Asonat got people moving with their atmospheric
trip-hop, which is nicely reminiscent of Björk’s early solo work. Ensemble mastermind Anton Kaldal Ágústsson then took the stage along with singer Hörður (of M-Band fame) and saxophone player Tumi (from Grísa
lappalísa), performing a set of soulful techno that runs deep into the unknown registers of
human consciousness.
Tonik Ensemble is a unique act, with
many distinguishing factors that set it
apart. Case in point: the stage was notably free of Macs and other Apple products, which is refreshing for a scene that
mostly consists of guys hunched over
laptops. Instead, sounds were tweaked
and samples set off in visible real time by
Anton and Hörður using physical controllers, the show flowing like a smooth
DJ mix with no pauses between tracks.
Tumi’s eerie saxophone playing could only
be described as Lynchian, and Hörður's
vocals sounded like they were floating in
a vast ocean of manipulated melancholy.
If we had hats, we would take ’em off for
Tonik Ensemble’s live show—catch it if
you can!
In other electronic news, Reykjavík
musician Stefán Páll Ívarsson has been
making a buzz of late, releasing a slew of

great tracks as MSTRO. His latest offering, “All I See Is You” does not disappoint.
The tune is an extremely great-sounding,
left-leaning electronic pop gem, with the
vocals in the chorus manipulated beyond
recognition, giving a dark, somewhat
stalkerly edge to the otherwise sentimental line “All I see is you.” We look forward
for a full-length album from MSTRO, but
until then head down to YouTube for the
moody and dramatic video for “All I See
Is You.”
Great songs keep hitting us from out
of the blue these days. One such track
recently popped up courtesy of one
Hjalti Þorkelsson, formerly of the band
Múgsefjun. “Mælum myrkrið út” (“Let’s
Explore The Darkness”) is a delicate and
well-constructed indie-pop ballad. The
song itself is extremely catchy—in that
low-key Shins-slash-Belle and Sebastian

way—its lyrics a meditation on being a
social outcast in times when “Those who
own the world paint it in whichever colours they choose.”

Óli Dóri and Davíð Roach document the
local music scene and help people discover new music at straum.is. It is associated with the radio show Straumur on
X977, which airs every Monday evening
at 23:00.

Logn

Dinner

‘Í sporum annara’
facebook.com/lognlognlogn

A band of youths punching way above their weight

K-Bar is a gastro pub with a Korean, Japanese, Icelandic inspired kitchen and quirky
cocktails. We have eight icelandic craft
beers on tap and over 100 types in bottles.
Open all day from breakfast to late night
snacks. K-Bar is located at Laugavegur 74.
Ask your reception how to find us or find us
on facebook.com/kbarreykjavik

Logn come screaming through
the gates with a vicious noise
attack egged on by a pair of
voices battling to out-aggress
one another, like two demons in thumbscrews howling insults at their tormentors.
The instruments flail about in a barely
controlled cacophony of pure punishment

and bestial beauty. While the songs are
based in grindcore, their manifestation is a
streamlined, even melodic form of powerviolence.
The result is as crushing as Logn’s
endless ideas are interesting. Fitted within
the context of their blunt-force live performance, these tunes are guaranteed to

produce an outpouring of pores, along
with a collective catharsis of the crowd
every time Logn burn down their backline
on stage.

- BOGI BJARNASON

Shrine
‘Unortheta’
facebook.com/shrineiceland

Rewarding late-night listening

'Unortheta' is a forty-minute
frisson full of looming doom,
blasting fury, and cavernous
bellows that seem to emanate
from the deep, below.
The record’s atmospheric palette
ranges from the ethereal to the oppressive, oftentimes simultaneously. The
strings pluck out atonal intricacies half-

hidden behind the thick curtain of bass
and errant melodies that tie the proceedings together, like a singular, continuous
piece of infernal aural brooding.
This album is the culmination of a
band steeped in death metal tradition
throwing off the genre’s shackles and
painting a fresh narrative in hues of black
and blood. It is by no means easy listening.

Rather, it is a treasure trove of rewards for
your patient eardrums covered in highquality headphones late on a dark, starspangled night.

- BOGI BJARNASON

Natural Geothermal Spring
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The Golden Circle
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South Coast
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South Coast
Paragliding

Pompeii of the North

Book your
tour now!
24 HOUR BOOKING SERVICE
Book now at www.grayline.is or call +354 540 1313
Sales office, Hafnarstræti 20, 101 Reykjavík, Iceland
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A Shadow In
The Dark
We explored the evocative
theremin sound
of Hekla Magnúsdóttir

Words John Rogers
Photo Sigga Ella

Earlier in 2015, at the Sónar Reykjavík festival, a solo musician known simply as Hekla walked out into the dimly
lit crucible of Harpa’s Kaldalón theatre. Beginning to play
wordlessly in near-darkness, and using just her voice, a
couple of effects pedals and a theremin, she proceeded
to enchant the rapt crowd with a series of eerie, textural
compositions.
Hekla created an evocative, otherworldly atmosphere that seemed to
creep between the audience members
like curious tendrils, wrapping the listeners in sound. After half an hour
that seemed to pass in an instant, she
was gone as suddenly as she arrived.
But the feeling of her music seemed to
linger on in the mind, like a memory of
being “somewhere else,” far from the
familiarity of everyday life.
Several months later, I sit down for
coffee with the mild-mannered Hekla,
and wonder why I haven’t seen any
shows advertised since. “I just don’t
play much!” she smiles. “I’ve never

gone out looking for gigs, but I made a
resolution that when people ask me to
play, I will say yes. It’s an important part
of doing music, I think.”

Retro-futurist drones
Hekla first started experimenting with
sound eight years ago, culminating in
a six-track EP that was self-released
last summer. “I put some songs up on
Bandcamp,” she explains, “without really telling anyone about it. But people
found out about it anyway, and it encouraged me to make more music. It

was all an accident, really.”
Hekla’s main inspiration comes from
playing the theremin, an antique oddity of an instrument invented by Russian innovator Léon Theremin in 1920.
Nine years later, the theremin became
the first electronic instrument ever to
be mass-produced. It was seen as a
futuristic marvel at the time, due to an
unorthodox playing technique that involves the musician generating sound
by moving their hands in the air around
two antennae. This magical-seeming
process, combined with its intriguing sound, still fascinates composers and avant-garde musicians in the
present day.
“I’m self-taught basically,” says
Hekla. “I would just practice by myself.
You play the theremin without touching
it, using one hand to control the volume
and the other to control the pitch. You
have to learn to balance the two. My
writing process is really about discovery and improvisation—I play and play
for a long time and record it, and patch
the sounds together. It’s more about
sound than composition, maybe."
Hekla adapts and expands on
the sound of the theremin, putting it
through effects and bending it into dif-

An absolute
must-try!
Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse
fish selection.
Open 11:30 - 22:00

saegreifinn.is
Geirsgata 8 • 101 Reykjavík • Tel. 553 1500 • seabaron8@gmail.com

ferent shapes. At times, her theremin
playing can sound like an operatic
voice, a deep, bassy thrum, or an atonal
violin, echoing from far away.
“I like my music to be repetitive and
minimal, not really with a fixed beat or
anything,” she explains. “Finding new
sounds and working with them, seeing
where the sounds takes you, without
ever really having a plan, and discovering things accidentally... something that
you weren’t expecting can happen, and
it can make the whole thing.”

sounds, but it took a very long time, so
now I’m using the drum machine. But
it’s still very minimalistic—very slow and
atmospheric. It’s nice to layer and layer
the music, pitch it up or down, or adjust the speed, and transform the sound
into something else.”

Surf-punk and vulnerability

For all of Hekla’s shyness, there’s a
bravery in what she does, both creatively and on a personal level. “The
new album is me stepping out of my
comfort zone,” she says. “On the EP,
Triple-pronged attack
there was only one song with lyrics. The
This enjoyment of experimentation new album has only one instrumental.
has taken Hekla’s music in different But it’s more just about blending vocals
directions. She’s currently working on in—I like foggy, atmospheric sounds.”
I wonder where Hekla sees herself—
three distinct projects inside the whole.
“Firstly, I’m working a solo album of my whether she feels connected to a wider
new songs,” she says. “Then there’s an scene of avant-garde, drone or experialbum of traditional folk songs from mental music. “Actually I don’t listen to
much of that,” she smiles.
Catalonia.
Then
“I just listen to pop and
there’s another al- “I don’t listen to
Park, like when I
bum on the way,
much drone music. Linkin
was thirteen! I don’t know
made of more noisy
where my music fits into
and
experimental I just listen to pop
all that. Maybe I should
stuff. I don’t want to and Linkin Park, like
open for the Backstreet
mix it all together,
Boys or something.”
but I still want to do when I was thirteen!
When it comes to
all of these different I don’t know where
the harrowing process of
things.”
my music fits into all
stepping onto the stage,
The new material will be much ap- that. Maybe I should Hekla learned a lot as a
member of the surf-punk
preciated by Hekla’s open for the Backband Bárujárn, includfans, who include a
street Boys or
ing how to maintain her
growing number of
personal (and theremin)
Iceland’s alternative something.”
space during a stage inmusic cognoscenti.
“The solo album will be called ‘Trasto’,” vasion. “I used to get really drunk before Bárujárn concerts,” she laughs.
she says, “which is Spanish for ‘junk.’
But it also has a bit of a double mean- “But I don’t get so nervous now. Playing
ing. Like, a person can also be a trasto. I alone can make you feel more vulnergrew up in Spain, and I’m not that confi- able, but then, there’s no frontman in
dent in my Icelandic—that’s why my lyr- this kind of music. I don’t have to say:
'Hey, how are y’all doing?' Instead,
ics are either in Spanish or English.”
The sound will build on the haunt- there’s some lights, and a lot of fog, and
I’m just back there, like a shadow in the
ing noise of her first EP. “I still mostly
use theremin, and theramini,” she says, dark.”
“which is a new type of theremin with a
more synthy sound. Then this time I use Listen to Hekla’s music at hekla.bandsome synths, my voice, and some beats camp.com and find out more at heklaheklahekla.com.
from a drum machine. I used to make
rhythms from the theremin’s micro-
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What: Innipúkinn Festival

When: July 31-August 2

REVIEW

Where: Húrra & Gaukurinn

On Grass

Inner Demons
And Outdoor
Fan Service
Words Sam Wright Fairbanks

With a twenty seven act line-up staggered over three nights and in two venues, it was
assured that you couldn't see everything at Innipúkinn, even though you might want to.
While the rest of the city seemed hell-bent on getting out—barbecuing, communing with
nature, or just getting fucked-up somewhere a bit more bucolic—I thought those attending Innipúkinn would be the kind who felt no need to go far, who embraced the darkness
indoors (and in themselves).
Innipúkinn literally translates as “Indoor
Demon,” you guys. The term conveys
something akin to an Icelandic couch
potato, but with more angst and cooler
hair (or so I imagine). Given the name, I
expected something slightly demonic (or
at the very least agoraphobic) about the
festival—both of which I could get into.
It was therefore funny that the acts
that fit my imagined theme for the weekend—Sin Fang, with his sad eyed whispersinging; M-Band's slouching, solemn
improvised noise-over-techno music;
and Sóley, whose melancholic vocal loops
alone I could listen to for days—were relatively sparsely attended. And those who
did show up for those shows didn't seem
fully engaged. For Sin Fang and Sóley,
who played at Húrra, attendees chatted
amongst themselves as if they were back
at the bar, or in their own living rooms. I'm
talking non-stop banter, here—not just the
occasional aside.
M-Band's Sunday set at Gaukurinn
was loud enough that any chance for
chatter was offset, but the crowd sure was
thin. There was plenty of space between
patrons to dance, though only one guy
was really getting into it. No one stood
at the front of the stage. Many didn't stay
through the whole set, preferring to come
and go as they pleased. All three of these
acts are talented, and under the right
circumstances could easily captivate an
audience—but there seemed to be something lacking in the crowd's reception, enthusiasm, and energy.

Fucking party
The opposite was the case for Reykjavík
hip-hop darlings Sturla Atlas and Gísli
Pálmi. These guys were on fire. Or rather,
the crowds were on fire for both of them.
(And though I regrettably missed Icelandic lupine rap duo Úlfur Úlfur, I'd bet that
the atmosphere was similar). The people
of Innipúkinn had clearly had enough of
dark, wrought, moody noise experimentation and riffs on solemnity. They wanted
to fucking party. And since few, if any,

major rap and hip-hop acts have regular
The Sturla Atlas takeover and resulttour stops in Reykjavík, these and other
ing block party was by far one of the highlocally grown hip-hop acts serve to fill est points, and simultaneously the lowest
a huge pop-cultural void for concertpoint, of this year's Innipúkinn. It reached
goers who have grown up cherishing great heights, because it carried over the
recorded imports.
killer vibes and high enSturla Atlas and
ergy from their and Gísli
Innipúkinn literally
entourage owned the
Pálmi's sets, and augstage with their brand translates as “Indoor mented it tenfold. On top
of auto-tuned pop-hop Demon,” you guys.
of that, their second (and
(not meant in the dedrunken third) perforThe term conveys
rogatory sense) and facmances were done sans
tory-setting beats. There something akin to
autotune, which took
were potential moments
an Icelandic couch away a sense of overproof innovation—a few cool
duction that had made
samples in “Lotta Girls,” potato, but with more their first seem notand the slick rhythm of angst and cooler hair quite-live-enough. The
“Pills”—but mostly their
track list of their DJ set
(or so I imagine).
sound was an agglomwas packed with danceeration of their genre's
able hip hop, r&b, rap,
standard production and songwriting and party hits. Good times and good vibes
practices. That said, their stuff is catchy, all around, save for the occasional shove-y
which is an art in itself. On top of that, it's
drunk or rogue face-sucking couples.
fun to watch. All four guys on stage emitThe shared experience of that Satted high levels of energy, gesturing grandurday night (that went well into Sunday
ly and getting the crowd pumped by remorning) was incredible, but there were
minding everyone who they were between some real problems lurking underneath.
each song.
What brought the experience way, way
Then, when sunglasses-enthusiast down for me were the sheer number of
Gísli Pálmi came on, things really got
intoxicated, lily-white twentysomethings
wild. Húrra was packed tight well past gleefully singing along to each and every
the double doors to the venue, and more N-word blaring out of the speakers. It's
kept piling in somehow. The man's rhythm
not a good look, guys; and it's telling. It's
and flow were pretty solid, occasionally beyond the shady area of appropriation
crossing over the realm of the excellent.
(which people argue back and forth on).
His shirtless machismo and performative It is a concrete example of why the Icedominance weren't too, too overdone; and
landic hip-hop scene, while jocular, lively,
his lyrics, though incomprehensible to me,
and often entertaining, is simultaneously
were sonically interesting and rhythmicalinsidious.
ly wild. I wonder, though: if I'd understood
Rap and hip-hop acts are clearly what
what he was saying, would I have enjoyed
many in Reykjavík want—to experience
the set more or less?
in concert, and to produce as creatives.
And it's something many clearly respond
to: the majority of Innipúkinn was outHigh/low
shined by a single night of hip-hop. But
The party spilled outdoors after Gísli's does everyone know what they're dealing
with here?
set—when the beturfed Naustin was
It doesn't appear so.
turned into an all-out block party thanks
to Sturla Atlas and our dear, dear frenemy
ethanol. This left DJ Introbeats's set at
Húrra under-attended.

Innipúkinn turns
a stretch of street
into a park—
madness ensues
Words Eli Petzold
Photos Timothée Lambrecq

Hands down, the best thing about Innipúkinn this year was
the grass. No, not the grass that seemed to perfume the
smoking decks and bathrooms of Gaukurinn and Húrra.
I'm talking about the soft carpet of fresh grass that covered the whole block of Naustin for the festival's three days.
No, not AstroTurf, not a giant green rug. I mean real, photosynthesizing, pure Icelandic turf, excised from pastures
greener than 101, rolled up like rugelach, and laid out along
the entirety of the block—a lil' bit of the countryside here
in downtown Reykjavík. It's like you left the city for Verslunarmannahelgi without actually going anywhere, like you're
out camping in the country, except without all the parts of
camping that involve anything related to camping—which, I
believe, is the whole point of Innipúkinn.
Innipúkinn is the festival for those who
can't be bothered to go to Þjóðhátíð or
A cold, wet rock
any other countryside shitshow because
it's not their scene, because they don't Towards the end of each night's procare to forego urban comfort, or because
gramme, this outdoor space became a
they simply forgot to plan anything else. venue in its own right. With DJs spinning
Why not just do all the things you do in
into the later hours, it seemed like the
the countryside in downtown Reykjareal party was outside. The festivalgoers,
vík instead? The irony is that this ends docile and still for the most of the indoor
up looking just like a typical weekend in live sets, let loose, dancing in every patch
Reykjavík, albeit with an extra night of of available grass and, when it was full,
debauchery and a few more performers.
dancing on the tables. Lightbulbs strung
And, of course, that grass.
across the street illuminated smiling faces
It's always interesting to see how under the newly returned darkness of
people react to a new element in an othnight. "Why doesn't this happen every
erwise familiar setting.
night?" I wondered,
What happens when a I watched as one un- then promptly rememroad—a means of trav- fortunate fellow (who bered that, despite the
elling through, a nondryness of this summer,
was probably not
place—becomes a place
Iceland is a cold, wet
to be? A perimeter of thinking about such
rock in the middle of an
small wooden shelters, theoretical concerns) ocean. Could Innipúkinn
each with benches and
have worked in the
counters, surrounded the walked out of Gaurain? Is the indoor mugrass. A picnic table and kurinn, ralphed onto
sic programme enough
a few lonely trees filled
make Innipúkinn feel
the sidewalk, took a to
the centre. I was, perlike a festival, not just
haps, more interested in few steps onto the
a marathon of familiar
observing people's inter- grass, and continued acts? Who knows. Luckactions with the tempoily I didn't have to think
rary, artificial landscape spewing into the
about that.
than I was in watching spongy sod sporadiEach day the grass
the performances. For
seemed one shade
cally.
instance, I watched as
browner than the day
one unfortunate fellow
before. At the end of the
(who was probably not thinking about
festival, the grass disappeared; this expersuch theoretical concerns) walked out iment in urban space ended; the block of
of Gaukurinn, ralphed onto the sidewalk, Naustin returned to its normal, unremarktook a few steps onto the grass, and able self, albeit with a thin residue of mud,
continued spewing into the spongy sod
beer, and perhaps bodily fluids caked to
sporadically. Not far away, but far enough
the curb. With the future of Gaukurinn and
away not to notice the chunder, a group Húrra up in the air, I'm curious to see if
of teens sat in a circle on the grass, as Innipúkinn will be held in the same place
though Naustin were no different from
next year. Wherever it is, however, I do
a park.
hope there'll be grass.

" W HOA , T HOSE
IM AG E S OF IC ONIC
R E Y K JAV ÍK BUILD INGS SUR E LOOK
NICE . IF SOMEONE
W E R E TO SL A P T HEM
ON A T- SHIR T, I
WOULD SUR ELY
P URCH A SE SE V ER A L"
We went and teamed up with fancy
design firm karlssonwilker to make
you some artisanal t-shirts sporting
several iconic Reykjavík buildings.
Get them at www.grapevine.is and
also probably at some store eventually, when we get around to talking to
the store people.
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Flights provided by AirIceland:
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Car provided by Hertz:
www.hertz.is

Accommodation provided by Berunes:
www.berunes.is.

Being HERE

In East Iceland, three people are
harnessing the arts to fight for
the life of their town
Words John Rogers
Photos John Rogers

As the road winds its way around one particularly dramatic section of the Eastfjords towards the remote village of
Stöðvarfjörður, one building leaps out from across the narrow fjörd. On the shoreline, just metres from the choppy
sea, sits a hulking industrial structure that's covered in a
variety of bright, eye-catching murals. At the top of the
building, four bright orange letters spell out a single defiant,
affirming word: HERE.
Sköpunarmiðstöðin (the HERE Creative
Centre, in English) has an intriguing story.
Like many of Iceland's remote coastal
settlements, Stöðvarfjörður was once a
prosperous fishing town with a factory
to process the catch. But when the company behind the factory decided to move
their operation elsewhere in 2005, it took
30 jobs with it. It was a hammer blow to a
town of 250 people, and with no obvious
replacement in sight, depopulation began
as people left to seek jobs elsewhere.
Over the following years, the factory
itself sat empty, slowly falling into a state
of disrepair. By 2011, the local council had
deemed the building unsafe, and started
forming plans to tear it down. But a small
group of locals envisioned a different path
for the 2800 square metre space. "We
came up with an alternative plan to reinvent the building as a creative centre,"
says Rósa, a local artist and a key figure
in the regeneration project. "We formed a
nonprofit co-op association that managed

to buy the house at auction for 101,000
ISK."

Extreme volunteerism
Rósa is one member of the lively and
engaging core team of creative people
in various disciplines who've dedicated
themselves since then to the development
of the centre. Two others are Una Björk,
a colourfully dressed, e-cig-huffing Icelander who's been visiting the town since
she was 17, and Vinny, a chirpy Irish musician and sound engineer who came on
board to build a state-of-the-art recording
studio in the factory.
We meet the three in the centre’s
homely concert venue, still festooned with
flags and lanterns from the recent Pólar
Festival. "When we got the building in July
2011, it was in a horrible state," says Rósa,
looking around the cosy space. "The roof
was leaking, there was no electricity, and
it was full of mess from the factory days.

"It's not just about art here," says Una.
We’ve been reconstructing it for a long
time. We're just a few volunteers with not "We want to demonstrate that creative endeavours can resurrect a society, through
much money."
many small things, instead of one big one.
As we walk around the factory, the
We’ve seen in this town that if that we rely
scale and ambition of the project soon
on one industry, and it falls, then everybecomes apparent. The spaces are clean,
thing else collapses on its ass. We want to
bright and dry, far from the dripping,
murky halls I'd imagined. We wander demonstrate an alternative way to create a
sustainable, blossoming
through a well-stocked
society, with enjoyable
tool room, print and “We’ve seen in this
jobs in a healthy work
metal workshops, a craft
town that if that we environment.”
shop selling locally made
One example is a
objects, a wood work- rely on one indussmall business based
shop, and a cavernous
try, and it falls, then
in the wood workshop,
storage space that’s a
turning out handmade
treasure of mismatched everything else
furniture,
industrial collapses on its ass. toys that are sold all
around Iceland. “The toy
shelving, lamps, trolleys,
We want to demon- factory could potentially
and all kinds of useful
strate an alternative create two jobs,” says
ephemera.
“You learn how to be way to create a sus- Una. “Every single job
is huge in a town of this
an expert on all kinds of
things," laughs Una. "I tainable, blossoming size. And then there’s our
ceramics studio, which
never thought in my life society, with enjoycreate one or two
that one day I’d be sayable jobs in a healthy could
more. The recording stuing: ‘Yes, you know, I’m
dio could create another.
very well informed about work environment.”
And there’s so much
air conditioning systems
more...”
and plumbing.’ But now we’re climbing the
The three get excited as they animalast little mountain—fire hoses, things like
tedly discuss how the facilities can work in
that—and then we can start to open up all
harmony, enabling ambitious large-scale
this potential.”
projects to unfold. “You can come here
with an idea, and complete it, from A-Z,”
Grand designs
says Una. “If you come to record music,
That potential includes a wide range of you can also screen—print your t-shirts,
album artwork and posters, and walk out
endeavours, from the centre’s already upand-running artist residencies, to work- with everything you need, all made under
one roof. We’ll provide the facilities—the
shops for school groups, retraining for
best you can get—and the people who
the long-term unemployed, art and music
events for the local community, and creat- come here can do anything they want to
in this house.”
ing jobs by putting the facilities to work.

Jumping off the cliff
We finish our tour of the factory in the
custom-built Studio Silo. The isolation
booths are ready to have their chunks of
sound-proof glass installed to create lineof-sight windows across the control room,
which will be packed with vintage recording equipment. Vinny explains how they’ve
been working with a veteran studio designer, who agreed to donate his time and
expertise to the project, coaching them
through the building process over Skype.
I express amazement at what the
group and their community of volunteers
have managed to accomplish with such
slender means. "For me, this is a new
kind of business thinking,” says Rósa. “It
can be very hard to persuade people of
what is possible. The idea of just starting
something is difficult to explain—the idea
of adapting, improvising, collaborating to
make it all happen.”
"People sometimes ask us how we
did this,” continues Una, “and where we
got all the funding. But I tell them, sometimes you just have to start something. For
example, we started this with a Karolina
Fund campaign to raise 500,000 ISK—but
what you stand inside of now is worth four
times that much. We just started this, and
put out a lot of energy, and then it comes
back in the shape of all these amazing
people who are helping us. That's how this
whole house is. We just had to jump off
the cliff!"
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“Power and grace”
This is a new exhibition. Not intimidatingly big or
scientific, it gives a vivid, unforgettable realisation
of the power, grace and magnificence of these
huge sea-creatures.

Come and see full-scale models of the 23 whale species that have been found off Iceland’s
coastal waters. Walk amongst life-size models, check out the interactive media and explore
these majestic creatures in our family-friendly exhibition.
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WELCOME TO OUR CAFÉ | GET A SOUVENIR IN OUR GIFT SHOP | BOOK A WHALE WATCHING TOUR
Fiskislóð 23-25 | Reykjavík | Tel. +354 571 0077 | Open every day 9 am – 7 pm | www.whalesoficeland.is

Harpa Regulars
They’re always around
Pearls of
Icelandic Song

How to Become
Icelandic in
60 Minutes

Get acquainted with some of
the most beloved Icelandic
songs, folk music, art songs
and classical Icelandic music.

A comedy stand–up in English
which teaches you everything
you need to know about being
Icelandic and living in Iceland.

harpa.is/pearls

harpa.is/howtobecome

Guided Tours

Expo 360°
Cinematic
Experience

Winter time
Weekdays: 15:30
Weekends: 11:00, 15:30
Summer time
Daily: 09:00, 11:00, 13:30, 15:30

Iceland in all its diversity,
projected onto four walls and
the ceiling, forming a cube
that surrounds its guests.

harpa.is/guidedtours

Reykjavík
Concert Hall and
Conference Centre

harpa.is/expo

Austurbakki 2
101 Reykjavík
Iceland

www.harpa.is
+354 528 5000

Harpa is open every day
08:00 – 24:00

Harpa box office
09:00 – 18:00 Weekdays
10:00 – 18:00 Weekends
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A Brief
History
Of The
Traveller's
Tattoo

In Iceland, at least

All you need
in one place

Reykjavík Ink
Words
Frakkastígur 7
Rebecca Scott Lord

Icelandic Tattoo Corporation

Sweet Hell Tattoo

Hverfisgata 39

Vitastígur 12

Words
Rebecca Scott Lord

• Skólavör›ustígur 19
tel.: (+354) 552 1890
ONLY
SWEATER
SELECTION,
NO KNITING
MATERIAL

• Radisson Blu, Hótel SAGA
tel.: (+354) 562 4788
• Laugavegur 53b
tel.: (+354) 562 1890
www.handknit.is

Photo
Art Bicnick

With the burgeoning population of Icelandophiles and ever-increasing popularity
of tattoos, it should come as no surprise that souvenir tattoos are becoming trendy
among tourists to Iceland.
Of course, it's not a new phenomenon.
Fjölnir Bragason of The Icelandic Tattoo
Corporation says that up until about ten
years ago, every tourist who came to him
wanted Björk's famous tattoo, the runic
protection symbol Vegvísir. He tells me
people still ask for that one, of course,
but not with the same frequency, having
broadened their understanding of Icelandic history and culture through the
magic of the internet.

All kinds of Viking stuff
Fjölnir says there are three types of tourists coming in to get tattooed by him:
walk-ins who show up on a whim, those
who come to Iceland specifically to get
their tattoo, having made an appointment several months in advance, and
Iceland Airwaves festival-goers.
The walk-ins are the most common
type of tourist he gets. "They want the
runes or magic staves and such, all
kinds of Viking stuff,” Fjölnir says. “If
they are Americans who have roots in
Iceland, they may want something more
Viking-esque, like a Viking ship." Also
common are the outlines of Iceland or
the silhouette of Mt. Esja.
Then there are the tourists who have
made an appointment many months in
advance, like the Spanish mercenary
soldier who came to Iceland specifically
to seek Fjölnir’s services, looking for
something more special, "He had to be
tattooed by me,” Fjölnir says. “It had to
be a Viking protective symbol done by a
Viking."
As for the Airwaves crowd, anything
goes. "They're young hipsters. They
want all kinds of things, often musicrelated. But often they go with the tradition of magic runes and stuff."

“That’s not hów
it’s fúcking spelleð”
These trends are common at other tattoo shops around Reykjavík. Jason
Thompson of Reykjavík Ink does a lot of
tattoos of Ægishjálmur, another magical
stave. "The other day, I did it four fucking
times. It's cool, I get it. It's cooler than

a plastic Viking hat or a fucking puffin
T-shirt."
Jason says as far as tourists go, he
does a lot of runes, staves, outlines of
Iceland, ravens, and phrases in Icelandic, among other things. The phrases
in Icelandic can get a little out of hand,
as Jason recounts: "We've had people
come in and say things like, 'I know this
is written in Icelandic, but can you put
some of those weird letters in there, to
make it more Icelandic?' And I'm like,
well that's not how it's fucking spelled."
Fanciful misspellings aside, many
tattoo artists here are generally happy
to give tourists tattoos. Marlena Misztalewska of Sweet Hell Tattoo says that
she loves it. "They are so fun, so happy.
They just want to share their experiences and talk about their countries."
She understands the urge to memorialize a trip with some permanent ink:
"People love Iceland so much they want
to get a souvenir that will remind them
forever of their time here. They're doing
crazy things on a crazy trip and tattooing is the crazy thing to finish it up with."
Marlena says these tourists follow the
typical trend, opting to get runes and
mountains and the like.

few years back. "I sat there for ten years
doing nothing but tribal tattoos. Tribals,
tribals, tribals." To avoid stigma, his customers apparently felt "they had to get a
tattoo within the frame of what everyone
else was doing," Fjölnir says.
They may be open about getting big,
bold tattoos, but it's not necessarily an
indicator of a rebellious streak. "Icelandic people are very, for lack of a better
term, 'keeping up with the Joneses,'” Jason says. “So it's really good for us, because if you get a really big tattoo, then
maybe that chick you work with is like,
'Shit, that's cool. I'm going to get one
twice as big.'"

Who can blame them?

One thing Jason has noticed since he
started tattooing here is the influence
that the outside tattoo culture has had
on Iceland's. The owners of his shop
have held an annual tattoo convention in
Reykjavík since 2006, and Jason thinks
that's had a lot of influence on the widening of taste: "Since those started happening, more guest artists have been
coming to Iceland and working, and it's
changed the face of tattooing."
Marlena has noticed a multicultural
influence as well. "Now Icelanders are
Keeping up with the Joneses
getting a lot of minimalist and Indian
designs like the mandala, and other
So while tourism tattoos are trendy, how
things connected to Buddhism,” she
do tats fit in with Icelandic society? Very
says. “Before it was
well, but of course.
Fjölnir, who has been “If they are Americans more Japanese, like
the koi fish, and the
a mainstay of the Icewho have roots in
Day of the Dead girl
landic tattoo scene
from Mexico." Still,
for years, says that Iceland, they may
the trendy thing now want something more Icelanders being Icelanders, they're really
is going big. "It used
Viking-esque, like
into their heritage, so
to be people coming
she still does a lot of
in and getting just a a Viking ship."
Viking-themed things
small one, then a mefor them. "A lot of Icedium one, then a big
one,” he says. “Now you've got people landic people just love Viking things."
Clearly so do the tourists, but who
coming in and wanting the whole shebang." He doesn't notice any particular can blame them?
style trends, noting, "the trend is mostly
in the boldness."
It's a good thing Icelanders are more
open to a variety of styles, because their
seeming obsession with following certain trends almost drove him crazy a

OUTdOOR CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES

UP TO 80% DISCOUNT

ICEWEAR OUTLET STORE • FÁKAFEN 9 • 108 REYKJAVÍK • TEL: 555 7412 • WWW.ICEWEAR.IS
OpEN: MONdAY - FRIdAY 10:00-18:00 • SATURdAYS 10:00-16:00 • SUNdAYS 12:00-16:00
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Trip provided by Mountain Guides, book trip
at www.mountainguides.is or call +354-5879999

How to get there: Take Route 1 to Hveragerði where you'll find a hiking path to Reykjadalur. Get back on Route 1 and
you'll eventually see Seljalandsfoss on your left. You shouldn't attempt to hike Sólheimajökull on your own, so just keep
driving until you reach Skógafoss, also on your left.

Words Katie Steen

Get
Me
To A
Glacier!

Photos Art Bicnick

It’s easy to get distracted by the routine of Reykjavík life.
Mine goes something like: intern, race to Bónus before it
closes, write, make a fool of myself at Paloma, eat takeout in bed and feel like a sack of shit the next day… and
repeat. Which is to say: Every now and then, I need a reminder that I’m currently living on a little volcanic island on
the edge of a freezing ocean. Sometimes I just gotta plop
myself in some water heated by Earth’s mantle or stomp
around atop an ash-coated glacier to really refresh my
memory: I am in Iceland, I am in Iceland, I am in Iceland.
I really am.

Environmentalist convictions
One such reminder came by way of
Grapevine’s Travel Editor John, who
hooked me up with a group tour. The
“group” aspect made me a little nervous at first. Maybe it’s an only child
thing, or maybe I’m just bad at making
friends, but I’ve never been great with
“group activities.” But, I can’t traverse
a glacier alone, so here I was with my
squad for the day: a smiley blond tour
guide named Tómas; a friendly Australian couple adorably named Ollie
and Ellie (reallie!); our photographer
Art; and Linda, an eccentric little Swiss
lady in sunglasses who insisted we eat
have some of her “cakes” (her word for
cookies). I decided I liked her instantly.
After embarking from 101 Reykjavík, it didn’t take us long to reach our
first destination, the Hengill geothermal
area, where we were strongly greeted
by Iceland’s national scent: sulphur.
After bouncing our way down a gravel
road, we found ourselves suddenly
alone in strange terrain—vividly green
and eerie, filled with massive clouds
of steam emerging from giant gorges,
creeping over rolling hills. Climbing out
of the van, Linda lit a cigarette. “I am a
geyser, too!” she said, puffing away.

We began an easy hike to Reykjadalur (“Steam Valley”) and, fitting with the
morning’s theme, we went at a leisurely
pace. Linda walked alongside me, explaining that this was her first time in
Iceland. “It is a strong island,” she said.
“It touches me in my heart—such a mystical place.” I looked around and tried to
experience the hike the same way she
did. I am in Iceland, I am in Iceland.
To be honest, Reykjadalur is hardly
off the beaten path. A short drive out of
the city, it’s recently morphed into your
typical tourist spot; however, when we
arrived at the hot springs, the area was
fairly empty and secluded. Ignoring the
fact that we were literally guided to
this spot, it felt as if we had just stumbled upon our own oasis—this winding stream that looked less like a river
and more like the earth had cracked
open, surrounded by a constant haze
of steam.
My primary concern, in typical
American style, was the lack of changing rooms. As I began scoping out the
area for a secluded hill to get naked behind, Tómas pointed to four walls making a cross shape and said, “You can
change there.” Uh… I paced around
for a few minutes, debating which spot
would be the most private (none, re-

GRÍMSEY
ÍSAFJÖRÐUR

ÞÓRSHÖFN
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Distance from Reykjavík
185 km.

Watch your step
The next stop on our journey was
Sólheimajökull, “Sun World Glacier.”
Emerging from the van, we each got fitted with crampons—spiky jaws for your
feet so you don’t fall to your death while
traversing the icescape. Along with
crampons, Tómas also armed us with
ice axes, which was putting a LOT of
faith in us, if you ask me. He warned us
not to swing them around and to hold
them a certain way, but goddammit,
have you ever held an ice axe? Such
a feeling of power! Such a taste of destruction!
It took us maybe an hour of hiking
to get to the glacier. I don’t know what I
was expecting—that we would just park

I became aware of a
slight trickling noise
and noticed that the
glacier was alive, its
walls twitching as parts
of it melted in the sun.

a strange feeling that’s not uncommon
in Iceland once you get out of the city.
It was isolated and beautifully dangerous—this massive beast that will likely
vanish in years to come. While finishing
our trek off the glacier, I turned back to
get one last glimpse at it, careful not to
fall to my doom in a crevasse.
“We are alone,” Linda said.
I nodded.

Just like in video games
our car and then immediately be on top
of a glacier? The hike was pleasant,
and we got to stop at a river from the
glacier and refill our water bottles with
some of the world’s cleanest water.
Arriving at the 200 metre tall Sólheimajökull was a bit of a shock. From
a distance, it appears icy, brilliantly
white, but as we approached it, it took
shape as a dizzying landscape of dark,
ashen crags. Less North of the Wall
and more Detroit in February—that mix
of hardened slush and oil that forms
one impenetrable monster that lingers
until mid-March. We peered down into
a gaping crevasse of the glacier and
saw a group of people trekking along,
appearing impossibly small and vulnerable against the harsh terrain.
Perhaps most fascinating and also
most terrifying were these holes in the
ice—moulins, as they’re called—that
went down for uhhh… forever. Some of
them were tiny—little bright blue holes
that you could peer into—but others
were yawning and wide, and ready to
swallow careless hikers.
The majority of the time we were
clomping across the glacier, the sky was
overcast and moody, but at one point
the ever-fickle Icelandic sky changed
its mind and suddenly Sólheimajökull
came alive with sunlight, living up to its
name. I became aware of a slight trickling noise and noticed that the glacier
was alive, its walls twitching as parts of
it melted in the sun. I was reminded of
that feeling you get when you look at a
colony of ants on the ground—the moment you realize the dark mass is made
up of tiny pieces, all moving in unison.
On the walk back, I felt as if I was
traveling on some distant ruddy planet—

It was pretty late in the evening when
we left the glacier, but Tómas still managed to stop at a couple waterfalls on
the drive back. We started with Skógafoss, a 60-metre fall that, like most
natural attractions in Iceland, made me
feel puny and worthless in the grand
scheme of things.
We didn’t spend too much time
at Skógafoss, but it was enough, and
then we were off to Seljalandsfoss, the
famed waterfall that visitors are able
to actually walk behind. I immediately
thought of that one shortcut in Mario
Kart (Koopa Troopa Beach—everyone
who’s anyone knows you gotta drive
through the waterfall if you want to
win).
I approached the great Seljalandsfoss, but no, it wasn’t enough to get
close to the fall—I had to go behind
it. Which resulted in me getting truly
drenched—to the point where I couldn’t
even see the dang waterfall because
my glasses were so wet and fogged up.
It was invigorating to say the least, but
I think I’ll reserve any future excursions
behind waterfalls for N64.
Back in the van, I processed all we
had done in the last thirteen hours
or so. We had swum in stinky water
warmed by the belching belly of the
earth! We had marched across a desolate wasteland of ice and ash! We had
just walked somewhere that, in my
mind, I only thought possible in video
games! And now, safe and warm, we
headed back to Reykjavík to catch the
start of that fashionably late Icelandic
sunset.
I was in Iceland, this “mystical
place” indeed.

ÍSAFJÖRÐUR
ICELAND’S WESTFJORDS
ARE ONLY 40 MINUTES AWAY

BOOK YOUR FLIGHT OR
DAY TOUR AT AIRICELAND.IS
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ally), and finally resolved to surrounding myself in a towel and very carefully
peeling off my clothing and slipping
into a one-piece. Whew.
Testing out the water, I learned that
Reykjadalur is kind of special because
it is a meeting place for two rivers—
one hot and one cold—which join to
form pools with perfect temperatures
for lounging. I got a kick out of watching other people go through the same
discovery process, hearing them yell
in different languages upon realizing
the river to the left wasn’t a hot spring
after all. “¡Fría!” “Zima!” I found a geothermal sweet spot, neither too hot nor
cold, rested my head on a rock, and
more or less passed out, while Linda,
long overheated, enjoyed a cig in the
grass.
After more than enough soaking
time, we eventually hiked back, passing some gurgling holes in the ground.
Some were filled with sickly grey
mud that would moan and spit up like
Earth’s little babies, while a massive hot
spring nearby—a giant mud pit with a
bluish colour rivaling that of the Blue
Lagoon—furiously huffed and puffed,
bubbling over. “Good way to get rid of a
body,” one of the Australians remarked,
peeking in. (Note to self: watch out for
the Australians.) Next to the spring,
a group of perhaps the most spoiled
sheep in Iceland lounged in the steam.

Let’s fly
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The Ystafell Transportation Museum is open from 10:00 – 20:00 every day
from 15 May – 30 September. During the winter, guests can call ahead to
view the collection: 354.464.3133. http://www.ystafell.is

On The Road Again
(And Again)
Driving through Icelandic daily life at the
Ystafell Transportation Museum
Words Larissa Kyzer
Photos Larissa Kyzer

In a wide, grassy meadow where the road to Húsavík breaks
off from the Ring Road, you’ll encounter a rather incongruous sight: a tomato red tank truck proclaiming “Over 100
Cars” in bold white letters on its side. An arrow just below
points in the general direction of the middle of nowhere.
Driving past this spectacle after a day tooling around Mývatn in North Iceland, my partner and I—neither one a car
enthusiast—were charmed enough to welcome an unexpected detour. Less than ten kilometres later, we found ourselves at the Ystafell Transportation Museum: a former farm
turned countryside garage turned “car graveyard,” which
today is a living record of Icelandic history, retold one car
at a time.
Waste not, want not
The Ystafell Transportation Museum sits
rather quaintly among rolling green pastures, its closest neighbours being a few
laconic farms and a smattering of sheep. It
doesn’t seem terribly well-situated to become one of the country’s largest vehicle
collections, but it came into this role quite
organically when its founder, Ingólfur Lars
Kristjánsson, moved to join his wife Kristbjörg Jónsdóttir at her family’s homestead.
Ingólfur began rebuilding cars and
tractors on the farm starting in 1946, and,
living by the motto “Never throw anything
away—you’ll need it the very next day,”
amassed a menagerie of spare parts, automobilia, and, of course, the aforementioned hundred-plus cars (and tractors,
trucks, tanks, fire engines, ambulances,
snowmobiles…) quicker than you can say
“Jón’s your uncle.” The fledgling collection,
beached and languishing around the farm,
was long considered an eyesore by many
in the area. But it earned some gravitas in
1998, when a spacious, indoor facility was

built to house the majority of the collection
and the museum officially opened. Today,
it’s maintained by Ingólfur’s son Sverrir, a
skilled mechanic and auto enthusiast who
jokes that he was “born in a garage.”

A snowmobile school bus,
a turn-crank tractor
After passing through a cosy sitting room
where Sverrir always keeps a pot of coffee
hot for guests, you enter the main showroom, its walls decorated with steering
wheels, vintage car advertisements, and
old Icelandic license plates, its floor space
tightly packed with everything from turncrank tractors and chrome-wheeled baby
buggies to US military Jeeps, and Sverrir’s
own first car—a mirror-polished, cherryred ’69 Mustang coupe. On one end of the
room, a life-size display garage has been
erected, complete with two boiler-suited
legs sticking out from under the front of
the car.
Then there’s a blunt-nosed, treadfitted, gunmetal 1951 Bombardier Snow-

mobile dotted with circular submarine-ish
windows. The founder used to use this
whale to drive local children to school in
the winter. And a lovingly restored 1959
Moskvitch which, besides being a representative example of a once exceedingly
popular leisure car in Iceland—“many people have memories of summer vacations in
a Moskvitch”—was also used in Icelandic
director Friðrik Þór Friðriksson’s 1994 film
'Bíódagar' (“Movie Days”). There’s another gem in the elegant convertible 1919
Dixie Flyer, a Kentucky-made car that was
only manufactured from 1916 to 1923. Just
three of these cars still exist worldwide:
one’s in Texas, one’s in Australia, and the
last is at Ystafell.

The personal is historical
Such fun factoids, stats, and miniature
histories are recounted on modest, typed
sheets of paper, which have been tucked
carefully into laminated sleeves and
placed on the windshields and hoods of
each piece in the museum. Sometimes,
these histories are poignantly brief: “1966
Toyota Crown: Steindór Bjarnason of Neskaupstaðir gave the museum this car in
2004. Unfortunately, we haven’t been able
to dig up the history of the car, but hopefully, we’ll work this out later.” And sometimes, such as in the case of an Austin

Sverrir laughs about
this—Iceland, he
says, “is the only
place other than Havana you would see
Soviet and American
cars side by side.”

A90 Westminster first used by British naval officers in Bermuda and then sold to
American soldiers based in Keflavík, these
provenances are far more granular:
The first owner in Iceland was Gunnlaugur Þórbjarnarson—he bought the car at
the end of the summer in 1962…Gunnlaugur restored the car and used it until August 28, 1979, when he sold it.
Hilmir Arnórsson bought the car on October 28, 1991 and was its seventh owner.
When he bought it, the car wasn’t drivable—
it had no engine and was very rusty. Hilmir
restored the car and now it’s in very good
condition.
Owner directory:
1. Gunnlaugur Þórbjarnarson:
1962 – 1979
2. Jón Guðmundsson:
August 28, 1979 – October 10, 1988
3. Guðrún Arnórsdóttir:
October 10, 1988 – January 14, 1991
4. Sævar Guðmundsson:
January 14, 1991 – June 18, 1991
5. Þórgils Björgvinsson:
June 18, 1991 – October 28, 1991
6. Hilmir Arnórsson:
October 28, 1991 –
It’s not unlike reading a Saga genealogy,
if perhaps a rather dull one. And yet, this
miniature history seems significant. This
pretty normal car, owned by seven pretty
normal Icelanders, has now become part
of a much broader, richer story.

Relics of the Not-So-Cold War
Moving into the next showroom, we encounter what looks like a diagonally sliced
oversized Playmobile car, but is actually a
1991 Kewet El-Jet electric car from Denmark. It has two seats, four gears, a horsepower of ten, and a box of Cuban cigars in
the window. There are, we realize, a number of Eastern Bloc cars and license plates
around the museum—such as the first
Trabant ever imported to Iceland—which

is interesting for us, having grown up in
the anti-Communist states. Sverrir laughs
about this—Iceland, he says, “is the only
place other than Havana you would see
Soviet and American cars side by side.”
Icelanders, he explains, “bought cars
from all over... except maybe Australia”
but there were special incentives for buying cars from Russia, particularly after the
collapse of the Soviet Union. “We made a
deal—Iceland would get cars and gasoline
and they would get fish.” He nods. “The
cars were very cheap and very popular—
Russian cars had great heaters.”
We find another relic of the Cold War
era, and perhaps our favourite car of the
collection, parked unassumingly under
a painting of a flamingo in the back corner of the second showroom. Flanked on
one side by a bubble-fronted 1955 Chevy
3600 truck that the town of Akureyri had
converted into an ornately be-crucifixed
hearse, and on the other by a Vespa,
there is a black 1982 Cadillac Brougham
d’Elegance, license plate: 1. It’s the car
that was used by President Vigdís Finnbogadóttir, the world’s first democratically
elected female head of state. “Without a
doubt, many important world leaders travelled with Vigdís in this car,” says the informational sheet. “It’s not impossible that
both American President Ronald Reagan
and leader of the Soviet Union Mikhail
Gorbachev sat in the backseat while traveling to the Rekjavík Summit in 1986.”
But even a presidential Caddy—even
one that was maybe, possibly even minutely involved in landmark nuclear disarmament talks—can be repurposed and
written into the nation’s more quotidian
history. Following its presidential appointment, the car was sold to a fancy hotel to
be used for weddings and special events,
after which it was owned by one Eiríkur
Óskarsson, from 2001 to 2008. “Never
throw anything away!”

Register Now!

AUTUMN 2015
CITY
CENTRE

Study Icelandic
at Mímir
• At Mímir everyone is welcome and the atmosphere is relaxed.
• Courses are based on the curriculum of Icelandic as a second language
published by The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.

Öldugata 23, 101 Reykjavík

EAST
CITY

• Solid training in comprehension, listening, reading, writing and speaking.
• Variety of courses, diverse teaching material and fun teaching methods.

Skráning hefst júníHöfðabakki 9

Entrance to
Mímir-símenntun

First courses start early
in September

Vesturlandsvegur
Höfðabakki 9, 110 Reykjavík Bus line no. 6 from city centre and bus line no. 12 from Breiðholt

Registration: tel. 580 1800 or at www.mimir.is
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Lemúrinn is an Icelandic web magazine (it's also the Icelandic word for the native
primate of Madagascar). A winner of the 2012 Web Awards, Lemúrinn.is covers
all things strange and interesting. Go check it out at www.lemurinn.is

Show Up
Naked On
Monday
And You’ll
Get A Free
Phone
Words
Helgi Hrafn Guðmundsson
Photo
Provided by Lemúrinn

As a great number of Icelanders camped out in front of
Reykjavík's Dunkin’ Donuts hoping to be one of the first
50 ever patrons and thus receive year’s worth of donuts,
we should perhaps pay tribute to a curious event that took
place 20 years ago.

ArtisAn BAkery
& Coffee House
Open everyday 6.30 - 21.00

Laugavegur 36 · 101 reykjavik

In the winter of 1995, an unusual publicity stunt
shook the Icelandic nation. The mobile phone
store Anton Skúlason took out an ad in the paper
Helgarpósturinn on November 30 that read:
“Anton never fails!!! We have Alkatel, Nokia,
Panasonic, Motorola and Nokia phones along
with accessories. No Bónus bullshit, we have the
best prices. If you show up naked on Monday you
will get a free phone for.”
As mobile phones (called GSM phones in
Iceland) were considered luxury items at the time,
the advertisement drew considerable national
attention. Twenty naked men showed up to the
store in Austurver on that particularly cold day
in December, which was documented by nearly
every newspaper and TV station in Iceland. Yet,
only ten of the naked men received a mobile
phone. The rest were given regular landline
telephones. When the unlucky naked men
and their friends protested, the staff at Anton
Skúlason picked up the paper and showed them
the ad, which said that naked customers would
receive a free “phone.” In fact, there was no
mention of a mobile phone.
When the Consumers’ Association of
Iceland demanded that all the naked customers
be treated equally—that the ten men who
received landline phones should be given mobile
phones—the store simply repeated: “We just
said PHONE.”
Even the State Criminal Investigation Police
got involved, investigating if the store could be
punished according to Article 209 of the Icelandic
Penal Code, which states that “Anyone who by
means of lustful activity hurts people’s sense of
modesty or becomes a public scandal shall be
subject to imprisonment for up to four years.”
Although the police investigation never went
anywhere, the Icelandic Competition Authority
ultimately concluded that Anton Skúlason’s
failure to treat customers equally was unlawful
and the store was ordered to give the ten naked
men mobile phones.
And so the small phone store in Austurver
succeeded in becoming a household name.

FESTIVAL OF SACRED ARTS
Hallgrimskirkja - August 14 - 23 2015

FIRE FROM HEAVEN

Friday August 14th 12.15-13.45 pm and 5 pm

Monday August 17th 9 pm

Friday August 21st 5 pm and 8 pm

12.15 pm KING SOLOMON: A MICROFORUM

NEW DIMENSIONS OF THE KLAIS-ORGAN

KING’S MEN CAMBRIDGE

The microforum takes place in relation with the performance of
Handel’s oratorio Solomon at the Festival of Sacred Arts 2015,
consisting of three microlectures in Icelandic. Free admittance and
everyone is welcome to attend.

Young electronic musicians explore the magnificent Klais organ,
using it’s new technological equipment and it’s 5273 pipes to
create a musical experience.

5 pm Evensong with King’s Men.

5 pm OPENING OF THE FESTIVAL

Tuesday August 18th 8 pm

Opening of a new exhibition of the Icelandic painter Helgi Thorgils
Fridjonsson, Baroque group-dancing to music by Handel, The
Hague International Baroque Orchestra and the Hallgrimskirkja
Motet Choir, conductor Hordur Askelsson. Free admittance.

The celebrated Icelandic baroque group Nordic affect with Ian
Wilson recordist from London and Tuomu Suni violinist from
Finland and three Icelandic singers.

Saturday August 15th 7 pm
Sunday August 16th 16 pm
SOLOMON by G. F. Handel - Oratorio in three acts
Performers:
Robin Blaze countertenor, Solomon.
Thora Einarsdottir soprano, Solomon’s queen and first woman.
Sigridur Osk Kristjansdottir mezzosoprano, Queen of Sheba and
second woman.
Benedikt Kristjansson tenor, High priest Zadoc and messenger.
Oddur Arnthor Jonsson bass, Levite.
The Hallgrimskirkja Motet Choir.
The Hague International Baroque Orchestra, lead by Tuomo Suni,
Finland.
Conductor: Hordur Askelsson

Sunday August 16th 11 pm
HIGH MASS

BAROQUE CONCERT- “HANDEL AT HOME”

8 pm Concert with King’s Men.
The King’s Men sing a varied program, conducted by Stephen
Cleobury, renowned conductor of King’s College Choir,
Cambridge.

Saturday August 22nd 3 − 9 pm
REYKJAVÍK CULTURAL NIGHT - FEAST OF HYMNS

A program showing a more subtle side of the composer G.F.
Handel, as opposed to the magnificence of the oratorio Solomon.

Various Icelandic and foreign choirs and soloists, electronic artists
and more, including King’s Men Cambridge, Schola cantorum and
the Hallgrimskirkja Motet Choir.

Wednesday August 19th 12.00 – 12.30 noon

Amongst other a premiere of 5 new psalms by 10 Icelandic
women composers and poets in connection with the 100 years
celebrations of Icelandic women voting rights this year.

LUNCHTIME CONCERT: HEAR HEAVEN´S MAKER
Schola cantorum chamber choir of Hallgrímskirkja.
Conductor: Hordur Askelsson.

Thursday August 20th 8 & 10 pm
DOUBLE CONCERT AT THE KLAIS ORGAN
8 pm The world famous Olivier Latry, organist at Notre Dame in
Paris,
plays a solo recital.
10 pm Olivier Latry plays a four-handed version of Stravinsky’s Le
Sacré de Printemps along with his wife Shin-Young Lee.

Sunday August 23rd 11 am and 17 pm
11 am HIGH MASS
The bishop of Iceland, Agnes M. Sigurdardottir, and King’s Men,
the Klais organ and more.
5 pm FINAL CONCERT: DEO DICAMUS GRATIAS
Chamber choir Schola cantorum, conductor Hordur Askelsson.
Amongst other the premiére of Missa semplice for solo soprano,
harp and mixed choir by John A. Speight.

Schola cantorum, chamber choir of Hallgrimskirkja, conductor
Horður Askelsson, The Hague International Baroque Orchestra
and the Klais organ.

Sponsors:
Hallgrímssöfnuður, Reykjavík
Reykjavíkurprófastsdæmi vestra
Kirkjumálasjóður

Ticket sale in Hallgrímskirkja
s. 510 1000 - midi.is
kirkjulistahatid.is, scholacantorum.is
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car rental
Get your offer at SADcars.com

YOUR FREE COPY

Keflavík airport and Skógarhlíð 10, 105 Reykjavík
Tel. +354 577 6300 • info@sadcars.com
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River Rafting
Price from: 12.990 ISK

“Through wide-ranging surveys that examined a
whole week of TV broadcasts and printed media, the
report detailed how women were seen and heard much
less than men, only appearing in 30% of prime-time
broadcasts, and only speaking in 15% of them. Fourteen years later, little has changed, according to an
upcoming international report.”
Iceland is supposed to be a feminist
paradise… right?

P.18

“She is also quick to point out that the restaurant—
catering to Iceland’s notorious love of toppings—
provides free sauces: cocktail sauce, barbecue
sauce, cold sauces, and many more, which serve to
make it an attractive place for a quick and
tasty meal.”
Why on earth is IKEA Iceland’s most popular
restaurant? Is it the allure of ready-made
furniture? The delightful convenience of
munching while you browse? The infamous
Swedish meatballs? We explore.
Americana life.

Go home with a story worth telling!
BOOK YOUR ADVENTURE NOW

www.adventures.is

Downtown Sales Office – Laugavegur 11
Open every day from 08:00-22:00

Snorkeling in Silfra Fissure
Price from: 16.990 ISK

Glacier Hiking Day Tours
Price from: 8.990 ISK

P.32

“What brought the experience way, way down for
me were the sheer number of intoxicated, lily-white
twenty-somethings gleefully singing along to each
and every N-word blaring out of the speakers. It's
not a good look, guys; and it's telling. It's beyond the
shady area of appropriation (which people argue
back and forth on). It is a concrete example of why the
Icelandic hip-hop scene, while jocular, lively, and often
entertaining, is simultaneously insidious.”
Merchants’ Weekend passed with a wealth of
festivals. Reviews inside!

www.adventures.is | info@adventures.is | +354 562-7000 | Downtown Reykjavík Sales Office at Laugavegur 11
Rafting • Ice Climbing • Snorkeling • Diving • Glacier Hike • Canoeing • Hiking • Kayaking • Cycling • Surfing • Boat Ride • Hot Spring • Swimming • Climbing
Super-Jeep • Caving • Horse Riding • Sightseeing • Snowmobile • Whale Watching • ATV • Incentive • Skiing • Mountain Hut • Camping • Combo Trips

TOURIST INFORMATION AND
FREE BOOKING SERVICE

Spör ehf.

We are proud to be the first & only downtown Tourist Information fully
accredited by both the Icelandic Tourist Board and the Vakinn Quality System.
Bankastræti 2 - Downtown
itm@itm.is - www.itm.is
Tel: +354 522 4979
Summer: 08.00 - 21.00
Winter: 09.00 - 19.00

Drop by, we speak...
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13-16
August

Cycle
Music
And Art
Festival
The Cycle Music & Arts Festival is coming to Kópavogur, and blends
together the visual with the aural, the role of the Artist with the
role of the Viewer for a multi-day, multi-media experience like
no other. Get your mind warped in the mirror tunnel, take a walk
through a work-in-progress with electromagnetic fields, question
your identity at a performance on the Hamraborg bridge, and more.
See inside for more genre-bending events.

MUSIC

2
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——— 2014 ———

CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE

PICKER OF THE ISSUE

Music Legend
R ESTAURANT | BAR - HAP PY HOU R F ROM 4 -8 P M

Tasty
Icelandic
tapas and
drinks by
the old
harbour

Anton Kaldal Ágústsson

Classical, opera.
Electronic, dance,
house, techno.
Hip-hop, R&B.
 ardcore, metal, punk,
H
rock.
Troubadour.
Experimental.
A
 coustic, folk, jazz,
lounge.
Indie, pop, post-rock.

August 14-27
How to use the listings: Venues are
listed alphabetically by day. Events
listed are all live performances, with
troubadours and DJs specifically
highlighted. For complete listings and
detailed information on venues visit
listings.grapevine.is. Send us your
listings to: listings@grapevine.is.

Friday August 14

TABLE RESERVATIONS: +354 517 1800 — WWW.FORRETTABARINN.IS
Nýlen d u g ata 14 . 1 01 Reyk j av í k

Great prices
Meet the locals

Bike Cave

Restaurant, Bar, wifi,
Scooter rental, Coffee,
Laundromat, self service pitstop
Open 8-23

Bike Cave
Einarsnes 36 | 101 | Reykjavík
770-3113 & 666-6136

stefan@bikecave.is
www.bikecave.is

American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Andri
/ DJ
Yngvi
Bar 11
22:30 Diamond Thunder /Gloryride
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Atli Kanill
Boston
22:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Silva & Anna Sóley Jazz
Quartet
Dillon
22:00 Fjöltengi
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Biggi & Ingunn
/
Ingi Valur & Tryggvi
Frederiksen Ale House
21:00 DJ Dagbjört
Gaukurinn
21:00 Death to Puffin Stores!:
Narthraal / Urðun / Skuggsjá
Gamli Kópavogsbærinn
Cycle Music & Arts Festival:
19:30 Kaj Duncan David
Gerðarsafn
Cycle Music & Arts Festival:
17:00 Einar Torfi Einarsson
18:30 Electrical Procession
Hallgrimskirkja
12:15 King Solomon: a Microforum
Harpa
17:00 Pearls of Icelandic Song
17:00 Reykjavík Jazz Festival: Trio
Sunnu Gunnlaugs / Projecto Brazil!
/ Boom Tick Boom / Sons of
Gislason / Jamsession

This issue’s picker is none other than the ever-personable
Anton Kaldal Ágústsson, who is best known as the man behind
electronic outfit Tonik Ensemble (whose latest album ‘Snapshots’
got stellar reviews from the Grapevine and elsewhere). When
he’s not tweaking and perfecting some tune, Anton spends his
waking hours obsessed about design—he in fact works as a parttime lecturer and graphic designer. When asked what interests
him about music or art events, he simply said ambition and
genuineness. If you missed his show earlier this month at Húrra
or Extreme Chill Festival, fret not, for he’ll be playing at
Iceland Airwaves this November.
You can find the events our picker of the issue found to be
interesting spread out over the following pages, marked with this
icon. 			
Photo by Alexander Matukhno

19
August

I Remember The Rabbits, Nanna
Of Monsters And Men
Harpa
Austurbakki 2 (C5) | August 19 at 21:00, 20 at 22:00 | 4-6,000 ISK
“George, why ain’t we goin’ down to Harpa?” Lennie looked down
at the ground in despair. “So you forgot that awready, did you?”
said George. “We ain’t got no money, Lennie.” The two walked
down Highway 1 with thumbs held up high, hoping to be picked
up by any fool headed toward Smokey Bay. “Aw dang George, I
wanted to see them fellas… those Icelandic kids who strum that
indie-folk-pop worldwide.” “Well ok Lennie, we can go, but you
ain’t gon’ do no bad things like you done back in Akureyri?” Lennie
shook his head. “Aw Lennie, if I ain’t have you I’d get on so well. I’d
get a girl, we’d get a lil house in Garðabær… Listen to
Of Monsters And Men awday…” HJC Photo by Dan Busta

Quality - Experience - Dedication
EAST
CITY
Höfðabakki 9, 110 Reykjavík
Bus line no. 6 from city centre and
bus line no. 12 from Breiðholt
Höfðabakki 9

Entrance to
Mímir-símenntun

Learn Icelandic
at Mímir
Autumn Term
Spring Term
Summer Term
Level 1–5

Vesturlandsvegur

www.mimir.is - Tel: 580 1800

CITY
CENTRE
Öldugata 23, 101 Reykjavík
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Háskólabíó
20:00 The Beatles–Tribute Show
Húrra
22:00 Fufanu
/ Muck / Pink
Street Boys
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Katla
Kópavogshæli
Cycle Music & Arts Festival:
20:30 Diptych
22:00 N.I.C.O & Skark Quartet
Lebowski Bar
22:00 DJ Smutty / Raggi
Mengi
21:00 Kristín Lárusdóttir
Prikið
/
22:00 Young Nazareth DJ Set
Spegill
Slippbarinn
22:00 DJ Sir Danselot

15
August

WAR
IS
OVER!

Saturday August 15
American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Ellert / DJ Maggi
B5
22:00 DJ Gunni
Bar 11
22:30 AMFJ
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Bad Motherfucker aka
Sunnananas 3.0
Boston
22:00 DJ Árni Vektor
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Guðmundur Rúnar Lúðviksson &
Band
Dillon
22:00 Saytan
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Alexander &
Guðmann / Hjálmar & Dagur
Frederiksen Ale House
21:00 DJ Eyfjörd
Gaukurinn
22:00 Ottoman / Black Desert Sun
Gerðarsafn
Cycle Music & Arts Festival:
17:00 South Iceland Chamber Choir
/ Eyvind Gulbrandsen / Páll
Guðmundsson
18:30 Einar Torfi Einarsson
Hallgrímskirkja
19:00 Solomon: an oratorio in three
acts
Harpa
17:00 Pearls of Icelandic Song
17:00 Reykjavík Jazz Festival: Gaukur
Hraundal / Reykjavík Swing
Syndicate
/ Reykjavík Bigband
/ Mathias
& Helge Sunde
Eick Quintet
/ ASA Trio
/
Kutimangoes Skuggamyndir
20:00 Queen Extravaganza
Húrra
21:00 dj. flugvél og geimskip album
release party
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Coeo / Viktor Birgiss /
Davíð & Hjalti
Lebowski Bar
22:00 DJ Sandala Gústinn
Molinn
Cycle Music & Arts Festival:
22:00 Pinquins
Paloma
Basement
22:00 RVK DNB’s Drum & Bass Night:
DJ Agzilla / DJ Plasmic / DJ
Andre / DJ Elvar
Upstairs
23:30 Rafnæs 4: sóley (DJ Set) /
Yagya / Good Moon Deer (DJ Set)
/ Lord Pusswhip (DJ Set)
Prikið
22:00 DJ Sunsara
Salurinn
Cycle Music & Arts Festival:
20:00 Ensemble Adapter
Slippbarinn
22:00 DJ Sir Danselot

Sunday August 16
American Bar
22:00 Troubadour Alexander
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Danni
Gerðarsafn
Cycle Music & Arts Festival:
18:00 Einar Torfi Einarsson
Hallgrímskirkja
16:00 Solomon: an oratorio in three
acts

IF YOU WANT IT

Happy Christmas from John & Yoko
(and The Laundromat Cafe)

The Seaweed Is Always *-*Greener*-*
dj. flugvél og geimskip - Album Release Concert
Húrra
Naustin (D3)|

21:00 | Admission: 2,000 ISK

This Saturday, dj. flugvél og geimskip releases her third album
‘Nótt á hafsbotni’ (“Night at the Bottom of the Ocean”). To
celebrate, she is throwing a ~crazy~ deep sea extravaganza!
Woooo! Come to Atlantis—I mean, Húrra—in your best oceanic
gear, ‘cause Miss Plane and Spaceship is adamant that this is a
costume party. Prepare to get down like a sea-snake and drink
like a fish—hey, you just might meet your Poseidon ;) Strapped for
costume ideas? Start with some shiny mermaid tails, or some oily
octopus heads. Hmm, maybe even cover yourself in sushi. ;)
It’s always better under the sea. HJC
						Photo by Saga Sig

15
August

THE FUTURE IS NOW
FM Belfast
Tjarnabíó
Tjarnargata 12 (D4) |

21:00 | Admission from 2,000 ISK

Find your life is lacking in Computer Love? Well, fret ye not—
'cause electropop indietronic group FM Belfast is coming
our way, and they're ready to dole it out by the teraload. Let
them upload you to an 8-bit world of lights, sights, sounds and
sensations usually reserved for the electro-elite. So get amped,
future-citizens of Reykjavík: there's gonna be more nonstop
dancing and synthtacular soundscapes than your measly organic
matter can handle. Pro-tip: secure your wire harnesses, grease
those joints, and practice your robo-moves. SLWF

YES, IT IS TRUE!
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CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE
Harpa
17:00 Pearls of Icelandic Song
17:00 Reykjavík Jazz Festival—Louis
Armstrong Tribute
20:00 Queen Extravaganza
Hressó
21:00 Jazz Jam Session
Kaffibarinn
21:00 FKN Sunday DJ Set
Lebowski Bar
22:00 DJ Haraldur Einarss
Nordic House
15:00 Picknick Concert: Trio Nor
Players
Cycle Music & Arts Festival:
20:00 The Bear

27
August

Monday August 17
American Bar
22:00 Troubadour Ellert
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Jazz Jam Session
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Ingi Valur &
Tryggvi
Hallgrímskirkja
21:00 New Dimensions of the KlaisOrgan
Harpa
20:00 Patti Smith
Húrra
21:00 Monday Night Jazz
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Hellert
Lebowski Bar
22:00 DJ AB

Tuesday August 18
American Bar
22:00 Troubadour Roland
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Rósa Frænka
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Arnar
Gaukurinn
22:00 Karaoke Night
Hallgrímskirkja
20:00 Händel at Home
Harpa
17:00 Pearls of Icelandic Song
Húrra
21:00 One Week Wonder
/
Hugar
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Pilsner
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ The Dude

Wednesday August 19
American Bar
22:00 Troubadour Siggi Þorbergs
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Silja
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Magnús & Ívar
Gaukurinn
21:00 Bram van Langen
Hallgrimskirkja
12:00 Schola Cantorum
Harpa
17:00 Pearls of Icelandic Song
19:00 Of Monsters and Men
Húrra
/ DJ Einar Sonic
21:00 Óbó

AU

ST

UR

ST
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TI

LL

AR

Engjavegur 8|

19:30 | Admission: 7,990 - 12,990 ISK

Come here hoe, mistletoe / I got birdies, crows / Lil bitty bitch wanna
jump on this dick / I’m like boo let's get it, let's get it / I got these
bitches kissing on these bitches / I can't even count em’ I fuck by the
digits / Swag, terrific, I might fuck this bitch in the kitchen / Baby don't
use dirty dishes or else you might whip up a brrrr / My neck, my wrist
is a brrrr /She wanna fuck my dawg I'm like rufff...

If this looks like it appeals to you, then go see Rae Sremmurd
at Laugardalshöll… HJC
Video screenshot from ‘Throw Sum Mo’ by Rae Sremmurd
Kaffibarinn
21:00 Hin Hliðin DJ Set
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Jesús
Prikið
21:00 Vinyl Wednesday: DJ Skurður
Slippbarinn
21:00 Halli and the Superheroes

Thursday August 20
American Bar
22:00 Troubadour Hreimur
B5
22:00 Troubadours Vignir & Jogvan
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Davíð Roach
Boston
22:00 DJ Frosti Gringo
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Hugleikur Dagsson Standup
Comedy
Dillon
/ Alchemia
22:00 Nolo
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Eki & Steini
Frederiksen Ale House
21:00 DJ Dagbjört
Gaukurinn
21:00 Open Jam Session

Hallgrimskirkja
20:00 Double concert with Olivier
Latry organist of Notre Dame,
Paris
22:00 Stravinsky´s Rite of Spring
Harpa
17:00 Pearls of Icelandic Song
Húrra
/ DJ Isar Logi
21:00 Tilbury
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Kári
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Smutty Smiff
Mengi
21:00 Jónas Sen
Paloma
22:00 Bárujárn / Godchilla /
russian.girls
Prikið
21:00 DJ Logi Pedro

Friday August 21
American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Birgir
B5
22:00 DJ Jay-O
Bar 11
/ Kvöl
22:30 Antimony
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Pilsner 2.25%
Boston
22:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson
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Austur völlur

August 7.-23.
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Laugardalshöll
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Throw Some... Mo? :/
Rae Sremmurd

I

Opening hours
Sunday - Thursday 11:00 - 02:00
Friday - Saturday 11:00 - 06:00

dirtyburgerandribs.is
- FIND US ON FACEBOOK
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CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE

14
August

Raining Blood
Death To Puffinstores!: Narthraal / Urðun / Skuggskjá
Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22 (D3) |

21:00 | Admission: Free!

Recently, popular music venues Húrra, Gaukurinn, Palóma, Glaumbar and Dubliner were marked
for closing in order to erect businesses more focused on tourism. As we all know, the one thing
that Reykjavík is severely lacking in is Puffin Stores. Nah, fuck that. In order to protest the
corporate death of culture, Gaukurinn is putting on a death metal concert aptly titled, “Death to
Puffinstores!” with Narthraal, Urðun, and Skuggskjá. It should be loud enough to deafen those
stupid birds and the stupid tourists that buy stuffed versions of them. HJC
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Biggi / Hjálmar &
Dagur
Frederiksen Ale House
21:00 DJ Seth Sharp
Gaukurinn
23:00 Pearl Jam Tribute
Hallgrimskirkja
17:00 King’s Men of Cambridge Evensong
Húrra
21:00 DJ Óli Dóri
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ BG Baarregaard
Lebowski Bar
22:00 DJ Halli E /
Skemmtanastjórinn
Mengi
21:00 Upp Rís Úr Rafinu
Prikið
22:00 Ágústís í Brauðformi DJ Set
Slippbarinn
22:00 DJ Sir Danselot

Hitt Húsið
14:10 Unnur Sara
15:25 Náttsól
16:15 Muscycle
17:25 Ventus Brass
Húrra
22:00 Babies / DJ KGB
Hverfisgata-Klappastígur Corner
12:00-23:00 Klappastígur Carnival: DJ
Margeir
Lebowski Bar
22:00 DJ De La Rósa / Anna B
Loft Hostel
18:00 The Werg
/ LRM
/
/ Rythmatik
DOOXS
Mengi
18:00 Kolbeinn Hugi
Prikið
22:00 DJ Benni BRuff vs. Logi Pedro
Slippbarinn
22:00 DJ Sir Danselot

Saturday August 22

American Bar
22:00 Troubadour Siggi Þorbergs
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Danni
Hallgrimskirkja
17:00 Schola Cantorum: Deo Dicamus
Gratias
Hressó
21:00 Jazz Jam Session
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Árni Vektor
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Haraldur Einarss
Prikið
21:00 Lo-Fi Vol. 6

American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Ellert
B5
22:00 DJ Gunni
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson
Boston
22:00 DJ Herr Gott
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Hundur í Óskilum
Dillon
22:00 Acoustic Music Festival: Daníel
Hjálmtýsson
/ Indigó
/ Unnur
Sara
/ Teitur Magnússon
/ Axel
Flóvent
/ Elín Ey
/ Johnny and
The Rest
/ Lily of the Valley
/
Karl Henry
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Alexander &
Guðmann
Frederiksen Ale House
21:00 DJ Gorilla Funk
Gaukurinn
14:00 Stelpur Rokka
21:00 Bella Quinn, Bergljót Arnalds,
Bríet Ísis Elfar & Tinna Katrín Jóns
00:00 Reykjavíkurdætur
Hallgrimskirkja
15:00 Feast of Hymns
Harpa
14:30 Fairy Tale Opera Marguerite
(Open Rehearsal)
15:00 Icelandic Symphony Orchestra:
Open Family Concert
17:00 Icelandic Symphony Orchestra:
Open Concert

Sunday August 23

Monday August 24
American Bar
22:00 Troubadour Roland
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Músakk
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Ingi Valur &
Tryggvi
Húrra
21:00 Monday Night Jazz
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Gunni Ewok
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Jesús

Tuesday August 25
American Bar
22:00 Troubadour Ellert

English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Arnar
Gaukurinn
21:00 Karaoke Night
Húrra
21:00 Reykjavík Dance Festival WarmUp
Party
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ John BRNLV
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ. Halli E
Prikið
21:00 Bernsend

open

Winter (16. September-30.April)
Tuesday-Sunday 11-5
Summer (1. May-15.September)
Daily 10-5

Wednesday August 26
American Bar
22:00 Troubadour Alexander
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Alexander &
Guðmann
Hallgrimskirkja
12:00 Schola Cantorum
Húrra
21:00 Open Mic
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ AB
Prikið
21:00 Vinyl Wednesday: Árni Skeng
Slippbarinn
21:00 Halli and the Superheroes

Thursday August 27
American Bar
22:00 Troubadour Matti
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson
Boston
22:00 Microgroove Session #6
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Hjálmar & Dagur
Frederiksen Ale House
21:00 DJ Halli Einars
Húrra
22:00 Danceoke
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ YAMAHO
Laugardalshöll
19:30 Rae Sremmurd
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Vala
Mengi
21:00 Lilman (Rebecca Bruton)
Prikið
21:00 DJ Kári
Quest
19:00 The Reykjavik Hipshakers

the national
museum of
iceland
The country’s largest
museum of cultural history
featuring a permanent exhibition on Iceland’s
history from settlement to present day as well
as temporary exhibitions e.g. on photography.
www.thjodminjasafn.is | Suðurgata 41 | 101 Reykjavík
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OPINION

BISTRO & B

NICE

GREAT
FOODGOOD
DRINKS
ATMO
uno is the perfect place to start
a good day or end a great evening

HAPPY HOUR
EVERY DAY
17-19

free Wifi
KITCHEN IS OPEN
Weekends 11.30–24
Other days 11.30–23

UNO at Ingólfstorg | Tel. 561 1313 | www.uno.is

A Semi-Partial Introduction
To Opinions I May Or
May Not Have
Words Sindri Eldon
Photo Hvalreki

It’s good practice to start your article with a nice, attention-grabbing line that draws the reader in, one that serves as a purposefully inconclusive summation of the piece’s content without
a fully satisfying conclusion; that way, the reader will have to continue reading. Preferably, it’s
a short sentence that gets its own paragraph to make it more eye-catching, a sentence that
has a rhythm to it, whether it’s a clipped rhythm, full of plosives and punctuation, or a rolling, lilting rhythm that seems to tumble off the page into the reader’s brain, or sometimes a
purposefully disjointed rhythm to intentionally subvert what’s traditionally considered “good
form.” Whatever kind of sentence you choose, it’s how I believe any good article should start,
and normally, that’s what I would have done here. But I’m not going to do that this time.
I thought I’d write a piece with the most meandering, meaningless opening paragraph—a
paragraph that could easily have been divided into two or more paragraphs, incidentally—
and keep the reader thoroughly disinterested. That way, I can fulfill my obligation to the
editor of this paper whilst simultaneously keeping a promise I made to myself. Because you
see, I don’t really want you to read this article. This article is an in-joke, an elitist, self-congratulatory prank played on you by a lazy agoraphobic wordsworth whose sense of entitlement
plainly exceeds his intellect. So don’t read it.
Well, maybe entitlement wouldn’t be the
right way to describe me (I thought I’d
talk about myself a little bit now, another
surefire way to get people to give up and
move on to the next article). I know some
entitled people, and I’m not one of them. If
anything, I’m frankly a little embarrassed
I exist. One of my most finely honed talents is staying out of people’s way. And
I’ll be the first to admit that I’m kind of
a hack, stealing most of my writerly MO
from stuff I hear and see around me, and
not really using it to create anything truly
new. I’m sure you’ve read hundreds of
“don’t-read-me” pieces just like this one
in publications, zines and blogs stretching from now and all the way back to beat
poetry, depending how old/well-read you
are. Rest assured, this is just another one
of those.
No, I’m talking about entitlement
that’s afforded to me by those around
me. I’ve had a long-standing offer from
this paper to publish whatever the hell it
is I want to write, an offer that I’ve had
extremely rare occasion to accept, and
usually only when it suits my purposes.
I’m not sure exactly why that is; someone
once asked someone else I know if I was
“afraid of success,” and that could be it.
I don’t think so, though. I love success. I love the limelight, and I’ll in fact
happily assume that any audience, be it
a silent one of readers or an applauding
throng of concert-goers is utterly thrilled
to be entertained by my insufferable ass. I
mean, you’re reading this now, right? I’ve
hardly really said anything in 500+ words,
and you’re still reading. Clearly, you love
me, and I’m loving that you love me. No,
I think the root goes deeper than simple
fear of success.
I definitely harbor a fair amount of resentment toward those who, despite their
clearly inferior talents, have achieved success, however modest, in their pursuit of

followers, be they writers, musicians, photographers, sculptors, whatever. That resentment is sort of a vicious cycle, because
successful people that would ordinarily
happily help me feel the resentment, and
consequently don’t help me, or stop helping me if they already are, causing me to
resent them even more.
So I clearly love success, or at the very
least crave it. But would I love it so much
if I had it? And would I even recognize it
if I ever achieved it? Am I maybe already
successful? Success can be a gradual process, so gradual you don’t even realize it’s
happening, or so I assume, having read the
occasional article about it (and of course
shamelessly plagiarized it for content).
I’m the son of a somewhat successful
artist, and maybe I feel like any success I
attain would be unfair to those not lucky
enough to be in my very fortunate position. There are certainly far more talented
and original people I could name who,
through no fault of their own, have yet
to achieve even the very modest success
I have, and it’s unfair. Sometimes I wish
they were relatives of a successful artist;
maybe that way, they could catch a break.
Meanwhile, my entitled ass gets to put
out records on vinyl through family connections, records full of trite, middling
pop-punk that’s been done to death for
20+ years.
…except that’s not really true. Or not
always, anyway. Sometimes, I find myself
perversely resentful of those who don’t
give me more of a chance than they would
some filthy unwashed mugblood musician, simply on account of me having a
famous relative. Those are the moments I
am at my absolute worst as a human being,
and thankfully they never last long before
I catch myself.
I think what I fear far more than success is a success I have not earned. I fear
achieving notoriety as a musician or

writer, only for people to find that there is
no talent behind the words or behind the
songs. It’s all hype, and you only bought
the record because of my mom. You only
read this article because you’re a Bjork
fan.
If so, shame on you, because you’re
a horrible person who’s ruining my life.
No wait, sorry, you’re really not, it’s just a
knee-jerk thing I do, but still; you see my
point. While there’s nothing inherently
wrong with how you come by music (I
mean, shit, I got into GBV because of Jay
Carney), you can see why I might hate
you, in the same way that a lifetime comic
book fan doesn’t like it when you attend
ComiCon because you saw Chris Evans
traipse around with an American flag on
his back in some horrible fucking movie.
You may be reading this because you decided to dabble in cute Bjork-Iceland stuff
because it seems fun and cute, but this is
my entire existence you’ve taken a casual
interest in. It’s my life; don’t you forget, it
never ends.
But this article must. It’s already taken
a long time to not really say anything, except maybe offer a hopelessly incomplete
explanation as to why I don’t write for the
Grapevine anymore. The truth is that I
don’t really know. I mean, I do and I don’t.
I don’t really know if I know or not. Sometimes I feel like I do. But most times, I’m
not really sure. So basically you read this
whole thing for nothing, really. Sorry.
TAKE NOTE: The vinyl edition of Sindri Eldon's critically acclaimed solo début, 'Bitter
And Resentful', just hit local record stores.
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Enjoy food
Enjoy books
Enjoy culture
Enjoy the
Nordic House

Norræna húsið
The Nordic House

Mr. Silla At ATP 2015
Synth Sounds Better Alone

Words Shawn Forno
Photo Kane Alexander

I shuffle down the aisle to a seat near the front of the Andrews Theater, head held low, shoulders stooped like I’m inching past a family posing for photos on a narrow sidewalk. It is early
Jul, I am in Keflavík for the opening night of ATP Iceland, and unlike the packed Atlantic
Studios stage across the street, where Iggy Pop and Belle and Sebastian (full orchestra in tow)
jump and wail to singing fans, the crowd here is hushed.
Seats creak as we settle in for Mr. Silla,
a.k.a. Sigurlaug Gísladóttir, and it’s so quiet I wonder if this auditorium moonlights
as a church on Sundays. Before my theological musings go further, the lights dim
and my attention turns to the stage and
the lone figure smack in the middle of it.
Mr. Silla stands behind a single red
fluorescent bulb, a single prismatic image
projected on the wall. Eyes closed, clad
in a loose black robe, the bulb casts a thin
shadow on her face as she clutches the microphone. Then the music starts—a lulling
beat and swelling melody—and just like
that Mr. Silla vanishes.
But that voice.

Just listen
Silla’s haunting rasp pushes all the way to
the back row before bouncing back. Each
sustained note is all the stage dressing she
needs. For what seems like the first time in
hours I settle in, and just listen. The swelling synth, driving beats, and bright trills
pull me down into my chair and demand
my focused attention. I feel alone while
I listen—not something that happens all
that often at a festival—and I like it. If you
haven’t tried it yet, Mr. Silla is the perfect
festival nightcap.
But Sigurlaug is no fading wallflower.
The persistent pulse and anthemic synth
in songs like “Holding On” highlight her
primal vocal range. When she wants to,
Mr. Silla can bring it. Banshee wails and
sustained harmony with her backing

tracks make it easy to forget it’s just one
person up there. Add in guitarist Tyler
Ludwick for a few songs and you’ve got a
packed house.
Mr Silla is a welcome tonic for bass
blasted festival ears; somehow equally at
home in a cosy bar at Iceland Airwaves or
headlining the side stage at the raucous
ATP festival. With an album on the way,
deep collaboration pockets to dip into, and
a polished solo act, it’s exciting to imagine
which stage Mr. Silla will command by
early July of next year.

Kind of brand new
Luckily, she agreed to take a minute to
talk with me (barefoot) about her sound,
songwriting process, and what’s next for
her solo effort:
So you’ve got a new record that’s been
scheduled to come out for a while...
Yeah, well this one’s been a while, but
there’s another before that one that didn’t
come out. So this one is kind of brand new.
It’s scheduled to come out this month
[July]. That’s the plan [note: this did not
happen. But we wait].

Yeah?
Yeah. And then I went to London and
worked on it with Mike Lindsay [from
Tunng/Cheek Mountain Thief ]—a friend
of mine, and producer—and this is what
we came up with. Just putting it together.
So it was a collaboration?
Most of the songs were pretty ready, but
working with Mike...he’s just so good at
getting things where they have to be.

The Nordic House Reykjavík is a vibrant Nordic cultural
institution with exhibitions, a library, shop and one
of the best restaurants in Reykjavík, Aalto Bistro.
The building is designed by the internationally
acclaimed finnish architect Alvar Aalto.
Open everyday from 10–17
Visit www.nordichouse.is for more information.
Book a table: www.aalto.is
Sundays – wednsdays 11–17
Thursdays – saturdays 11–21

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5, 101 Reykjavík
Tel: 5517030, www.nordichouse.is

Nice. I heard a ton of emotion on stage
tonight, even in your backing vocals.
Is that something you’re trying to get
across in this new effort?
It’s not a conscious effort, it just happens.
It’s kind of how I write. Just what you’re
thinking about at the time.
Are you still working with your
other groups?
Yeah, I’m working with Snorri Helgason
and Mice Parade. All of it is happening simultaneously.
So what’s next for Mr. Silla?
Just the album and touring.

Has there been a big departure in your
songwriting process with the new solo
effort?
Yeah definitely. It was mostly just me
hanging out with an iPad and some synths.

The House at Eyrarbakki

THE HOUSE AT EYRARBAKKI

ELEGANT PREMISES IN
T H E H E A RT O F R E Y K J AV I K

Árnessýsla folk museum is located in Húsið,
the House, historical home of the Danish
merchants built in 1765. Húsið is one of the
oldest houses in Iceland and a beautiful
monument of Eyrarbakki´s time as the
biggest trading place on the south coast.
Today one can enjoy exhibitions about the
story and culture of the region, famous piano,
shawl made out of human hair and the kings
pot, are among items. Húsið prides itself with
warm and homelike atmosphere.

BRUNCH - LUNCH AND DINNER MENU - LOCAL AND FOREIGN DISHES - BAR

B A N K A S T R Æ T I 7 A - 1 0 1 R E Y K J AV Í K - T E L . 5 6 2 3 2 3 2

Opening hours: May 1st - September 30th daily 11.00-18.00 or by an agreement
Tel: +354 483 1504 & +354 483 1082 | husid@husid.com | www.husid.com
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EXHIBITION

RESTAURANT

Offering fresh Icelandic cuisine in a
stylish and casual atmosphere in the heart
of down town Reykjavík.

Kunstschlager

Runs Until September 20

Hafnarhús

Young And Playfully Creative
Words Gabríel Benjamin

i s a f o l d re s t a u ra n t . i s

Þingholtsstræti 5 - tel: 595 8535

Enjoy our wide variety of feature cocktails
inspired by the spectacular view from SKÝ.
skylounge.is
Top floor CenterHotel Arnarhvoll - Ingólfsstræti 1 / 595 8545

Photo Anna Domnick

These days, it’s not uncommon to see recent art school graduates finding strength in numbers and opening a studio together—it is unusual, however, to find them still running years
later. This makes the Kunstschlager collective particularly unique. In the span of three
years, the group, originally composed of five friends who rented an apartment together on
Rauðarársstígur, has grown in size and moved into Reykjavík Art Museum’s Hafnarhúsið.
We sat down with two of the newer members, Þórdís Erla Zoëga and Sigmann
Þórðarson, who both graduated in 2012,
from Gerrit Rietveld Academy in Amsterdam and the Iceland Academy of the
Arts, respectively. They say the original
group struck gold when they found an affordable studio space big enough for all of
them, just a stone’s throw from Hlemmur
in downtown Reykjavík. The place was
run down and gritty, but had enough extra
space to run a 50 m2 exhibition space and
bazaar alongside the studios.

and we had great weather,” he says. “And
a lot of people showed up, too.”
Þórdís adds that it was also a surreal
experience. “It stank of shark,” she says
laughing. “There we were, creating a carnival-esque experience, and I even made a
popcorn mountain from 40 kilos of maize,
and the smell was everywhere. But it
was great.”
At the end of 2014, the building owners
notified the group that the rent was going
up by more than 50%, which the collective
quickly realised they couldn’t afford.

Fast-moving and friendly
As the core of Kunstschlager expanded
and more members joined, Þórdís says
they decided instead to work as a collective. “We started hosting group shows
together and offering people we knew the
opportunity to join in,” she says. “The bottom line is that we’re artists, and we want
to contribute to the community.”
From then on the group’s identity
quickly formed. Þórdís and Sigmann
debate where the name originally came
from before agreeing that it was probably
a play on the German words “kunst” and
“schlager” (which translate as “art” and
“play”). They even got their own mascot—
the Kunstschlager rat—a playful cartoon
character.
While Kunstschlager occupied a space
on Rauðarársstígur, the collective held a
total of 37 shows, including eleven group
shows. Þórdís says there is no formal modus operandi for Kunstschlager, leaving
artists free to experiment. “It allows me to
work differently than I usually do, which
is really fun!”

Dream come true
Lucky for them, Hafþór Yngvason, the
Museum Director of Hafnarhúsið, contacted the group to offer them space in the
museum, which he felt hadn’t been used
well enough. Sigmann notes there used to
be a café, and then a soup restaurant in the
spot, but they hadn’t been financially sustainable, so Kunstschlager were instead
asked to create some kind of hangout area.
“We were absolutely speechless,” Þórdís
says. “We didn’t even allow ourselves to
dream that we would get such a great opportunity so soon after graduation.”
They made colourful furniture,
brought in their mascot, and made a
programme filled with events, including
audio and video installations. Then this
summer they were given free use of the
D-hall in the museum, a 100 m2 room usually earmarked for younger artists. They
decided to divide the three months they
have there between six members who
were free to do what they wanted; but in
keeping with their ethos, each member
had to invite at least one other artist to
join them.
They just finished an exhibit called
‘Still Life’, which featured the works of
nineteen artists, and now the only shows
left in that hall are Sigmann's (plus four
other artists) and Þórdís’s (plus one other
artist). And then on Culture Night, August
22, the group has been given free reign
over the museum itself.

Moving out
The collective has made numerous trips
around the country and journeyed internationally with their craft. Their first outing was in March 2013, when six members
made their way west to Ísafjörður; a trip
to Stockholm, Sweden, followed in 2014.
Sigmann remarks that his favourite trip
was to Hjalteyri’s old herring factory in
August, 2014.“The place was so beautiful,

Change is a choice
Despite changing space, Þordís says
Kunstschlager hasn’t changed much..
“There are of course more people involved, and we’re in a bigger organisation with a better budget, but it’s still
just work,” she says nonchalantly. “At
Rauðarárstígur we picked our own opening hours, and we often had parties late
at night, but now we have to abide by the
museum’s hours.”
Sigmann feels it’s fairer to say they’ve
adapted rather than changed. “We’re not
running our own shop any more, and
we’re technically not working for ourselves any more,” he says, “but we’re still
really enjoying what we do.”
On September 20, the group’s time at
Hafnarhúsið will come to an end. After
heading out to the Culturescapes Art And
Culture Festival in Basel, Switzerland in
October, where they will exhibit alongside heavyweight art institutions Kling
& Bang and The Living Art Museum,
Sigmann says the group will have a long
overdue discussion about what happens
next. “We’ve never had the space to think
about what we want to do, which is maybe
not a bad thing as it allows us to be in the
moment,” he says. “Realistically though,
we’re unlikely to look for another exhibition space unless we start applying for
grants.”
In their minds, they’re more likely to
continue finding other places to exhibit
their art together as a collective. When
asked where they’d like to do that, Þórdís
jokingly said: “The National Gallery! Or
Perlan!” Sigmann instead suggested that
“maybe we can have a performance art
piece at Parliament, where we wear suits
and deliver long speeches.”

ART
EXHIBITION

ICELANDIC GOURMET MENU
Freshly caught seafood and free range lamb – with a modern twist

FROM 17:00

DINNER

6 COURSE MENU
STARTS WITH A “REFRESHING“ SHOT
OF THE NATIONAL SNAPS BRENNIVÍN
FOLLOWED BY A BITE-SIZED TASTE OF PUFFIN
OCEAN PERCH
Slow cooked ocean perch, beetroot purée, spicy
butter, serrano ham, beetroot
MINKE WHALE
Shallot vinaigrette, crispy Jerusalem artichokes
SEA TROUT
Yuzu mayo, truffle mayo, crispy quinoa, apple
PLAICE
Samphire, green asparagus, blood orange, lime beurre blanc
Kunstschlager’s
founding
members are Guðlaug Mía
Eyþórsdóttir, Helgi Þórsson,
Baldvin Einarsson, Claudia
Hausfeld, Steinunn Eldflaug
Harðardóttir, and Ásta Fanney Sigurðardóttir. The latter three have since left the
collective, to be replaced by
Hrönn Gunnarsdóttir, Þorgerður Þórhallsdóttir, Helga
Páley Friðþjófsdóttir, Kristín
Karólína Helgadóttir, Þórdís
Erla Zoéga and Sigmann
Þórðarson. Helga, Kristín
and Baldvin are missing
from this photo.

“We were absolutely
astounded” Þórdís says.
“We didn’t even allow
ourselves to dream that
we would get such a
great opportunity so
soon after graduation.”

Bohemian lifestyle?
Þórdís and Sigmann note
that people imagine artists
as these lazy people lounging around looking for inspiration, but that couldn’t
be further from the truth.
They say their day typically
starts with them going to
their full-time job, with Sigmann working as a kindergarten teacher for kids who
have special needs, and
Þórdís working in healthcare
wholesales. “And then at the
end of the day,” Sigmann
says, “when you’re physically and mentally exhausted,
that’s when you start creating art.” Þórdís says that she
spent around 27 hours on an
installation she did the other
week at Gerðarsafn. “You
use your weekends and free
time,” she says, “so you have
to manage your time well.”

RACK OF FREE RANGE ICELANDIC LAMB
Lamb fillet, leeks, pickled onions, browned celeriac, baked
carrots, spinach and dill cream
Dessert by pastry chef Axel Þ.
CHOCOLATE ROSE
Chocolate mousse, raspberry gel, Sacher layer

Ongoing exhibits
‘Wiolators’ by Emilia
Bergmark (SE), Þórdís Erla
Zoëga (IS), Maria Gondek
(DK), Christopher Holloran
(GB), Kristinn Guðmundsson (IS), Peter Sattler (AU),
Nadja Voorham (NL), &
Andrea Zavala Folache (ES)
August 8-31, Kunstschlager
chamber
This international group
formed in Gerrit Rietveld
Academy, Amsterdam, and
hosts yearly exhibits in different countries.

7.990 kr.

apotek.is

Austurstræti 16

101 Reykjavík

apotek@apotekrestaurant.is

‘Neither Nor’ by Sigmann
Þórðarson, Bjarni Þór Pétursson, Emma Heiðarsdóttir, Klængur Gunnarsson, &
Una Björg Magnúsdóttir
August 15-30, D-hall
These five artists tackle
existential questions about
mundane life, purpose,
definitions, transformations,
anxiety, impossibility, and
nothing. There is a special
opening party on August 15
at 15:00.
‘MIX’ by Þórdís Erla
Zoëga & Þór Sigurþórsson
September 5-20, D-hall
This mixed-media exhibit
uses mirror installations
and other works to play
with people’s perception to
reflect on issues such as
intimacy, balance, and one’s
sense of right and wrong.

experience
classical cuisine

Amtmannsstíg 1 • 101 Reykjavík • +354 561 3303 • www.torfan.is
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OPENINGS

uses her (or their?) compositions to set the
stage for a spooky performance, as part of
the Lókal International Theater Festival.

Runs on August 26, 27 at 21:00
Hannesarholt
Origami Iceland
Origami Iceland will be holding a free open
practice workshop in Hannesarholt. All are
invited to participate and learn!

Runs on August 22 13:00-16:30
Hitt Húsið
Culture Night Events
13:45 Hitt Húsið Street Theatre: ‘What Is
On And Underneath The Surface?’
14:35 Staría
15:50 Dance Ministry
16:35 The Póet and Reginfirra

Iceland’s ﬁ rst n iche per f u mer y,
oﬀeri ng a world class selection of
the ﬁ nest ar tistic per f u mes and
cosmetics i n dow ntow n R e y k j av i k
Welcome to our enchanting
Beauty Room where we oﬀer a
range of treatements using only
the ﬁ nest skin care products

Runs on August 22
Iceland Academy Of The Arts
‘The Drop Dead Diet’
The Drop Dead Diet is a new dance
performance by Gígja Jónsdóttir and Guðrún
Selma Sigurjónsdóttir. You may have tried
Atkins or the Cabbage diet, but this one will
sure to be the one that finally works!

Runs on August 27 at 17:00
Laugarnes
Kite Festival

Documentary//Theatre
‘Nazanin’ by Marta Nordal
Grillmarkaðurinn
Lækjargata 2a (enter at Austurstræti) | August 27
22:15 | 2,900 ISK
Presented as part of the Lókal Theatre Festival, 'Nazanin' is
an hour-long solo performance, directed by and starring Marta
Nordal. The performance depicts her flight from Iran after the 2009
presidential election, told via the character of Nazanin. Marta is
well-known for working with the interplay of soundscape, music,
and the performer on stage. She is also a recipient of the 2015 DVCultural Awards. SLWF

Madison Perfumery Reykjavik • Aðalstræti 9 • 101 Reykjavik
tel : +354 571 7800 • www.madison.is

The Culture House
Hverfisgata 15
101 Reykjavík

The exhibition, shop Closed on Mondays
and café are open
16/9 – 30/4
daily 10 - 17

A journey
through the
visual world
of Iceland
Illuminated manuscripts, textiles, carvings,
photographs, paintings and contemporary
Icelandic art www.culturehouse.is
The Culture House is part of the National Museum of Iceland

August 14-27
How to use the listings: Venues
are listed alphabetically by day.
For complete listings and detailed
information on venues visit listings.
grapevine.is. Send us your listings
to: listings@grapevine.is

Opening
Anarkía
‘Secret Garden’ by Georg Douglas
This exhibit of vivid, trippy paintings is
inspired by nature of the floral kind, as well
as the artist’s career as a scientist, Irish
dancing, and the Icelandic summer light.

Opens August 22
Runs until September 13
Borgarleikhúsið
‘An Eternal Piece On Love And The
Lack Of It’ by The Professional
Amateurs
This show explores issues of love,
life, expectations, disappointment,
beginnings, and endings, using a strange
theatrical format that utilises stand-up
and confrontation. It is part of the Lókal
International Theater Festival.

Runs on August 26 at 21:00 &
August 30 at 19:00
‘Giselle’ by Halla Ólafsdóttir and
John Moström
As part of the Reykjavík Dance Festival and

Lókal International Theater Festival, ‘Giselle’
is a ballet that seeks to dismantle the
medium, setting the show in an apocalyptic
wilderness where character’s identities
constantly morph and transform.

Runs on August 26 at 19:00
‘ATLAS (2011)’ by Ana Borralho &
João Galante
Using 100 people of different professions
on stage, ‘ATLAS (2011)’ explores the role
of art in modern society. It is part of the
Lókal International Theater Festival.

Runs on August 27 at 19:00
Gallerí Vest
‘Structure—an array of parts’
This exhibit features the works of four
disparate European artists that work with
various mediums, and focuses on the
concept of structure and its broad meaning.

Opens August 15
Gamla Bíó
Margrét Bjarnadóttir
To open the Reykjavík Dance Festival
and Lókal International Theater Festival,
Margrét will present a piece inspired by a
sentence she wrote in her diary. “If I was an
instrument, I would be a cello that wants to
be a drum kit.”

Runs on August 26 17:00
‘WHEN I DIE - a ghost story with
music’ by Thom Luz
Rosemary Brown infamously claimed that
she had music dictated from beyond the
grave composed by famous artists like
Debussy, Schumann, and Bach. Here, Luz

This festival will feature plenty of kiteflying enthusiasts, and of course attendees
are welcome to bring kites of their own.
Additionally, attendees can purchase kites
at the festival as well as learn how to make
kites. Other activities include mask-making,
juggling classes, and story-telling, and there
will be food available to keep the festival
going till the wind stops blowing.

Runs on August 22 at 14:00
National Museum of Iceland
Exhibition in Conjunction with the
Study of Scottish and Icelandic
Crafts
Two designers, Icelander Hönnu Dísar
Whitehead, and Claire Andersen of Scotland,
find common connections between the two
nations' histories of textile craft.

Runs August 14 at 14:00
Reylkavík Art Museum—
Hafnarhús
‘Macho Man’ by Katrín Gunnarsdóttir
As part of the Reykjavík Dance Festival and
Lókal International Theater Festival, ‘Macho
Man’ explores how the masculine body is
choreographed, using inspirations like WWE,
rock icons, and fitness competitions.

Runs on August 27 on 22:15
‘Neither nor’
This exhibit features the work from five
artists who tackle existential questions
about mundane life, purpose, definitions,
transformations, anxiety, impossibility, and
nothing. There is a special opening party on
August 15 at 15:00.

Opens August 15
Runs until August 30
Skuggi
‘Nazarin’ by Marta Nordal
Nazanin fled Iran after the 2009 Presidental
election. Now a political refugee in Iceland,
she will recount her story on stage.
The performance is part of the Lókal
International Theater Festival.

Runs on August 27 at 22:15
Tjarnarbíó
‘Milkywhale’ by Melkorka Sigríður
Magnúsdóttir and Árni Rúnar
Hlöðversson
As part of the Lókal International Theater
Festival, ‘Milkywhale’ is a brand new musical
project that hopes to blur the lines between

ART HOUSE CINEMA & CAFÉ

ICELANDIC FILMS
WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES
HAPPY HOUR AT THE BAR FROM 17:00-20:00
CULT CLASSIC MOVIE POSTER EXHIBITION
ShowtimeS: bioparadis.is | Hverfisgata 54 | Reykjavík | +354 412 7711 | midasala@bioparadis.is

CRAVING

IN YOUR

Download the FREE
Grapevine Craving APP!
What should you eat in
Reykjavík? Shake your phone,
and we will recommend you
something.

POCKET

WHAT'S
INSIDE

Reykjavík Map

Happy Hour Guide

Reykjavík

Places We Like

Best Of Reykjavík

Practical Info

August 14-27

Two

Keep it in your pocket

Weeks

The Grapevine picks the events, places and what to experience in the next two weeks

Every Monday
Open mic stand up comedy in English
Every Monday, The Goldengang, a group of
comedians get together and perform a free comedy
set in English for expats and locals alike. Bear in
mind there may be some teething issues, but at
least everyone will understand the jokes. We think.
Admission is always free.
Gaukurinn at 22:00

22

August

Festival

Menningarnótt

August 14
Fufanu / Muck / Pink Street Boys
Three of Iceland's most interesting bands are
putting on a free concert through Vice magazine.
This means you have no excuse not to go see
post-punkers Fufanu, hardcore punks Muck,
and garage rockers Pink Street Boys. So just go
already.
Húrra at 21:00

Agust 15
Rafnæs #4
Rafnæs is a monthly night of gourmet electronica
and DJ sets, and this event looks to be no different.
On the docket is singer-songwriter sóley, minimal
artist Yagya, electronic duo Good Moon Dear,
and flamboyant hip-hop artist Lord Pusswhip.
Admission is free, but you will be expected to
dance and have fun.
Paloma at 23:30

Culture Night
All Over Reykjavík! | All Day | ShUt uP AnD DanCE
Invented way back in 1996, the annual Culture
Night celebrates with citywide concerts, festivities,
food carts, street entertainers, binge drinking,
sexy dancing, and more! If you're looking for
music, good times, and ample opportunity for
debauchery, head to any of Reykjavík's many bars
and night club, such as Dillon for their acoustic
music festival, Gaukurinn for its female-only night,
or Prikið for a triple-team of DJ sets. Or, if you're
looking to keep it classy, sit on your balcony with
a few bottles of Icelandic wine and an Icelandic
cheese plate, and enjoy the midnight firework
show. Celebrate your way, Iceland! SLWF

13-16
August

Festival

!!!CYCLE!!!

August 17
Patti Smith
Legendary singer-songwriter Patti Smith is
making her way back to Iceland for a performance
that focuses celebrated album 'Horses' that was
released 40 years ago—and is still considered by
many as one of the best pop albums of all times.
Admission from 6,900 ISK.
Harpa at 20:00

The viking:info
Cycle Music & Arts Festival
Kópavogur, Multiple Venues | Free to 2,000 ISK

August 25-30
Reykjavík Dance Festival & Lókal
International Theatre Festival
Two of Reykjavík's more prominent art festivals
have teamed up to deliver one bold and brave
festival filled with contemporary performances,
under the title "Every Body's Spectacular".
Admission: 2,900 ISK.
Go to www.reykjavikdancefestival.is and
www.lokal.is for the full schedule

Cycle Music & Arts Festival is a set of collaborations between various creatives, media,
and crafts. It seeks to blur, if not eliminate entirely,
the boundaries between performance, exhibition,
and audience. Get your mind sufficiently bent in
the mirror tunnel, take a guided walk with artist
Christina Kubisch through her ongoing work
with electromagnetic fields, get your symposia on,
or experience the opera with a performance of
William Walton's 'The Bear'. There's a ton of stuff
to see and experience—more than can be mentioned here—and it all sounds rad. SLWF

Laugavegur 1 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 1 - 3 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 104 · Akureyri
e:info@theviking.is

www.theviking.is

Akureyri
Reykjavík
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craft beers on draft, and most of them are
from Denmark’s Mikkeller brewery. Even on
a quiet night, this comfortable place is full of
beer enthusiasts thirsty for something a little
different.
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Mengi (“Set”) was born as an experimental
place to host intimate shows where the artist
to perform in front of small crowds.
EGgets
GER
Hosting
TSGanything from art performances,
ATAworkshops to music gigs, Mengi
lectures and
snugly seats 50 people. Admission is generally 2,000 ISK.
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rockabilly crowd know that when they get
bored of the Reykjavík club theme of electro
and house they can always come back home
to Bar 11 for some heartyLYclassic
NG rock. If you
want to hang out in the youngHand
AG tattooed
I
hipster rock scene, then the booze fueled
STAto be.
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Located in the achingly
trendy Grandi area,
Matur og Drykkur ("Food and Drink") focuses
on delivering old Icelandic recipes in a fresh
manner. Think less touristy treats like pickled
shark, and more authentic Icelandic food like
kálbögglar.
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Taxi
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Coach
Terminalbeers on tap, the place is
With numerous

NAUTHÓL

Shops: Mon–Fri 10:00–18:00, Sat 10:00–16:00,
Sun closed. The shopping centres Kringlan and
The only public transport available in Reykjavík
Smáralind as well as most supermarkets and
is the bus. Most buses run every 20–30 minutes tourist shops have longer opening hours.
(the wait may be longer on weekends) and the
Swimming pools: Weekdays 06:30–22:00 and
Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
price per fare is 350 ISK for adults and children.
weekends 09:00–17:00, although each pool
ÞO
Multiple
day
passes
are
available
for
purchase
at
Lyfja,
Laugavegur
16,
tel:
552
4045
and
LágRR
varies plus or minus a few hours.
Amúla
GA 5, tel: 533 2300
select
locations.
Complete
route
map
available
TA
Banks in the centre are open Mon-Fri 09:00Reykjavík
at: www.bus.is. Tel: 540 2700. Buses run from
Coach Terminal
16:00.
Domestic
Airport07:00–24:00 on weekdays and 10:00–24:00 on
BSÍ, Vatnsmýrarvegur 10,
Post Offices
Iceland Refund, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 564 6400
weekends. Main terminals are: Hlemmur and
Taxi
tel: 562 1011, www.bsi.is
Post offices are located around the city. The
Tourist Information
Lækjartorg.
Domestic Airlines
downtown post office is at Pósthússtræti 3–5,
Opening Hours
Arctic Adventures, Laugavegur 11,
open Mon–Fri 09:00–18:00. Stamps are also
Air
Iceland,
Reykjavíkurflugvöllur,
tel: 562 7000
Bars and clubs: According to regulations,
sold at bookstores, gas stations, tourist shops
tel:
570
3030,
www.flugfelag.is
bars
can
stay
open
until
01:00
on
weekdays
and
Tourist Info Centre, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 590 1550
and some grocery stores.
Eagle
Air,
Hótel
Loftleiðir,
tel:
562
4200
04:30
on
weekends.
Iceland Excursions – Grayline Iceland,
Public Transport

SVEGUR

The Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2,
tel: 522 4979
Trip, Laugavegur 54, tel: 433 8747
Pharmacies

Emergency number: 112
Medical help: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Information: 1818
Taxi: Hreyfill-Bæjarleiðir: 588 5522
BSR: 561 0000
Tax-Free Refund

Hafnarstræti 20, tel: 540 1300
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Party Every Night.
Cocktails!
Live Music Every Night!
BA
UG
50
different kinds of beer.
AN5
ES
Live Sports Coverage
Kitchen open from 11.00.
Ribs - Burgers
Chicken Wings!

GB

ideal to sit down for a pint in the early evening, see a live band step on stage around
ten or eleven, and then dance to sweet
tunes by talented DJs until the wee hours of
the night.
HRINGBR
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I

Useful Numbers
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EL both Latin and Icelandic,
.
Mar
means "sea" in
HA
GI sits just by the old
which is fitting, as MAR
Reykjavík harbour. You can be certain you
ESH menu replicated anywhere
won't see N
MAR's
AG
else as it offers Icelandic
delicacies prepared
I
in a South American and South European
styles.
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Bankastræti 11 · t 551 2090 · spaks.is
Open Monday-Friday 10-18.30
Saturdays 10-17

M

ICELANDIC DESIGN

One of the coolest shops in town with an
Icelandic designer of classical utilitarian
clothes. Beautiful and unique design.
Our design is also sold as second hand.
Sustainable fashion, the pieces will
last you a lifetime.
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experience
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Not your average fish 'n’ chips joint, this
healthy restaurant
uses only organic vegDI
etables
AN and quality fish products to serve up
R
G
a fancy take on a fast food classic. The spiced
ÁL A
‘Skyronnaise’ sauce is a special treat, and
their new location in the Volcano House by
the harbour is full of charm.
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Saga
Museum
5

Forréttabarinn literally means “the bar of
starters.” It is situated close to the harbour in
ST
AU
an abandoned warehouse of some sort. The
N
A B
decor is rugged, yet stylish: spacious with
ÁN
high ceilings and big windows. Similar to
the tapas approach to dining, the restaurant
serves small simple courses with few, but well
chosen, ingredients.
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Museum
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The biggest selection
of Icelandic design
in Reykjavík’s
oldest house
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Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20 | E4

Kaldi Bar
Laugavegur 20b | E5

Boston
Laugavegur 28b | E5

Kaffi Kigali
Ingólfsstræti 8 | E4

Bunk
Laugavegur 28 | E5

Kofinn
Laugavegur 2 | E5

Café Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25 | E5

Lavabarinn
Lækjargata 6 | E4

Coocoo's Nest
Grandagarður 23 | B2

Loft Hostel
Bankastræti 7 | E4

Den Danske Kro
Ingólfsstræti 3 | E4

Paloma
Naustin | D3

Dillon
Laugavegur 30 | E5

Prikið
Bankastræti 12 | E4

Dubliner
Hafnarstræti 1-3 | D3

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1 | F5

Dúfnhólar 10
Hafnarstræti 18 | D3

Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3 | D3

English Pub
Austurstræti 12 | D3

Thorvaldsen
Austurstræti 8 | D3

Frederiksen Ale House
Hafnarstræti 5 | D3

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10 | E3

Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22 | D3

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur 4 | E5

Sigurjón
Art
Museum

K

KIR

Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
Bergstaðastræti 74 | G4
Mon-Fri through Sep 1

Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30 | E7
Tue-Sun 14–18
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Sólon Bistro
Bankastræti 7a | E4
Mon-Thu 11-23:30
Fri-Sat 11-01
Sun 11-23

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2 | F5
www.mengi.net
Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3A | E5
www.mokka.is
The National Gallery
of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 | F3
Tue–Sun 11–17
www.listasafn.is

ARBR AUT
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KRINGLUMÝR

LÍÐ

Spark Design Space
Klapparstígur 33 | E5
M-Fri 12-18, Sat 12-16
www.sparkdesignspace.com
Tveir Hrafnar
Baldursgata 12 | G4 M
IKL A
Thu-Fri 12-17, Sat 13-16
BR A
UT
www.tveirhrafnar.is
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Living Art Museum
Skúlagata 28 | E7
Tue-Sun 12-17
www.nylo.is
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TAM

SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16 | D3
Mon-Fri 10-16
www.sim.is

ÍÐ

ÍÐ

OFA

at it’s best

Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
www.lso.is

The National Museum
Wind & Weather
Suðurgata 41 | G2 Kringlan
Gallery
Shopping
Open daily 10–17
Mall Hverfisgata 37 | E5
www.natmus.is
www.windandweather.is
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Public toilets in the centre can be found
inside the green-poster covered towers located, for example,M
atIKHlemmur,
L AB
AUT
Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja,Rby
IG A
Reykjavík Art Museum,STLækjargata
HLÍÐ and by
Eymundsson on Skólavörðustígur. Toilets
can also be found inside the Reykjavík
City Hall and the Reykjavík Library.

ÚLI

I

DR Á
There are several swimming
PUH pools in
LÍÐ
Reykjavík. The one in 101 Reykjavík,
Sundhöll Reykjavíkur,
is
an
indoor
one,
BLÖ
NDUIt features a
located at Barónsstígur.
HLÍÐ
nice sunbathing area and some outdoor
hot tubs. Opening hours: Mon-Thu from
06:30–22:00, Fri from 06:30–20:00,
Sat from 08:00–16:00 and Sun from
10:00–18:00.

Public Toilets

Lau
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Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2 | B2
www.sagamuseum.is

Kling & Bang
Hverfisgata 42 | E5
Thurs–Sun from 14–18
www.this.is/klingogbang
Knitting Iceland
Laugavegur 25 | E5
www.knittingiceland.is

HLÍÐ

F

ÝR

Most cafés offer free wireless internet
access. Computers with internet connecUR
tions are
available
to use at:
VEG
L AR
L
A
V Ráðhúskaffi City Hall, Tjarnargata 11
G
U
FL
Ground Zero, Frakkastígur 8, near
Laugavegur 45,
The Reykjavík City Library, Tryggvagata 15

The National and University Library,
Arngrímsgata 3
BA R
MA
HLÍÐ 2
Tourist Information Centre, Aðalstræti
Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2
MÁ
AHL
Reykjavík Backpackers,VLaugavegur
28
ÍÐ
Swimming Pools

F TA

LÍÐ

ENG
ENGJATEIGUR

M
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Reykjavík City
Museum Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Daily tours at 13
The Settlement Exhibition
Aðalstræti 17 | D3
Open daily 9–20
Reykjavík Maritime
Museum
Grandagarður 8 | B2
Open daily 10-17
Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
Tryggvagata 15 | D3
Mon-Thur 12–19 / Fri 1218 / Sat–Sun 13–17
Viðey Island
Ferry from Skarfabakki
Harbour, Sat-Sun only
www.videy.com
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There aren’t many public payphones in the
city centre. The tourist information centre
at Aðalstræti 2, City Hall, Kolaportið,
entrance at Landsbankinn and in Lækjargata. Prepaid international phone cards
are recommended for int’l callers.
Internet Access

STA

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4 | D3
www.kirs.is

EIG
UR
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Public Phones

Guðbjörg Kristín Ingvarsdóttir’s nature-inÚTH
spired
are a breath of fresh air and
Ldesigns
ÍÐ
a celebrated entity of Icelandic design. Her
jewellery-cum-concept store offers stunBÓL
ning accessories
for both us and our homes.

GAT

EIT
AL

L AB
R AU

Bankastræti 4

L AU

ÁR

This tourist National
shop gathers memorabilia,
Museum
souvenirs, clothing and gift items from all
over Iceland at a convenient location. Great
for loading up at the last minute, as their
stock is diverse and high-quality.

The Icelandic Phallological Museum
Laugavegur 116 | F8
www.phallus.is
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i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16 | D3
Tue–Fri 11–17 / Sat
13–17 and by appointment. www.i8.is

Skólavörðustígur
16
Kjarvalsstaðir

MIK

Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4 | D4
www.hverfisgalleri.is
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Both a record label and a store, 12 Tónar
have been bringing sweet sounds to
Reykjavík for the past 15 years. They stock all
of the best new Icelandic music on CDs and
some vinyl. Also, check out their Facebook
page for information about in-store gigs.
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Hitt Húsið
Gallery Tukt
Pósthússtræti 3-5 | D4
www.hitthusid.is
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HR AUNTEIGUR

KIRK JUTE

Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15 | D3
www.borgarbokasafn.is

Hannesarholt
Grundarstígur 10 | F4
www.hannesarholt.is
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Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
www.hafnarborg.is
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Skipholt 50A | H10
M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16
http://www.gallerilist.is/
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Reykjavík Art
Museum Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 | D3
Open 10-17
Thursday 10-20
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24 | H8
Open 10-17
Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17
www.listasafnreykjavikur.is

Eiriksgata | G5
Tue–Sun 14–17
www.skulptur.is

AN
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The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5 | H2
Tue–Sun 12–17
www.nordice.is
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ART67
Laugavegur 67 | F7
Mon-Fri 12-18 / Sat
12-16

The Einar Jónsson
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Museum
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Skólavörðustígur 15
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Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 | E4
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Shopping
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Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54 | E5

R

ATA

Hallgríms
kirkja
Church

RÓ

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28 | E7
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Bar 11
Hverfisgata 18 | E5

Better Weather Window Gallery
Laugavegur 41 | F6
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Húrra
Naustin | D3
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Bankastræti 5 | E4

Museums & Galleries
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Austurstræti 20 | D3
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Austurstræti 7 | D3
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This new addition of American “tradition”
to the 101 skyline features everything
you’ll learn to love about the saccharine
confection-and-caffeine peddling franchise
lovingly referred to as "Dunks." They offer a
variety of sweet early-morning treats, such
as the donut of the month (this month is a
Boston crème with Iceland’s flag frosted
on top), breakfast items (a bagel-based
breakfast sandwich? Yes please!), and
coffees with as many add-ons as there are
donuts. Inside is modern, sleek, and offers
enough seating to guarantee that anyone
who wants to sit and write, chat, or peoplewatch will have space to do so. The line of
customers stretched out the door a week
after its debut, but the traffic is well handled
by the staff, who are as quick and efficient
Sas seasoned donut pros.

el
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FACEBOOK

Dunkin' Donuts

13

Venue Finder
Music & Entertainment

PLEASE

New In Town
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Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
101 Reykjavik
+354 551 0200

www.aalto.is

FELL

S MÚ

LI

best of r ey k jav ík
Make
it’s Eld sure
ing!

Every year around the beginning of July, we make a BEST OF REYKJAVÍK ISSUE celebrating
some of what makes Reykjavík-life worthwhile, posting some good entries into a hopefully neverending discussion. The following are some nice tips we pulled from BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2015
which you can read in full at www.grapevine.is.

Call us on +354 519 5000
or visit www.elding.is

ELDING
WHALE WATCHING

Dining &
Grubbing

Drinking & Nightlife

Shopping &
Commerce

Best Kept Secret:
Pad Thai Noodles

Best Place To End The Night:
Paloma Basement

Best Bookstore:
Bókabúð Steinars (Sjónarlind)

from Reykjavik

Elding Whale Watching schedule – all year round
EL-01 / EL-02 / EL-03

Jan-Feb

Mar
9:00

13:00

13:00

Apr
9:00

May
9:00

Jun
9:00
10:00
13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00
17:00* 17:00
20:30**

Jul
9:00
10:00
13:00
14:00
17:00
20:30

Aug
Sep
Oct Nov-Dec
9:00 9:00 9:00
10:00
13:00
13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00
17:00 17:00*

* From 15 May to 15 September
** From 15 June to 31 July

Other adventures
Sea Angling daily at 11:00 and 15:30 from 1 May to 31 August

Álfheimar 6

Naustin

This is a funny category because of course
we‘re aiming to make it the “Best Worst Kept
Secret” in Reykjavík by highlighting it. There
were many worthy contenders this year and
that‘s even after excluding a lot of interesting
places just outside of Reykjavík proper.
This small place in Álfheimar (seats four)
is playing exclusively with Pad Thai in three
variations (chicken, shrimp, vegetarian).
It’s moderately greasy feel-good food done
correctly. Lightly scrambled eggs, fish
sauce, bean sprouts, spring onions, sugar,
peanuts. It’s simple and it’s a crowd pleaser.
Two out of the panel rushed out the next
day to try it and neither regretted the trip
outside the city centre.

In Paloma’s dingy basement is a bar that,
on “djamm nights,” feels like you’ve already
landed in a particularly chaotic after-party.
It’s always full of faces from around town,
who come pouring in from whatever gigs or
events they’ve been at earlier in the night,
such as at Húrra next door. During peak
hours, Paloma feels a bit wild and chaotic,
like Bakkus used to be, or like Kaffibarinn
(whose “institution” status renders it
ineligible) before the tourist influx. It’s one
of Reykjavík’s few “all in” party places. A
particularly passionate write-in further
noted that “it’s a bit dirty, but by that point in
the night, maybe you don’t care—you’re so
shitfaced that nothing matters

A Guide That
Fucks
You Up

www.elding.is

A list of every Happy
Hour in 101 Reykjavík

Island
“

Really hidden treasure
off Reykjavik.
Well worth a visit.

Summer Schedule 15 May - 30 September
From Elding (Ægisgarður) to Viðey
11.50
14.50
From Harpa to Viðey
12.00
13.30

From Skarfabakki to Viðey
10.15 11.15 12.15 13.15 14.15 15.15 16.15 17.15
From Viðey to Skarfabakki
12.30
13.30 13.30 14.30 15.30 16.30
From Viðey to Harpa and Elding (Ægisgarður)
14.30
17.30
11.30 13.30

#videy
videy.com
533 5055

Old harbour
Skarfabakki
Harpa

Frederiksen Ale House
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
2-4-1 Beer 1,000 ISK and Wine 1,100 ISK.

B5
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 550 ISK, Cider 700 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

Forréttabarinn
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 650 ISK.

Bar 7
Every day from 16:00 to 21:00.
Beer 350 ISK, Shot 350 ISK.

Gaukurinn
Sunday to Thursday from 19:00 to 22:00. Friday to
Saturday from 21:00 to 22:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK, Shots 500 ISK.

Barber Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 20:00. Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK, selected cocktails 1,650 ISK.
Bíó Paradís
Every day from 17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 500 ISK.

17.30 18.30

Boston
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 650 ISK.
Bravó
Every day from 17:00 to 21:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.
Brooklyn Bistro & Bar
Every day from 14:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Bunk Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.
Café Haiti
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

Viðey

Elding

Austur
Thursday to Saturday from 20:00 to 00:00.
Beer 800 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

Bjarni Fel
Monday to Friday from 21:00 to 23:00. 2-4-1 Beer
1,090 ISK, single with mixer 1,500 ISK.

15.00

Download the FREE
Grapevine Appy
Hour app!
Every happy hour in
town in your pocket.
Available in the App
store and on the
Android Market.
English Pub
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.

Bar Ananas
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Cocktails 1,650 ISK.

Biffajk taken from TripAdvisor

Klaustur Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 800 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

American Bar
Friday and Saturday from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.

Bar 11
Friday to Saturday from 21:00 to 00:00.
Beer 500 ISK.

Den Danske Kro
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
2-4-1 Beer 1,000 ISK and Wine 1,200 ISK.

Bergstaðastræti 7

Even though Iceland is a country with a
remarkably high number of published
authors per capita, it’s surprising how limited
the bookstore game is. Bókabúð Steinars
on Bergstaðastræti is quite singular too,
offering a lovely and well-curated selection
of primarily non-fiction books almost
exclusively in English. Ranging through
topics such as biography, gastronomy,
fashion, art, photography and beyond, they
are the only first-hand indie bookstore in
town. “Not only do they have great books
showing styles and photographs, they also
have an excellent selection of beautiful
tutorial books,” said one bibliophile. “It is
really great to find something fun or to find
something to help you learn a serious skill.”
Sounds great to us.

Glaumbar
Thursday to Saturday from 20:00 to 00:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Shot 390 ISK.

Kolabrautin
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. Beer 450 ISK,
Wine 500 ISK, Cocktails 1,000 ISK.
Konsúll Café
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK, Wine 900 ISK.
Lebowski Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
2-4-1 Beer 1,100 ISK and Wine 1,100 ISK.
Loft Hostel Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
MarBar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Matur og Drykkur
Thursday to Sunday, 21:00-22:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 500 ISK.
Micro Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. Beer 700 ISK.
Nora Magasin
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 600 ISK.
Public House
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. Beer 495 ISK,
Wine 675 ISK, selected cocktails 40% off.
Prikið
Monday to Friday from 16:00 to 20:00. Beer 500 ISK.

Hótel 1919
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 575 ISK, selected cocktails 1,090 ISK.

Rio Sportbar
Every day from 12:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

Hótel Holt Gallery Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK, selected cocktails 1,200 ISK.

SKY Bar & Lounge
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 900 ISK.

Hótel Natura
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. 50% off all
drinks. Beer 550 ISK, Wine 1,000 ISK, selected
cocktails 1,600 ISK.

Skúli Craft Bar
Every day from 14:00 to 19:00.
Beer 700 ISK, Wine 1,000 ISK.

Hótel Plaza Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 900 ISK.
Hraðlestin
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 590 ISK, Wine 590 ISK.
Húrra
Every day from 18:00 to 21:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Íslenski Barinn
Everyday from 16:00 to 18:00. Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK, selected cocktails 1,000 ISK.
Iða Zimsen
Every day from 17:00 to 22:00. Beer 450 ISK.
Ísafold Bistro
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 900 ISK.
Kaffibarinn
Every day from 15:00 to 20:00. Beer 650 ISK.

Dillon
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00. Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK, Whiskey 550 ISK.

Kaldi Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 650.

Dúfnhólar 10
Every day from 17:00 to 22:00.
Beer 490 ISK, Wine for 700 ISK.

Kiki Queer Bar
Thursday from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Shots 500 ISK.

Einar Ben
Every day from 17:30 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

Kitchen & Wine Bar
Thursday from 16:00 to 18:30. Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK, selected cocktails 1,500 ISK.

Slippbarinn
Every day from 15:00 to 18:00. Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK, selected cocktails 1,000 ISK.
Sólon Bistro
Every day from 15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Sushisamba
Every day from 17:00 to 18:30.
Beer 645 ISK, Wine 745 ISK.
Tíu Dropar
Every day from 18:00 to 21:00.
2-4-1 Beer 1,000 ISK and Wine 1,000 ISK.
Tacobarinn
Monday to Saturday from 16:00 to 18:00.
Friday and Saturday 22:30-23:30.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Uno
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 545 ISK, Wine 600 ISK.
Uppsalir
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00.
2-4-1 Beer 950 ISK and Wine 1,200 ISK.
Vínsmakkarinn
Monday to Sunday from 17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

ART
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Route 40 takes you to

GEYMIL
HLUT

OPENINGS & ONGOINGS
theatre and music, using love, disco and
whales.

Runs on August 26, 27 at 20:00

Ongoing
Anarkía
‘Höfuðverk’
This twelve-artist exhibit is focused on
bones and everything about them.

Runs until August 15
ART67
Bjarnveig Björnsdóttir Exhibit

on your way to the Blue Lagoon

This exhibit features the abstract oil
paintings of Bjarnveig Björnsdóttir. Her
artwork focuses on the beauty of stones of
various shapes and colors. There will be an
opening party on August 8 at 14:00.

Route 40

Runs until August 31
ASÍ Art Gallery
Þormóður Karlsson Retrospective
The late Þormóður Karlsson passed away
at the turn of his century, and a few of his
pieces—including oil paintings he made in
San Fransisco—are on display.

No Site

June 13th – August 23rd
Icelandic landscape seen
with the eyes of eight
contemporary photographers.

Runs until August 30
‘Litirnir Vega Salt’ by Rannveig
Tryggvadóttir
Rannveig Tryggvadóttir’s new exhibit
features multiple colourful paintings.

Runs until August 16
Árbær Open Air Museum
‘Between the lines – How stayat-home women earned a living
1900-1970’
This exhibition looks at how women were
able to generate revenue with odd jobs in
the twentieth century when many of them
stayed at home.

Runs until August 31
Ásgrímur Jónsson Collection
‘In The Light Of The Days’ by
Ásgrímur Jónsson
The works of the late Ásgrímur Jónsson
cover huge swaths of the history of Iceland.
The interpretation of the seen and the
unseen, landscape, and oral tradition
were some of his main topics throughout
his career, which spanned the first half
of the twentieth century. His paintings
and drawings reflect sincere love for the
country and the nation, and the works
chosen for this exhibition reflect the scope
of the artist’s themes.

Runs until September 15
Better Weather Window Gallery
‘Stock’ by David Subhi
Artist David Subhi works with multiple
media—wood, steel, canvas, rope, etc.—to
create unique structures.

Runs until August 29th
The Einar Jónsson Museum
The museum contains close to 300
artworks including a beautiful garden with
26 bronze casts of the artist’s sculptures.

On permanent view
Gallerí Skilti
‘Al Dente’ by Tuomas A. Laitinen
This multimedia exhibition combines light,
sound, and video, and is inspired by the
artist’s time in China; in particular, by his
findings in “hutong” (narrow paths or
valleys) in Beijing. The exhibit explores the
constant overlapping of new and old in
China, and the distorted and often absurd
messages on signs outside food vendors in
the area thanks to Google Translate.

Runs until December 15
Gallery Tukt (Hitt Husið)
‘INDONESIAN LOVERS FROM
OUTER SPACE’
This exhibition features the works of five
young artists, and though their pieces vary
greatly in style, all of them fit the theme of
outer space in some way.

Runs until August 22
Gerðuberg Cultural Centre
‘Light’ by Litku
Using oil, acrylic, and watercolour,
members of the Litku art collective hope
to explore both manifestations of light in
nature and landscape and the interplay of
light and shadow in this exhibit, which is
in honour of UNESCO’s 2015 International
Year of Light.

Runs until August 28
‘True Face’ by Anna Henriksdóttir &
Svafa Björg Einarsdóttir
This exhibition of oil, pastel, watercolour
and collage work, is all based around the
theme of portraits and includes varied
pieces, such as paintings of pets as well
as self-portraits. This exhibition was made
through the efforts of art teachers Anna
Henriksdóttir and Svafa Björg Einarsdóttir,
who created the programme to help
strengthen and empower unemployed
people to get back into the labour market
through artistic expression.

Experience
Icelandic Art
and Design

Ceramics – From the
Collection

I Want To Believe
‘WHEN I DIE - a ghost story with music’ by Thom Luz
Gamla Bíó

An exhibition of paper art by Lithuanian
artist Juventa, and photography by
her husband Paulius, is on display at
Gerðuberg. In the past, they have exhibited
works in Belgium, England, Sweden,
Norway, Germany and Egypt.

Runs until August 31
‘Finger Dexterity’ by Fanney,
Óskar Henning og Sigurður Helgi
Valgarðsbörn
On exhibition is the work of these
skillful siblings, including silver jewelry,
candlesticks, and much more, all made
with excellent crafstmanship.

Runs until September 27
Hafnarborg
‘Ceramics - From the Collection’
Ceramic pieces from the museum’s
collection made by various artists between
1984 and 2006 are on display.

Runs until August 23
‘No Site’

Cycle

Music & Art Festival 2015
13-16 August

New Release

19:00 | Admission: 2,900 ISK

Ever wonder what the afterlife would sound like? Especially when
composed by history’s most famous composers like Bach, Chopin,
and Schumann? If so, you better thank your stars for Rosemary
Brown. Much like Miss Cleo, John Edward, and the Long Island
Medium, Rosemary Brown had a special affinity for the dead.
Like a necro-groupie, she communicated with composers from
various centuries and wrote down their compositions as dictated
to her from beyond the grave. No, this is not a gothic romance
novel. As part of the Lókal International Theater Festival, you
can get comfy with Brown during ‘WHEN I DIE - a ghost story
with music’ by Thom Luz—a theatrical piece completely scored
with compositions by Brown (or your history textbook’s greatest
supergroup?). HJC
Runs until August 28
Papercraft Exhibition by Juventa
and Paulius Mudéniené

Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
Open 12–17 / Thursdays 12–21
Closed on Tuesdays
www.hafnarborg.is

KEEPE
June 24th – August 23rd

Ingólfstræti 2a (D5)| August 27

Hafnarborg
/ The Hafnarfjordur Centre
of Culture and Fine Art

through vivid colour schemes and poetic
imagery.

Runs until August 22
i8 Gallery
‘Me and My Mother 2015’ by Ragnar
Kjartansson
Celebrated artist Ragnar Kjartansson
displays his latest video work, capturing
the artist’s mother spitting on him, in her
own living room. His earlier works in the
series from 2000, 2005 and 2010 are also
on display.

August 13th – September 27th
Where does music come from,
and how is it released? Is music an exception to the rule or
the greatest law of all? Are we
composers or, perhaps, just instruments?

KEEPERS

Icelandic design highlights,
from the Collection

Gerðarsafn Kópavogur Art Museum

Hamraborg 4, Kópavogur
Open 11–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.gerdarsafn.is

Hönnunarsafn Íslands
/ Museum of Design
and Applied Art

Garðatorg 1, Garðabær
Open 12–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.honnunarsafn.is

www.reykjavikcitymuseum.is

CHECK OUT THE NEW

REYKJAVÍK CITY MUSEUM
C O M P R I S I N G 5 TO P M U S E U M S :

Runs until August 22
Icelandic Printmakers
Association (Íslensk Grafík)
‘New Works’ by Hjörtur Hjartarson
This exhibition features oil on canvas and
gouache on paper paintings by Hjörtur
Hjartarson. His works tend to be very
abstract and colourful, with rich textures.

Runs until August 16
Living Art Museum (Nýló)
‘Adorn’

Árbær Open Air Musem

The Settlement Exhibition

Reykjavík Maritime Museum

Viðey Island

Using the work of all female artists and
the curation of Becky Forsythe, ‘Adorn’

This exhibition features photographs
depicting nature in Iceland, all taken by
artists currently residing in Iceland.

Runs until August 23
Harbinger
`Man in the Anthropocene' by
Rustan Söderling
In this multi-media exhibit, Söderling
explores the geological impact that the
human race has had on planet Earth by
exploring the idea of artifact and memory.

July 11
– Oct 25,
2015

Ingólfur
Arnarsson +
Þuríður Rós
Sigurþórsdóttir

Runs until August 30
Hornið
‘Take Two’ by Jóhann Vilhjálmsson
Part artist, part musician, and part chef,
Jóhann is a true jack-of-all-trades. His
mediums are pastels and ink, and he
gravitates towards bold, bright colours. His
subjects range from people, to landscapes,
scenes and more, but all have a surrealist
quality in common.

On permanent view
Hverfisgallerí
‘Hreintjarnir’ by Harpa Árnadóttir
This exhibition of paintings portrays the
Icelandic summer and its breathtaking
landscapes and never-ending sunlight

Open daily
Jul-Aug
12.00 – 18.00
Sep-Oct
12.00 – 16.00
And by appointment

Admission is free

Skaftfell – C en ter for V is u al A r t
Austurvegur 42, 710 Seyðisfjörður, www.skaftfell.is

Reykjavík Museum of
Photography

More information in the
Museums & Galleries section.

HISTORIC EXHIBITION

ART
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have in Icelandic society.

Runs until December 31
‘The Making Of A Nation’
This exhibition is intended to provide insight
into the history of the Icelandic nation from
Settlement to the present day.

On permanent view
‘Nesstofa - House and History’
Nesstofa is one of the oldest stone buildings
in Iceland, and this exhibition discusses
the construction and repair history of the
historical structure. Because it was once
a pharmacy, there are many showings of
Icelandic herbs used not only for medicine
but also for nutrition and health.
B A C K M A N

Runs until December 31
‘The People Downtown’ by Davíð
Þorsteinsson

A U G L Ý S I N G A S T O F A

E .

In this exhibit, Davíð Þorsteinsson presents
a series of portraits inspired by downtown
life, using subjects from all walks of life, from
bankers to parking inspectors.

I Gotta Be A Macho Womyn
‘Macho Man’ by Katrín Gunnarsdóttir
Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús

The Saga Museum brings the Viking age to life. There you’ll walk
among some of Iceland’s most famous heroes and infamous villains
portrayed in their defining moments; the Viking settlement in 874,
Leif the Lucky’s discovery of America, the founding of the world’s
first parliament and the epic clan feuds that marked the settlement.
This is as close as you’ll ever get to meeting Vikings in the flesh.

Try on the clothes and
weapons of the Viking
The shop has a wide
age. Great fun and a
selection of traditional
great photo opportunity.
Viking handiwork,
souvenirs and clothing.
Saga Museum • Grandagarður 2 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel.: (+354) 511 1517 • Open: Daily from 10 to 18

www.sagamuseum.is

A Guided Walking Tour

Dark Deeds
in Reykjavík

Tryggvagata 17 (D3)| August 27

As part of the Reykjavík Dance Festival and the Lókal Theatre
Festival, Katrín Gunnarsdóttir’s ‘Macho Man’ is an exploration
of the masculine body as it’s seen in choreography. Using inspirations such as WWE, rock icons, and fitness competitions, Katrín
forces us to observe the male experience imitated by feminine
bodies. I mean c’mon—why do female fitness competitors need
to wear sparkly bikinis and shiny eight-inch heels while men can
stand barefoot? Why doesn’t anyone talk about how nasty Keith
Richards’s body is but everyone always comments on Madonna’s
arms? She’s 56! I bet you don’t have arms nearly as strong—Katrín
might, though. HJC
addresses the idea of ornamentation
and the question of everyday beauty. The
exhibition is part of the series ‘Women
in Nýló’ and presents works by Anna
Líndal, Erla Silfá Þorgrímsdóttir, Hildur
Hákonardóttir, Svala Sigurleifsdóttir and
Þóra Sigurðardóttir.

Runs until September 15
Mokka-Kaffi
"Winter" by Haukur Dór
This exhibit features the wintry abstract
paintings of Icelandic artist Haukur Dór.

Runs until August 19
Museum of Design and Applied
Art
‘Keepers’
This exhibit focuses on the collections in
the Museum of Design and Applied Art,
displaying a few key pieces, and explores
how and why the museum curates the
works that it does. The title refers both
to the objects themselves, the ones
worth keeping, as well as the people who
preserved them, kept them, and eventually
gave them to the museum for safekeeping.

Runs until June 10, 2016
The National Gallery
‘From the Rustic to the Selfie’
The National Gallery contains about 1,000
portraits by both Icelandic and foreign
artists—some modern, some centuries
old. This exhibition will feature selected
portraits from the gallery, and asks viewers

FREE OF
CHARGE

22:15 | Admission: 2,900 ISK

to contemplate the human image from both
historical and personal perspectives.

Runs until September 6
‘Jacqueline with a Yellow Ribbon’ by
Pablo Picasso
Picasso’s widow, Jacqueline Roque
Picasso, has given her portrait as a gift
to the President of Iceland. This portrait
is considered to be one of Picasso’s
most unusual, and is highly sought after
worldwide.

Runs until January 4, 2016
‘Saga - Narrative Art’
Curated by Norbert Weber and Halldór
Björn Runólfsson, this exhibit explores
the use of narrative in Icelandic visual art,
presenting work from Björk, Dieter Roth,
Ragnar Kjartansson, Erró, among others.
There are guided tours every Tuesday and
Friday at 12:10.

Runs until September 6
The National Museum of Iceland
Bible Exhibit
This will be an exhibit celebrating the 200
year anniversary of the Icelandic Bible
company (Biblíufélagið). On display will be
many antique Bibles owned by the National
Museum and the company itself.

Runs until December 31
‘A Woman’s Place’
This exhibition takes a look into the lives of
women from 1915 to 2015, and questions
what role women have had and currently

Every Thursday
in June, July and August at 3pm
This 90 min. walk is at an easy pace

Join us for a fun introduction to Icelandic
crime ﬁction, ghosts and ghouls
Starts at Reykjavík City Library in Tryggvagata 15
Info: www.literature.is
A ﬁtting warm-up:
At 2pm every Thursday we screen
Spirits of Iceland, a ﬁlm on Icelandic folklore in
the library's 5th ﬂoor screening room: Kamesið
Tryggvagata 15
Tel. 411 6100
www.borgarbokasafn.is

PLEASED TO MEAT YOU!

Runs until August 30
‘What Is So Interesting About it?’
In celebration of the 100th anniversary of
women gaining the right to vote in Iceland,
this exhibit will present examples of the
work and struggles women have faced
since gaining that suffrage. This show will
celebrate women who have achieved in
fields that were previously dominated by
men, such as politics, business, arts, and
sports.

Runs until December 31
‘I - Portraits’ by Valdimar Thorlacius
In this exhibit, Valdimar Thorlacius presents
portraits of Icelandic loners, hermits and
recluses and their living spaces. Aiming to
provide a glimpse into the life of those who
live in seclusion, Valdimar shows subjects in
both rural and urban Iceland.

Runs until December 31
‘Bundled Up In Blue’
This exhibition is centred around new
archeological findings from bones believed
to belong to a woman from the settlement
era, discovered in 1938 in East Iceland. New
research provides answers as to the age of
the woman in question, where she came
from, together with indications of what she
may have looked like and how she would
have dressed.

Runs until December 31
Nordic House
‘Aalto Masterpiece’
The Nordic House itself will be on exhibit
for people who are interested in learning
more about the architecture of this sleek
house, designed by Finnish architect Alvar
Aalto. The exhibition focuses on the story of
the Nordic House and all the little details of
the house that you might miss just walking
through.

Runs until August 29
‘Foyer Exhibition’
This exhibition will feature the artwork of
Artótek.

Runs until August 29
Núllið
‘Coming Soon’
This exhibition is the first to open in Núllið,
a new project space on Bankastræti 0 that
used to be a women’s bathroom. It features
works by Brynjar Helgason, Ívar Glói
Gunnarsson, Logi Leó Gunnarsson and Una
Björg Magnúsdóttir, all of whom are recent
art school graduates.

Runs until August 30
Reykjavík Art Museum Ásmundarsafn
‘Artistic Inclination’ by Ásmundur
Sveinsson
Works that span the entire career of
sculptor Ásmundur Sveinsson (1893-1982)
from when he was a student at the Sate
Academy in Sweden to abstract pieces
created towards the end of his life. His work
is inspired by nature, literature and the
Icelandic people.

Runs until October 4
Reykjavík Art Museum Hafnarhús
‘Áfangar’ by Richard Serra
Richard Serra unveiled his environmental
art installation on Viðey Island 25 years ago.
In honour of the anniversary, Hafnarhús
presents an exhibition of Richard’s drawings
and graphic works, as well as film and
photographs from ‘Áfangar’ on Viðey.

Runs until September 20
‘bears; truths…’ by Kathy Clark
Using teddy bears discarded by Reykjavík
children, Kathy develops a narrative about
life’s journey. Throughout her career, she
has shown work in Iceland and the United
States, and is the founder of two window
galleries in downtown Reykjavík.

Runs until October 18
‘Erró and Art History’

ART
ONGOING

The exhibition provides an insight into
the work of the Icelandic painter Erró. He
maintains a style that fluctuates between
surrealism and pop art, integrating
elements of comics and science fiction.
This exhibition presents works in which
he has borrowed images and fragments of
pictures by some of the leading artists in
history, such as Picasso and Léger.

Runs until September 27
Kunstschlager Chamber
The art initiative Kunstschlager has
moved all of its activities into the upper
level of Hafnarhús. This offers visitors the
opportunity to walk around, pause and
experience the ambiance of Kunstschlager.
The space is devoted to audio and video
works, two- and three-dimensional
pieces, as well as specially-designed
Kunstschlager furniture, on which guests
can comfortably relax.

Runs until September 30
‘Process & Pretense’ by Magnús
Sigurðarson
Best known for his pop-culture-referencing
photographic series and video art, Magnús
Sigurðarson addresses in this exhibit the
universal human yearning for the sublime.

Runs until October 18
'Wiolators'
This international group formed in Gerrit
Rietveld Academy, Amsterdam, and hosts
yearly exhibits in different countries.

Runs until October 18
Reykjavík Art Museum Kjarvalsstaðir
‘Marginalia—texts, sketches, and
doodles in Kjarval’s art’
This exhibit dives into Jóhannes S. Kjarval’s
personal world, presenting drawings,
letters and writings collected over the
artist’s life. By showing everything from
sketches on envelops to doodles on paper
napkins, this exhibit hopes to allow the
viewer to enter the intimate and eccentric
world of Kjarval.

Runs until November 29
'TWO STRONG WOMEN’ by Júlíana
Sveinsdóttir & Ruth Smith
Celebrating the centenary of women’s
suffrage in Iceland and the Faroe Islands,
this exhibit presents the works of Icelander
Júlíana Sveinsdóttir and Faroese Ruth
Smith. With 90 works, both oil paintings
and drawings, these artists explore
everything from basic still lifes and
landscapes, to depression, ageing, and
deterioration.

Runs until August 31
‘Vertical / horizontal’ by Júlíana
Sveinsdóttir & Anni Albers
This exhibit presents weavings by Júlíana
Sveinsdóttir and Anni Albers who use both
conventional and unconventional materials
in their textiles, creating works that are
both abstract and modern.

Runs until August 31
Reykjavík City Library
‘Comics’ by Halldór Baldursson
Halldór Baldursson is one of Iceland’s most
prolific comic artists. His works, or rather
the works behind the works, sketches and
coffee house scribblings, are on display.

Runs until August 31
Reykjavík City Museum
Reykjavík 871 +/- 2
Archaeological findings from ruins of one
of the first houses in Iceland and other
excavations in the city centre, open daily
09:00-20:00.

On permanent view
‘Settlement Sagas - Accounts from
manuscripts’
This special exhibition is held in
collaboration with the Árni Magnússon
Institute for Icelandic Studies. At the centre
of this special exhibition are rarely seen
manuscripts that tell the history of the
settlement of Reykjavík.

On permanent view
Reykjavík Maritime Museum
‘Rough seas’ by Þröstur Njálsson
This amateur photography exhibit gives
the viewer a glimpse into the life of a
contemporary seaman through Þröstur’s
work on a fishing trawler that sails through
rough and calm waters alike. ‘Rough Seas’
is Þröstur’s second photography exhibition.

women who work in the fishing industry
today.

On permanent view
‘From Poverty to Abundance’
Photos documenting Icelandic fishermen at
the turn of the 20th century.

On permanent view
The History of Sailing
Iceland’s maritime history that showcases
the growth of the Reykjavík Harbour.

On permanent view
The Coast Guard Vessel Óðinn
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This vessel sailed through all three Cod
Wars and has also served as a rescue ship
to more than 200 ships.
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Free for chil old
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On permanent view
The Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
‘All the signs indicated’
This exhibit features the work of six
photographers including Agnieszku
Sosnowska, Bára Kristinsdóttir, and
others. Each of the pictures includes the
photographers themselves, and aims
to capture their feelings and personal
experiences.

Runs until September 13
‘In Passing’ by Dagur Gunnarsson
In this exhibit, Dagur Gunnarsson displays
portraits he has taken around Reykjavík
that each aim to capture the strong
impression that people have left on him.

Runs until August 30
‘Traces of Life: The Subjective and
Personal in Photography Today’
The exhibition consists of photographs by
Agnieszka Sosnowska, Bára Kristinsdóttir,
Daniel Reuter, Hallgerður Hallgrímsdóttir,
Kristina Petrošiutėand Skúta. It turns the
lens and makes the photographer the
subject by looking into their personal lives
and emotions.

Runs until September 13
Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
‘Interplay’ by Sigurjón Ólafsson &
Finn Juhl
This exhibition focuses on the relationship
between the Danish architect Finn Juhl
(1912-1989) and the Icelandic sculptor
Sigurjón Ólafsson in the years of 1940 to
1945. Both were pioneers, each in his field,
and both went unexplored paths in their
experiments with form and material.

Runs until August 30
SÍM
‘Lust for Life’ by Georg Óskar
This exhibit features the paintings of
Georg Óskar, many of which involve muted
colours and portraits. His work aims to
reflect on the hidden and vague aspects
of life.

Runs until August 25
Spark Design Space
'New Iceland' by Bjarni H.
Þórarinsson
Bjarni's new photography exhibit features
landscape photos taken on single-use
cameras, arranged in a manner described
as "visual constructive poetry."

29.& 30. ágúst. 11:00-17:00
matarmarkadur.is

#matarmarkaður

Taste the best
of Iceland ...
... in one amazing meal

Runs until September 19
Spöngin
‘Re-Booking’ by Arkir
This exhibit features book art from eight
artists, all members of the all-women
group Arkir. The artists used methods
including paper folding, cutting and
blotting techniques in order to re-work old
books into new creations.

ICELANDIC GOURMET FEAST
Starts with a shot of the infamous
Icelandic spirit Brennívín

Runs until October 3
Tveir Hrafnar Gallery
In-house summer exhibition

Followed by 7 delicious tapas
Smoked puffin with blueberry “brennivín” sauce

An assorted collection of artworks by Tveir
Hrafnar’s represented artists, including
Guðbjörg Lind Jónsdóttir, Hallgrímur
Helgason, and Jón Óskar, among others.

Icelandic sea-trout with peppers-salsa
Lobster tails baked in garlic

Runs until September 1
Wind And Weather Gallery
‘The Shower/ Sturtan’ by Ólöf Helga
Helgadóttir

Pan-fried line caught blue ling
with lobster-sauce

Paper, paint, and wood are used in Ólöf
Helga Hegadóttir's exhibit, now showing at
Wind And Weather.

Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina
Minke Whale with cranberry & malt-sauce

Runs until August 30

And for dessert
White chocolate "Skyr" mousse with passion
fruit coulis

7.590 kr.

Runs until September 20
‘Seawomen - the fishing women of
Iceland, past and present’
This new exhibition, in celebration of the
centennial anniversary of women’s suffrage
in Iceland, explores Icelandic women at
sea. It is based on research conducted by
the anthropologist Dr. Margaret E. Willson,
who discovered that Icelandic women have
been working at sea since the mid-900s.
The exhibit presents not only historical
material but also interviews with Icelandic

indi,
Bragðgóð er argt
gm
Diskósúpa o ætt
fleira góms odern

late night dining
Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

RESTAURANT- BAR
Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is

OUTSIDE
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REYKJAVÍK August 14-27
North Iceland
Akureyri

Akureyri Art Museum

display all summer. Guests can also
have their fortunes told or palms read
by locals.
Runs until September 30

East Iceland

Bobby Fischer Center In Iceland
This museum hosts memorabilia of the
World Chess Champion Bobby Fischer,
and also serves as the community
centre for the local chess club.
Runs until September 15

Breiðdalsvík

Stokkseyri

‘Endurvarp’ by Mireya Samper

This exhibit shows both two- and
three-dimensional works by Samper,
exploring the cosmos, infinity, eternity,
repetition and patterns. Japanese
performance artist Kana Nakamura will
also be participating in the show.
Runs until August 16
'NOT - Northern Product Design'

This exhibit, inspired by Akureyri's
industrial history, presents the work of
several Northern product designers.
Runs until August 30
Akureyri Association of Visual
Art
‘First and foremost I am’ by Sigga Ella

Sigga Ella's exhibition presents
21 portraits of people with Down
Syndrome, aged nine months to 60
years old. The idea came from a radio
interview Sigga heard about the
ethical questions surrounding prenatal
diognosis of birth defects.
Runs until September 6
Flóra
'Voting Booth' by Margrét Jónsdóttir

Free Festival Fulfills Filmbuffs' Fantasies
Turtle Filmfest Hólmavík
Hellissandur
Hólmavík, Westfjords | August 10 – August 16

| Free!

The weeklong debut of the Turtle Filmfest Hólmavík seeks to bring
boundary-breaking, experimental cinematic works to a place
without a movie theatre—for free! The festival will feature both
narrative and documentary films by such directors as Joshua
Oppenheimer, Jane Pollard and Iain Forsyth, Ulrich Seidl
and more, shown in a variety of atypical locations with portable
projectors. The festival will feature live musical performances as
well, by the likes of Börn, Kira Kira, and many more. It sounds
fantastic, and something tells us this won't be the last we'll see of
this festival. SLWF
				
Still from 'The Act Of Killing´

This installation by Margrét Jónsdóttir
aims to honor Vilhelmína Lever, who
pushed for women’s suffrage in Iceland,
participating in municipal elections in
the 1800s, before women were legally
allowed to vote.
Runs until August 16
Kompan
'Náttúrupælingar I' by Stefán Bessason

This exhibition features landscape oil
paintings. Stefán is a new arts graduate,
and this is his first solo exhibit. There
is a special opening party on August 1
at 14:00.
Runs until September 6
Listagilið
'Philosophical Garden'

This garden installation explores various
political, visual, and philosophical ideas.
Runs until September 6
Lystigarðurinn
'Maddama, kerling, fröken, fro' by
ÁLFkonur

ÁLFkonur is a group of female
photographers living and working
in Akureyri and Eyjafjörður. This
show features photos from fifteen of
the club's members, and it focuses
on topics relating to the centennial
anniversary of women's suffrage.
Runs until August 31

Djúpavík

Old Herring Factory
‘Hidden Forest’

This exhibit features the works of 25
different artists, all of which focus on
driftwood and its untapped potential
for practical and artistic use. 'Hidden
Forest' is curated by Elísabet V.
Ingvarsdóttir and Dóra Hansen.
Runs until August 28

Mary Mary Quite Contrary
‘Secret Garden’ by Georg Douglas

Kópavogur | August 22 - September 13

The myth of right-brained scientists and left-brained artists is
completely dispelled by Georg Douglas. The man used to be a
geoscientist before he turned to the more profitable profession of
visual artist. Though he chooses to paint flowers rather than rocks
or strata, he uses his special background by integrating not only
visible aspects of the plants, like the petals, but also those science-y
invisible parts like the proteins and tissue. This ultimately creates
jumbled works with subjects that are clearly flowers but are also
complicated and take some time to work out. These are not your
typical still-lifes. HJC

This exhibit involves artwork created
by the visualizations of data pertaining
to volcanic and geological processes.
August 16-26

Djúpivogur

Old Fish Factory
Rolling Snowball 6

A joint project between the ChineseEuropean Art Center and Djúpivogur,
this exhibition features a wide range
of artists working with various media,
including photography, drawing and
painting, sculpture, and video.
Runs until August 21

Egilsstaðir
‘I Want This!’

This exhibition will feature illustrations
from Icelandic children’s books, and
aims to demonstrate the diversity in
artwork in children’s books. This is
the fourteenth time this exhibition is
being held.
Runs until August 31
Steinþór Eiríksson Exhibition

This exhibit features paintings by local
artist Steinþór Eiríksson. Many of his
paintings are of Icelandic landscape,
such as Dyrfjöll and Snæfell mountains.
Runs until September 2

Seyðisfjorður

Skaftfell - Center for Visual Art
Ingólfur Arnarsson & Þuríður Rós Sigurþórsdóttir exhibit

This mixed media exhibit features
concrete sculptures by Ingólfur and
printed silk artwork by Þuríður.
Runs until August 18

Stöðvarfjörður

Petra's Stone Collection

In the small fjord of Stöðvarfjörður
there is a collection of rare rocks and
minerals, most of which have been collected by Petra Sveinsdóttir from the
surrounding area. Her wonder world
of stones is now reputedly the world's
largest private collection of rocks.
On Permanent Display

South Iceland
Hella

‘Toes’

Hveragerði

For the ‘Toes’ exhibit, Ólöf Nimar,
Una Margrét Árnadóttir, Unndór
Egill Jónsson and Örn Alexander
Ámundason exhibit their work, all of
which has been made with the specific
location and overall environment of the
Factory in mind.
Runs until August 30
Various Locations

Tues - Sun 15-18 | Free!

‘Parallel Line Up’ by Jenny Brockmann

Hjalteyri

Ólafsfjörður

Anarkía, Hamraborg 3

Gamla Kaupfélagið

'End of Harvest Season' Festival
Come celebrate the end of the harvest
season with the people of Hella. There
will be music and activities for the
whole family!
August 16

The Factory

Berry Harvest (Berjadagar) Festival

The Berry Harvest festival celebrates
nature and creativity with three days
worth of chamber music and guest
performances from other genres—
including folk and jazz––as well as art
and photo exhibitions. A festival pass is
6,500ISK.
Runs until August 16

Skagaströnd
Spákonuhof

Þórdís the seer

The first named inhabitant of
Skagaströnd was Þórdís the seer, who
lived there in the beginning of the 10th
century, and in this exhibit her life, or
at least what we know of it, will be on

Selfoss

The Flower Festival
The annual flower festival will take
place in Heragerði. Stop in and smell
the roses.
August 14-16

Kópavogur

Cycle Music and Art Festival

The festival is intended as an
interdisciplinary showcase of art from
a wide range of artists, comprising
performances, art exhibits, artkino,
workshops, and symposiums.
Runs until August 16

Mosfellsbær

Laxness Museum
Musical Moments

Singer Kristjana Arngrímsdóttir,
guitarist Kristján Hjartarson,
guitar perform songs to the
works of Icelandic Poets Davíð
Stefánson,Jakobína Sigurðardóttir,
Elísabet Geirmundsdóttir and Lena
Gunnlaugsdóttir.
August 16 at 16:00

Afro-Yoga Festival
Find your inner peace and get your
stretch on with a two week long
celebration of dance, drums, and the
ancient practice of yoga.
August 11 - 30

West Iceland
Hafnarfjörður
PopArt 2015

This multi-format festival boasts artists
in the fields of music, art, theater and
gastronomy, all exploring the theme of
pop art in the 21st century.
Runs until August 15

Hólmavík
Turtle Filmfest

One whole week of cinema and
film-related experiences, this free
film festival in the Westfjords aims to
explore fear, love, and death through
a mixture of fiction and documentary
cinema, with screenings taking place
in a number of strange alternative
locations. Some of the Films showing at
Turtle Filmfest are:
"The Act of Killing" by Joshua
Oppenheimer
"Tristia" by Stanisław Mucha
"The Right Way" by Peter Fischli und
David Weiss
"20,000 Days on Earth" by Jane Pollard
and Iain Forsyth
"The Tribe" by Miroslav Slaboshpitsky
"Paradise: Love" by Ulrich Seidl

Runs until August 16

Rif

The Freezer Hostel
Live Session WIth Local Legends

Come out to Freezer Hostel to see
local legends play a mixture of
Icelandic and international music in a
casual, lounge setting. And you pay
however much you like.
August 14, 18, 21, 25
Bram Van Langen

Bram Van Langen is a guitar-wielding
singer/songwriter all the way from
Amsterdam, whose music ranges from
dreamy, to melancholic, to pointedly
critical of the world at large.
August 18
Pub Quiz

Come test your skills in a battle of wits,
intelligence and otherwise useless
facts. During Pub Quiz night, travellers
and locals get together over for a
night of fun, drinks and entertaining
interludes. Everyone is welcome and
there will be prizes!
August 20th
SUPER FUN NIGHT

SUPER FUN NIGHT (or, alternatively,
'Bingo Night') is back again at Freezer
Hostel. Don't miss out, guys.
August 27
The Saga of Gudridur

Come see this one woman show
about Gudridur, a tale of viking times
1000 years in the past—through
music, comedy, and storytelling. The
actress plays all the characters, men
and women: from Leif the lucky to
Gudridur herself
August 29 & 26

Stykkishólmur
Library of Water

‘To Place’ by Roni Horn

An audio exhibit offering insight into
the Icelandic psyche, where you can
listen to recordings of people talking
about the weather and how it has
shaped their character.
Runs until August 31
‘Water, Selected’ by Roni Horn

This ongoing sculpture exhibition
features 24 columns filled with glacier
water from all over the country.
Runs until August 31
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Sunday - Wednesday: 11.30 - 18.00 / Thursday- Saturday: 11.30 - 23.30
Grandagarður 2 - 101 Reykjavík - tel: +354 571 8877 - www.maturogdrykkur.is

Learning How To Drink,
One Swallow At A Time
A school that teaches you how
to down wine like a boss
Words Elín Rós
Photos Art Bicknick

“Ehm yes, this is wine isn’t it?” The line accurately sums up my slim knowledge of
wine, or at least when I’m put in the stressful situation of having to taste wine from a
freshly opened bottle prior to a meal. Also, this is all I can say (or think, if I’m too selfconscious to speak) when the waiter hovers impatiently over me and my companions
are dying to indulge in some wine. I then probably nod to the waiter and signal him
to fill our glasses despite not having a clue of what I was supposed to be searching for
when I tasted the wine. In the past I’ve found it best to have others taste the wine.
Class is in session
For brewery and alcohol distributor Ölgerðin’s “Wine School,” a fresh young
journalist (me) showed up a good half an
hour before class was supposed to start.

New to the world of journalism and wine
tasting in general, I engaged in a long
monologue with myself on how this wine
tasting should proceed as I awaited the
other students. I figured I had two options:
1) I could either get full-on drunk,
not wasting a drop of the fine wines,
downing a good three bottles while

Organic bistro
EST 2006

reminding myself that when it
comes to free booze, quantity always
beats quality.
2) OR, being new at the job and all, I
should remain professional, take notes
in my notebook, occasionally sipping
the wine and asking clever questions.
I’d fake it, but make it.
The class commenced at eight, when a
flock of young and inexperienced drinkers stumbled into the building. Some were
already quite tipsy, downing their beers
as they danced through the foyer. Those
folks were all colleagues, having arrived
together as part of a workplace outing of
some sort. I felt relieved, as my chances of
making an ass of myself quickly receded.
Our wine instructor for the night,
Jóhann Marel Viðarsson, aided by his
lovely assistant, sommelier Ingibjörg
Albertsdóttir, swiftly guided the group
through the brewery’s long tunnels as an
intense scent of beer-in-the-making engulfed us entirely. After an educational
walk through the facilities, we arrived at
a warm lecture hall, where we were instructed to sit by the bar.

I swallow
Tryggvagata 11,Volcano house
Tel:511-1118
Mon-Sun 12:00-21:00
www.fishandchips.is

Jóhann fired up his presentation on the
wall while Ingibjörg served up the night’s
first wine—a beautiful and sparkly Prosecco—while demonstrating how to properly
open the bottle with style. As instructed,

FOOD

Amazing
7 course menu

FOR THE SOUL

A unique Icelandic Feast
Starts with a shot of the Icelandic
national spirit “Brennivín“
Puffin
Smoked puffin with blueberries,
croutons, goat cheese, beetroot
Minke whale
Date purée, wakame and teriaky
Arctic charr
“Torched“ arctic charr with parsnip
purée, fennel, dill mayo
Lobster
Lobster cigar with chorizo, dates, chili jam
Reindeer
Reindeer slider with blue cheese, portobello,
steamed bun
Free range icelandic lamb
Lamb with coriander, pickled red cabbage,
fennel, butternut squash purée, chimichurri
And to end on a high note ...
Icelandic Skyr
Skyr panna cotta with raspberry sorbet, white
chocolate crumble, passion foam, dulche de leche

7.590 kr.
Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.

we smelled the dry wine and identified its
ingredients, rolled it across our tongues
several times and, finally, spat it out or
swallowed it. I chose to swallow. In fact, I
continued swallowing as we went through
all the different wines on the curriculum,
while somehow miraculously keeping a
straight face.
Jóhann kept scrolling through his engaging presentation, filling us up with information and more and more wine. And
more wine.
We went from champagne, to white
wines, to red wines, always repeating the
same wine tasting procedures we were
taught at the beginning. We were all captivated by our own professionalism, and
gracefully raised our glasses in a toast to
ourselves. How charming.
I was well into my fifth glass of wine
when I felt my face flush with heat and
redness, my hand felt sloppy when writing in my journal and I started stammering when asking questions. I somehow
managed to regain self-control just as the
wine took me over for good. This is likely
thanks to my cunning tactic of foregoing
my swallowing ways in lieu of spitting out
the subsequent subjects—it was the only
way out for me. But most of the students
weren’t there as journalists and slowly
but surely the Wine School’s generosity
started working against the school’s purported pedagogy, the class slowly growing
loud, drunk and unfocused, as Icelanders
getting their drink on are wont to.

Lesson learned
At the Wine School, we not only learned
the procedure of tasting the wine, but
also the lesson also touched upon history,
philosophy and ideology. It was quite an
in-depth course that truly enlightened
me. Today, I can confidently impress my
friends by delivering fancy-sounding
words like “terroir” and refer to certain
type of grapes in casual conversation.
Jóhann certainly seems to know everything there is to know about wine, and,
like the best teachers, employed that

knowledge to not only educate, but to entertain.
Not to mention: I learned what the
whole deal with tasting the wine at a restaurant is all about. The idea isn’t to see if
you “like” the wine you ordered—rather
you are being given a chance to determine whether it might be damaged or not.
Most people will certainly be able to tell
if the wine is faulty. If you just don’t like
the taste, don’t send the waiter to fetch
you another vintage. Rather, learn how to
choose your wine in advance.
Go to Wine School!

Wine School is for:
Anyone wanting to expand
their knowledge of wine, by
drinking copious amounts of
the stuff.
What’s interesting
about Wine School?
It’s hands-on. You learn about
the most popular wines, their
grapes, regions, the process
of making wine and how to
properly taste it.
What to expect
from Wine School?
Knowledge and confidence, as
your lips rest on the edge of
a wineglass.
How much do
tuition fees run you?
5,900 ISK
Where to find it:
www.gestastofa.is should
provide the information you
need. Vínskólinn offer courses
in English—an easy way to
get in touch is by emailing
jarthrudur.asmundsdottir@
olgerdin.is

Sushi Samba
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel 568 6600 • sushisamba.is
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Go Big Or Go Home

-----------------------------------------------------------

Located in a red corrugated iron house
overlooking the old harbour, Casa Grande
is situated smack-dab in the middle of one
of the city’s tourist hubs—whale watching
tours, an IcelandAir Hotel—and yet, when
we arrived, there wasn’t much Gore-Tex
on display. Sure, there were travellers,
but there was also a local family of four
sprawled comfortably in their booth, a few
couples, and a woman laughing quietly on
her phone by the bar. This may simply
be a result of our arriving after peak dinner hours, but it seemed indicative of our
overall experience: relaxed and homey.
We arrived rather peckish, a challenge which Casa Grande seemed ready to
meet, as most portion sizes are generous,
to say the least. (It’s in the name, right?)
We started with two appetizers: the fried
langoustine with watermelon, chili, and
fennel (2,790 ISK) and the blue mussels
with creamy beer sauce, lemon, and cum-

NEW AWARD
BEST THAI FOOD 2015

BanThai
RESTAURANT

w w w .b a n t h a i .i s

LARISSA KYZER
ART BICNICK

Do not miss !

“m a n y f a m o u s p e o p l e a r e r e g u l a r s h e r e
A L S O B E S T 2 0 0 9, 2 0 1 0, 2 0 1 1, 2 0 1 2, 2 0 1 3 a n d 2 0 1 4

-----------------------------------------------------------

What We Think:
A pleasant experience worth a
return trip, even if some of the
details go amiss.
Flavour:
Family-friendly Icelandic
standards with playful
Mediterranean flourishes.
Ambiance:
Warm wood, taverna
tchotchke—a spacious antidote
to all the angular neo-Scandi
decor that RVK is so fond of.
Service:
Attentive, super polite,
and helpful.
Price for 2 (no drinks):
11,000—20,000 ISK

that my companion was much more of
a fan than I was and argued that it actually had a very nice flavour by itself. But
it really, really shouldn’t be served with
white fish.) The fish was, again, very well
cooked—flaky and soft and seasoned with
a deft hand. And I honestly could eat barrels of that barley. Savoury and creamy,
with a nice bit of texture from a sprinkling
of breadcrumbs. I’d have a meal of just that
if it were on offer.
We were reaching full capacity at this
point, but decided to end with coffee and
a shared dessert, the amaretto panna cotta
with almonds and passion fruit sorbet
(1,390 ISK). This seems as good a time as
any to mention that the service was fantastic—our courses were well-spaced and
the host of extremely friendly and attentive waiters were always on hand to take
orders, refill drinks, clear plates, or whathaveyou. And so, having had the ideal
amount of time to sip our coffees, our desert arrived, right on cue.
This was a highlight of the meal for
sure, and another really lovely plate to
look at: a nicely firm and creamy panna
cotta plumped down next to bright orange
sorbet (bright orange seems to be a bit of
a theme colour at Casa Grande), with a
magenta-toned fruity dust, raspberries
and blueberries, white and dark chocolate
garnishes, and—my favourite—crystal-like
cubes of citrus gelatine. I admit that not
all of these flourishes were strictly necessary, but they were fun, and provided each
other with a nice counterbalance of textures. The tart gelatine offset the sweetness of the sorbet (a tad too sweet, but still
very good), and the panna cotta was nice
and light with just enough almondy flavour to play off the fruit. A really nice end
to the meal.

---------------------------Laugavegur 130
TEL : 692- 0564
----------------------------

Ægisgarður 2, 101 Reykjavík

in crackers (1,950 ISK). The langoustine
arrived amidst decorative curls of beetroot and dramatic sweeps of bright green
pesto and a luridly hued sweet potato
sauce—one of several colourfully playful
and clever platings we’d be treated to during the meal. The shellfish itself was delicate and perfectly cooked, its own subtle
sweetness complimented by the sweetness of the melon and the savoury pesto. I
could have lived without the sweet potato
sauce, however, as it was simply too heavy
and didn’t seem to have much to do with
anything else on the plate.
The mussels were plentiful and, as typical of the Icelandic variety, bright orange
and satisfyingly meaty (“pure protein,” my
dinner companion commented). But not
much had been done to alter their natural
state, which was a bit of a disappointment.
The “creamy” broth was thin and translucent, and while it certainly tasted beery, it
wasn’t actually all that tasty, nor did it really do anything to enhance the shellfish.
There were some parsley sprigs on top
of everything, but again—meh. (And we
could have really used a discard bowl for
the enormous pile of empty shells.)
It was up from there, however, when
our mains arrived. I opted for the fish of
the day (3,890 ISK)—ling, as it happened—
which was served on a bed of creamy barley with onions, and bacon. My companion settled on the “speziale” pizza (2,890
ISK)—one of over a dozen pizzas offered—
which was topped with artichoke hearts,
sundried tomatoes, garlic, and feta. The
personal pizza was typical of the herby,
all-but-sauceless pizzas popular around
town, but with a better-than-average pillowy crust and a pretty generous distribution of cheese. It was satisfying, if somewhat standard.
Another pleasing plating, my ling arrived in two portions on opposites side
of the dish (East Beast, West Beast-style,
for any of you Dr. Suess enthusiasts), with
flourishes of a teriyaki-style glaze and that
blasted sweet potato sauce again. (Lest
I malign this sauce too much, let me say

“

Casa Grande
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Whole Cod Heads And Licorice Pancakes
Matur og drykkur
Grandagarður 2, 101 Reykjavik
What We Think:
Casual and quirky approaches
to Icelandic classics.
Flavour:
Icelandic / Fish
Ambiance:
Good start for a night out, with
interesting drinks, finger food
and shared courses.
Service:
Forgettable
Price for 2 (with drinks):
18,000–22,000 ISK

If you have your heart set on traditional
Icelandic food with some creative flourishes, then there are three places worth
exploring. In the lowest budget tier (still
not all that low, this is Iceland we’re talking about), we have Café Loki serving up
flatbread with all fixings; on the high end
we have the take-no-prisoners gastronomic berserkers at Dill; and somewhere
in the middle price tier we have Matur og
drykkur.
Matur og drykkur are definitely going for that fancy-homey sweet spot. The
dishes, the portions and their presentation fall on the fancier side of things. But
the wooden tables, cutlery in a cup, and
mismatched plates seem to be intended to
offset that.
My first visit to Matur og drykkur was
for their soft opening where they were
seeking out creative input to shape their
approach. These types of events, where
they’ll invite the haute society and hoi pol-

loi for a tasting menu and comments, seem
to be getting more common in Reykjavík
and, personally, I think it speaks to rising ambition in the scene. I’ve visited the
place twice since then and had a chat with
the owner about the philosophy underlying Matur og drykkur—one informed by
equal parts resurrection of the Icelandic
culinary heritage and a response to some
of the established local interpretations of
New Nordic food.
At Matur og drykkur they have continuously modified and refined their menu
since that soft opening, although certain
offerings, like the honeyed tea ale and the
whole cod heads cooked in chicken stock
(3690 ISK), seem to be there to stay. We
didn’t end up ordering the cod head on
this visit, but I recommend it for a date
night if only as fodder for cheesy lines like
“I hope you like head.”
Let’s start with the end and note that
their desserts are worth the visit alone.
The licorice pancakes with chocolate
from local producers Om Nom and candied barley (1490 ISK) are particularly
surprising. The licorice taste is subtle and
transformed by the cooking process, and
the frying of the pancake gives it more of
a coffee aroma in addition to roasted nuts
and chocolate. Licorice-phobes should
give this one a shot.
The creamy skyr with blueberries,
oats and whey granita (1490 ISK) was
another great twist on an Icelandic classic. The dish was herbal, creamy, and
tart—more light and refreshing than the
usual stomach ballast you’d recognize as
creamed skyr.
The cocktails were another pleasant
surprise, with the gin and lovage cocktail
being an absolute standout.
The menu at Matur og drykkur is pretty quirky and confusing at times. For instance, there’s “Halibut” soup (quotation
marks are theirs), although fishing of hali-

#109

but in Icelandic waters has been banned
since January 2012. So this is either a
quirky joke or an odd bit of theatre on their
part, to tell each diner that the halibut had
to be substituted by another flatfish. On
this particular night, the substitute was
plaice, joined by mussels, apples and raisins (1990 ISK). This light and slightly
sweet soup with the swirl of apples and
raisins sent me to a happy place.
Matur og drykkur excels at this kind of
gentle nostalgia. The classic Sunday leg of
lamb with mashed rutabaga, potatoes and
green peas (4190 ISK) is presented about
as simply as a restaurant like this can hope
to get away with. And apparently one of
the owners wanted to push it even further by using the traditional canned green
peas, but the chef refused. The portion
could have been slightly more generous
to go with the Sunday dinner vibe, but the
flavour was a spot-on upgrade of a familiar
dish.
The only downside to an otherwise
stellar evening was the service. We have
had no complaints on previous visits, but
it seems this time we got saddled with a
brand-new staff member who couldn’t decide where to seat us and promptly forgot
to furnish us with menus, bread, or water
for a good twenty minutes, and then forgot to bring us our beers. The surrounding
tables seemed to be having none of these
problems and I’m willing to chalk this one
up to a bad turn thanks to a consistently
impressive show from the kitchen.
Matur og drykkur is a little bit of a detour from the main shopping vein but it’s
worth braving the storm.

RAGNAR EGILSSON
ART BICNICK

Dill is a Nordic restaurant with its
focus on Iceland, the pure nature and
all the good things coming from it.
It does not matter if it’s the
ingredients or the old traditions, we
try to hold firmly on to both.
There are not many things that make
us happier than giving life to old
traditions and forgotten ingredients
with modern technique and our creative
mind as a weapon.

Reykjavik

Est. 2012

FRENCH ONION SOUP

Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons
2.100.kr

MOULES MARINIERES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður
1.990.kr

FISH OF THE DAY
chef´s special
3.400.kr

Lífið er saltfiskur

Hverfisgata 12 · 101 Reykjavík
Tel. +354 552 15 22 · www.dillrestaurant.is

101 ÓÐINSTORG REYKJAVÍK ÍSLAND SNAPSBISTRO.IS
snaps@snaps.is +354 5116677

in august

14. DJ Steinunn & Silja
15. dj Flugvél og Geimskip
17. Monday night jazz
18. One Week Wonder
& Hugar
19. Óbó
20. Tilbury
DJ Ísar Logi
21. DJ Óli Dóri
22. Babies
DJ KGB
24. Monday night jazz
25. Reykjavík Dance Festival
warm-up party
26. Open mic night
27. Danceoke
28. DJ Styrmir Dansson
29. DJ Ívar Pétur

21:00 2000 ISK

21:00 free entry

21:00

21:00 2000 ISK

21:00 1500 ISK

22:00 free entry

21:00 free entry

21:00 free entry

22:00 free entry

EXCERPTS FROM CULTURE NIGHT SCHEDULE, FULL SCHEDULE ON WWW.CULTURENIGHT.IS

S C HEDULE
08:40–14:40

12:00–22:00
KRAUM CULTURE NIGHT PROGRAM
A diverse program in Kraum for Culture Night. Icelandic
design and music all day long.

REYKJAVIK MARATHON

KRAUM AÐALSTRÆTI 10

The 32nd annual Reykjavik Marathon.

LÆKJARGATA

10:00–20:00

R E Y K JAV ÍK C ULT UR E NIGH T
20T H A NNI V ER S A RY
12:00–23:00
VOV - VAST AND VIEW

VOICE YOUR OPINON

Voice your opinion: a recording device will stream all
opinions to the website http://thjodarsalin.is. This is your
chance to be heard.

The photo exhibition VoV - VAST and VIEW, made by
Justyna "sajja" Grosel and Marta "niebo" Niebieszczanska,
with large-format pictures, will appear in many different
places in downtown Reykjavik.
REYKJAVÍK

12:00–23:00

For full schedule, go to www.culturenight.is

KLAPPARSTÍGUR KARNIVAL

AUSTURVÖLLUR

An annual event in the city since 1996, Reykjavik Culture Night has become an essential part of
cultural life in Iceland, with thousands of people strolling the streets of the city on this exciting
and eventful night. Culture Night offers the chance to enjoy a variety of activities ranging from
guided tours, traditional shows and exhibitions to more unusual happenings. A number of cultural
institutes such as galleries, ateliers, shops, cafes, churches, restaurants and bars in downtown of
Reykjavik stay open until late. In short: if you find yourself in Reykjavík during Culture Night, soak
yourself in it, you're guaranteed one of the best times to be had in Iceland, as it offers a great
chance for experiencing arts, culture and other activities in a uniquely Icelandic way.

DJ Margeir and Ofur and guests will exercise your dance
muscles: Lunch Beat, DJ Margeir, Högni Egilsson,
Unnsteinn Manuel, Yoga moves, Logi Pedro, Reykjavík
Dance Festival, Sturla Atlas, President Bongo, Ásdís María,
Benni B-Ruff, Good Moon Dear, Exos, Maggi Lego, Tríó
Margeirs Ingólfssonar and Árni E.

13:00–15:00

13:30–16:30

WHERE ARE YOU FROM?

OUT OF THE GARAGE!

Join us for a workshop in flagmaking. We will decorate the
whole square with flags.

Garage bands of all ages leave the comforts of their garage
for a spot on the Iðnó stage.

10:00–22:00
KAOLIN CULTURE NIGHT PROGRAM
An all-day program built around fun, love and ceramics.

THE CORNER OF HVERFISGATA AND KLAPPARSTÍGUR
IÐNÓ VONARSTRÆTI

KÁRATORG KÁRASTÍGUR 1

12:30–14:30
FLYING FAMILIES
KAOLIN CERAMIC GALLERY, SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍGUR 22

11:00–23:00

The Irish aerial dance company Fidget Feet is collaborating with the Icelandic dance group Bíbí og Blaka on a performance for young audiences. This is an open rehearsal
where children can participate.
TJARNARBÍÓ TJARNARGATA 12

13:00–13:40

13:30–16:00

BRASS CONVENTION

SÓLSKOÐUN

Four brass bands from Iceland and Norway collaborate on
a few songs.

Look at the sun with special telescopes provided by The
Astronomy Club.

HARPA

AUSTURVÖLLUR

BLIND-PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION
This photography exhibition shows pictures that are taken
by the blind and visually impaired.

12:30–22:00
THE UNDERPASS
Graffiti art exhibition in the underpass on the corner of
Miklabraut and Langahlíð.

13:00–15:00

13:45–17:45

ABBA ART MACHINE

HITT HÚSIÐ CULTURE NIGHT PROGRAM

Experience the one and only ABBA Art Machine.

Hitt Húsið Youth Centre has put together a day-long program featuring young people expressing their art through
poetry, theatre, music, painting and dance.

SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍGUR
HVERFISGATA 42

UNDERPASS BY KLAMBRATÚN ON THE CORNER
OF MIKLUBRAUT AND LANGAHLÍÐ

11:00–23:00
THE DUB SHED
A dusty, old yard shed becomes a venue for dub and
reggae music.

HITT HÚSIÐ PÓSTHÚSSTRÆTI 5

13:00–13:30

13:00–18:00

LITHUANIAN FOLK MUSIC

KRÁS STREET FOOD MARKET
KRÁS street food festival offers great food and drinks from
local restaurants.

Lithuanian folk music group Gija traditional Lithuanian
songs.
LANDAKOTSKIRKJA CHURCH

14:00–16:00
GRANDMA DANCES
On Culture Night we will offer free dancing lessons and
workshops in our dance studio.

13:00–16:00
THE SQUARE SPEAKS
Artists explore the sounds of literature in open space.
VITASTÍGUR 17
FÓGETAGARÐURINN

13:00–16:00

11:00–15:00

DANSVERKSTÆÐIÐ SKÚLAGÖTU 30

NEVER AGAIN HIROSHIMA

FINNISH STREET MARKET
A street market with second-hand design items
from Finland.
LAUGAVEGUR 27

14:00–16:00

Historical exhibition on the nuclear assaults on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki in 1945.

BRÍETARTORG SQUARE SKÓLASTRÆTI 1

TURKISH SWING AND COFFEE
Eastern European music and steaming hot Turkish coffee.

13:00–13:30

11:30–18:00

DAISIES ON THE HILL

LANDSBANKINN CULTURE NIGHT PROGRAM

Live music

Landsbankinn Bank has been a proud sponsor of Reykjavík Culture Night from the beginning. Enjoy our special
20th anniversary program.

SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍGUR 43
FRIÐARHÚS NJÁLSGÖTU 87

13:30–14:30

OUTSIDE MEZE RESTAURANT LAUGAVEGUR 42

BALKAN CIRCLE DANCE
Hora is a circle dance originated in the Balkans.
LÆKJARTORG

14:00–14:30
SPECTRUM AND THE FASHIONISTAS
The choir Spectrum sings popular songs.

LANDSBANKINN AUSTURSTRÆTI

HARPA

EXCERPTS FROM CULTURE NIGHT SCHEDULE, FULL SCHEDULE ON WWW.CULTURENIGHT.IS

14:00–17:00

14:00–20:00

REYKJAVÍK CUSTOM BIKE SHOW
Rock´n roll and motorbikes! Starts with 200 bikes fired up
at the same time in memory of bikers that have past away.

FESTISVALL FÜNF: MUSIC AND ART FESTIVAL
The music and art festival Festisvall celebrates its five year
anniversary.  

NAUSTIN TRYGGVAGATA

14:00–17:00
Celebrating 100 years of women's suffrage. Historical
perspective.
HALLVEIGARSTAÐIR TÚNGATA 14

15:00–15:30

HOG CHARITY RIDE

FAMILY SYMPHONY CONCERT

HOG (Harley Davidson owner Association of Iceland) Charity ride for a small fee to support Chronically ill Children).

The adventure of Tobbi Tuba has been popular with young
audiences since 1945. It tells the story of a brave tuba that
longs to play beautiful melodies.

CITY HALL

VITAGARÐUR KEX HOSTEL SKÚLAGATA 28

15:00–17:30

14:00–18:00

FEMINISM FOR 100 YEARS

15:00–17:00

15:30–16:00

TANGO SQUARE

REGGAE SUMMER
RVK Soundsystem, AmabAdamA and Ojba Rasta throw a
real reggae party.

HARPA

TANGO IN HARPA

Tango exhibition and dance.
BRÍETARTORG ÞINGHOLTSSTRÆTI 7

Mandólín plays music to tango to from all corners of the
world.
HARPA

15:00–18:00

14:00–23:00

FAMILY FESTIVAL

WOMEN'S POWER - PHOTO EXHIBITION

Family Festival at Óðinstorg Square. Food, theate and
live music.

Women from all walks of life exhibit their photography. Women's Power is a special program highlighting
women in arts.  

16:00–18:00
KIDS YOGA
Four 30-minutes yoga classes for children ages 5-1. Classes start at: 16.00 16.30 17.00 and 17.30. Basic positions
and breathing techniques.

HRESSINGARSKÁLINN AUSTURSTRÆTI 20

14:00–14:40
MUSIC IN THE DARK
THE GARDEN OF INGÓLFSSTRÆTI 21A

Blind musicians play music in a completely dark
auditorium.

14:00–17:00

ÓÐINSTORG SPÍTALASTÍGUR

15:00–18:00

REYKJAVÍK CITY LIBRARY TRYGGVAGATA 15

THE BAND EVA AND FAST HANDS
Musical performance with sign language.

COCO AND ACCORDION MUSIC

ÓÐINSTORG TÝSGATA 8

The Reykjavík Accordion Society plays.

STÍGUR

SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍGUR 19

TJARNARBÍO TJARNARGATA 12

ROOF BRASS

GAMLA BÍÓ INGÓLFSSTRÆTI 2A

14:00–21:30
IMPROV ICELAND
Improv Iceland will perform 16 improvised theatre pieces,
never to be repeated.

14:00–16:00

Poetry set to music by the band Stígur.

15:00–18:00

14:00–17:00
Þorlákshöfn Brass Band plays a few songs from the roof
of Gamla Bíó.

16:00–17:00

VÖFFLUKAFFI Í ÞINGHOLTUNUM

EYMUNDSSON SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍGUR 11

RYMES FOR CHILDREN
Participatory concert for the youngest attendees.
KJARVALSSTAÐIR

16:00–17:00
ROOF BRASS
Samúel Jón Samúelsson Big Band plays from the roof of
Gamla Bíó.

15:00–21:00
A FLOW OF PSALMS
A six-hour program of psalms and hymns performed by
church choirs and organists.

The annual waffle party in Þingholt. Meet the locals and
enjoy a homemade waffle.

GAMLA BÍÓ INGÓLFSSTRÆTI 2A
HVERFISGATA 19 AUSTURSTRÆTI 20

ÞINGHOLT, ÞINGHOLTSSTRÆTI 27

14:30–22:00
FIREPOWER
Blacksmiths practice their art over open fire.
THE CORNER OF AÐALSTRÆTI AND VESTURGATA

14:00–22:00

15:00–22:45

FORUM – HULDA
Art Exhibition.

HALLGRÍMSKIRKJA CHURCH

16:00–16:30
THE BAND EVA AND FAST HANDS

15:00–20:00

Musical performance with sign language.
ÓÐINSTORG TÝSGATA 8

AGX – AN ANALOG PHOTO EXHIBITION
Photographers exhibit work made the old celluloid way.

16:00–17:00
WOMEN'S POWER - FEMPROV

TEXAS BLUES AND BBQ FESTIVAL

Five actresses from the Student Theatre perform the improvised piece Femprov. Women's Power is a special program highlighting women in arts.

Live blues music and BBQ all night long.

CUSTOM PHOTO LAB 2ND FLOOR FISKISLÓÐ 79
TJARNARBÍO TJARNARGATA 12
GRANDAGARÐUR BY THE OLD HARBOUR

14:00–15:30

GAUKURINN TRYGGVAGATA 22

WOMEN'S POWER - GIRLS ROCK
Bands from the rock camp Girls Rock perform. Women's
Power is a special program highlighting women in arts.
GAUKURINN TRYGGVAGATA 22

Events at Harpa
13:00–14:00 SVANUR MARCHING BAND
		
Hörpuhornið
13:30–14:30 FAMILY PROGRAM
		
Silfurberg
13:30–16:30 CADILLAC CLUB CAR EXHIBITION
		
Hörputorg
13:30–16:30 BALDURSBRÁ CHILD OPER
		
Norðurljós
14:30–15:00 BLUESFESTIVAL
		
Kaldalón
14:45–15:30 ÓSKAR GUÐNASON
		
Flói

13:30–16:30 ICELANDIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
		
AND TOBBI TUBA
		
Eldborg
15:15–16:00 PHILOSOPHY OF THE HEART
		
Norðurljós
15:30–15:55 TANGOBAND MANDÓLÍN
		
Flói
16:00–18:00 STAGE NETWORKS
		
Kaldalón
16:15–16:45 SKARKALI JAZZ
		
Hörpuhornið
16:15–16:45 THE TIN DRUM 		
INTRODUCTION TO A
		
CONCERT SERIES
		
Flói

16:45–17:00 MAXIMUS MUSICMOUSE HANDS OUT
		
BALLOONS FOR CHILDREN
		
Hörputorg
16:45–17:10 SWEET BREAD BOYS
		
Norðurljós
17:00–18:00 ICELANDIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
		
AND ARI ELDJÁRN
		
Eldborg
17:00–17:45 HANUS G. JOHANSEN AND CHOIR
		
Flói
17:30–23:00 INGEBORG ZU SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN
		
AND RUDOLF ZUR LIPPE
		
Hörputorg

17:30–19:00 OPERA ACADEMY
		
Norðurljós
17:30–18:30 TRÓNDUR ENNI AND LÍV NÆS
		
Flói
18:45–19:30 CEASETONE
		
Kaldalón
19:30–21:00 THE POLISH SOCIETY
		
Kaldalón
18:30–19:15 MARIUS ZISKA X 4
		
Kaldalón
19:15–20:00 LOCKERBIE
		
Flói

EXCERPTS FROM CULTURE NIGHT SCHEDULE, FULL SCHEDULE ON WWW.CULTURENIGHT.IS

16:00–16:40
MUSIC IN THE DARK
Blind musicians play music in a completely dark auditorium.

16:30–17:30

17:30–18:30

SALSA ICELAND

ALL KINDS OF LOVE

Salsa Iceland offers dance lessons and exhibit Salsa

All Kinds of Love is a playful performance by young artists
from the Opera Academy.

20:00–23:00
RADIO 2 CULTURE NIGHT CONCERT
Live concert on the main stage featuring many of Iceland's
most popular bands.

TJARNARBÍÓ TJARNARGATA 12

16:00–23:00
BYLGJAN GARDEN PARTY
Live music and BBQ. Line-up includes Stop Wait Go,
Glowie, Alda Dís, Júníus Meyvant Mannakjöt, Dikta, Amabadama, Páll Óskar.

LÆKJATORG

HARPA

18:00–20:00

17:00–18:00

STAGE EUROPE NETWORK CONCERT

LIGHTBEARERS
Music and spoken word with Canadian singer Rebecca
Bruton and Icelandic poetesses.

The line-up features The Werg (Estonia), LRM (France),
Dooxs (Holland) and Rythmatik (Iceland).

ARNARHÓLL

20:00–21:00
TRILOGIA IN CONCERT
Electro-pop outfit Trilogia in concert.
IÐNÓ VONARSTRÆTI 3

EYMUNDSSON SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍGUR 11
HLJÓMSKÁLAGARÐUR

16:00–18:00

20:00–21:00

17:00–19:00

THE WARM DARKNESS

COINCIDENCE - EXHIBITION OPENING

A DATE WITH SINGERS
Icelandic singers/songwriters perform in the backyard
of STEF. Acts include Svavar Knútur, Andrea Gylfadóttir,
Hafdís Huld og Kristján Kristjánsson (KK)

The chamber music group Umbra plays dark music to
candle light.

Opening of the exhibition Coincidence by painter Ólöf
Svava Guðmundsdóttir

LOFT HOSTEL BANKASTRÆTI 7

18:00–19:00
POETRY JAZZ
Poetry by Haraldur Ægir Guðmundsson read to free-style
jazz, inspired by the Beat poets.
LUCKY RECORDS RAUÐARÁRSTÍGUR 14
HANNESARHOLT GRUNDARSTÍGUR 10

STEF, LAUFÁSVEGUR 40

DÓMKIRKJAN CHURCH

18:00–22:00
CULTURE HOUR: KOLBEINN HUGI
This year's Culture Hour artist is Kolbeinn Hugi, who will exhibit a performance piece that will last for hours and hours.

17:00–19:00
DALÍ IN IÐNÓ

16:00–18:20

20:00–21:00
GONE FOR THE DAY
ETHOS: The Homeless Theatre performs a theatrical
piece. Members of the theatre group are all homless.

The melodic pop band Dalí plays a live concert.
IÐNÓ VONARSTRÆTI 3

STAGE EUROPE NETWORK CONCERT
The line-up features The Werg (Estonia), LRM (France),
Dooxs (Holland) and Rythmatik (Iceland).

17:00–18:00
STAND-UP SYMPHONY
The Icelandic Symphony Orchestra and stand-up comedian Ari Eldjárn will join forces for unique performance built
around popular movie scores.

MENGI ÓÐINSGATA 2
THE SALVATION ARMY TÚNGATA

18:15–20:00
WOMEN'S POWER - POETRY

HARPA

Members of two Icelandic poetry clubs read from their
work. Women's Power is a special program highlighting
women in arts.

16:00–20:00

GAUKURINN TRYGGVAGATA 22

SECRET GARDEN

JAKOB VIÐAR AND HEIGLAR
Jakob Viðar and friends from the band Heiglar perform
folk-inspired chamber-pop blues.
REYKJAVIK CITY LIBRARY

HARPA

Secret events and surpises in the garden by the Icelandic
National Gallery.

18:30–19:00

17:00–20:00

SOUND IN THE DARK - LIGHT ON THE SQUARE

THE SPIRIT OF SOCRATES
Stimulating dialogues of a philosophical persuasion.

The Choir Spectrum performs "Sound in the Dark - Light
on the Square."

KVOSIN, VESTURGATA 5

ICELANDIC NATIONAL GALLERY FRÍKIRKJUVEGUR 7

20:00–21:00

21:00–21:50
SOUTHERN ARIAS IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
Soprano Álfheiður Erla Guðmundsdóttir and pianist Anni
Aurora Laukkanen perform.

17:15–18:15
WOMEN'S POWER - PANEL DISCUSSION
Women discuss their work and art. Women's Power is a
special program highlighting women in arts.

16:00–18:00

TJARNARBÍÓ TJARNARGATA 12

MANDALAS
Secret events and surpises in the garden by the Icelandic
National Gallery.

18:30–19:30

DÓMKIRKJAN CHURCH

IÐNÓ BLUES PARTY

21:00–22:00

Blues and gospel party in Iðnó.

TANGO NIGHT

GAUKURINN TRYGGVAGATA 22

REYKJAVIK CITY LIBRARY TRYGGVAGATA 15

Rythmic and soulful tango music courtesy of the band
Mandólín.
THE CULTURE HOUSE, HVERFISGATA 15

17:30–18:00
SOUND IN THE DARK - LIGHT ON THE SQUARE
The Choir Spectrum performs "Sound in the Dark - Light
on the Square."

16:15–16:45

IÐNÓ VONARSTRÆTI 3

20:00–21:00

SKARKALI - CONCER

WOMEN'S POWER - STAND-UP COMEDY

The band Skarkali released their first album this summer.
To celebrate, they will play a live concert on Culture Night.

23:00–23:10
CULTURE NIGHT FIREWORKS SHOW
Dance composer Sigríður Soffía created this year's fireworks show in two parts, called “Starsurf ... and the Skies
Will Crystallize.” The exhibition is in cooperation with Vodafone and ICE-SAR.

Three Icelandic stand-up comics. Women's Power is a
special program highlighting women in arts.
GAUKURINN TRYGGVAGATA 22

HARPA
TJARNARBÍÓ TJARNARGATA 12

REYKJAVÍK HARBOUR

